
GOVERNANCE & OVERSIGHT NARRATIVE 
 

Local Authority: Northeastern 
 
Instructions: 
In the cells below, please provide an answer/description for each question.  PLEASE CHANGE THE 
COLOR OF SUBSTANTIVE NEW LANGUAGE INCLUDED IN YOUR PLAN THIS YEAR! 
 

1)  Access & Eligibility for Mental Health and/or Substance Abuse Clients 

Who is eligible to receive mental health services within your catchment area?  What services 
(are there different services available depending on funding)? 

The Center continues to provide basic services to all members of the community regardless of 
individual funding.  Basic services included therapist evaluations, individual therapy and medication 
management where possible.  As noted in the treatment narrative, services related to individual therapy 
for some populations will have to be provided on a limited basis, given resource limits.   As noted in the 
Mental Health and Substance Abuse narratives the Center serves individuals in crisis regardless of 
funding. 

Who is eligible to receive substance abuse services within your catchment area? What services 
(are there different services available depending on funding)? Identify how you manage wait 
lists.  How do you ensure priority populations get served? 

The Center continues to provide basic services to all members of the community regardless of funding.  
Basic services included therapist evaluations, individual therapy and group services related to 
substance abuse treatment.  MAT services are available regardless of funding when clinically indicated.  
As noted in the Mental Health and Substance Abuse narratives the Center serves individuals in crisis 
regardless of funding.     
 
The Center does not maintain a waiting list for screening/assessment, individual therapy, medication 
services (including MAT) or case management services.   There are occasions where certain group 
services are maxed out due to the number of individuals attending the group and state rules regarding 
participant number limitations.   When this does occur the Center operates a holding group so that 
individuals may be treated pending specific group admission.    
 
The Center keeps what is known as the “initial contact log” for those making contact with the agency for 
services.  The purpose of the list is to manage Medicaid enrollees under the PMHP contract that 
requires initial appointments depending on Emergent-same day, Urgent 5 days or Non-Urgent-15 days  
status.    Individuals that report using substances IV and or  have dependent children or are pregnant  
are moved to priority status and do not wait for the usual assessment process and are seen on an 
emergent status.     This status is for all payers including unfunded but they are recorded on the initial 
contact list whether they are medicaid covered or not.   Emergent services may also include immediate 
prescriber referral when clinically indicated.   
 
In October 2020 Northeastern Counseling implemented MCOT.    Prior to October 2020, NCC provided 
crisis services using two 24/7 on call therapists.  With the addition of MCOT priority populations may be 
served by the “team” which includes a therapist and a crisis worker, at locations including homes or 
other locations in the community.   NCC operates two teams.   
 

What are the criteria used to determine who is eligible for a public subsidy? 

The Center has a sliding fee scale that is submitted to the Division annually that is used to determine 
the amount the consumer would be responsible for.    



How is this amount of public subsidy determined? 

Fees are based on family/individual income and the number of dependents.  A copy of the “Sliding Fee 
Scale” has been attached with this plan. 

How is information about eligibility and fees communicated to prospective clients? 

The Center’s support staff explains and presents the sliding fee scale as consumers apply for service 
admission.    
 
The individual’s fee is agreed to by the consumer prior to receiving services and is signed by the 
consumer or responsible party.  In addition, the monthly out of pocket max is handwritten on the 
Northeastern Counseling Center Fee Information and Policy Agreement.  
 
The Center offers Medicaid enrollment services and direct referral to DWS as needed to access eligible 
coverage.  

Are you a National Health Service Corps (NHSC) provider? YES/NO 
In areas designated as a Health Professional Shortage Areas (HPSA) describe programmatic 
implications, participation in National Health Services Corp (NHSC) and processes to maintain 
eligibility. 

The Center is a NHSC site and must verify with the program that it serves the underserved populations 
required by the program’s regulations.  The Center relies heavily on this program to attract therapists 
and possibly to recruit and retain prescribers.   Processes to maintain eligibility and provide employee 
and agency verification are outlined in detail on the NHSC website.     

 
2) Subcontractor Monitoring 

The DHS Contract with Mental Health/Substance Abuse Local Authority states: When the 
Local Authority subcontracts, the Local Authority shall at a minimum: 

(1) Conduct at least one annual monitoring review of each subcontractor.  The Local 
Authority shall specify in its Area Plan how it will monitor their subcontracts. 

 
 

Describe how monitoring will be conducted, what items will be monitored and how required 
documentation will be kept up-to-date for active subcontractors. 

With the exception of inpatient services, NCC rarely utilizes outside services for individuals within the 
catchment area.  At present NCC has two inpatient contracts and one outpatient contract with the local 
FQHC and one telehealth contract with UNI.  NCC meets with or has discussions virtually with 
contracting agencies to verify any specific contract monitoring unique to that contract.  Throughout the 
year, NCC conducts monthly LEIE EPLS searches for federal debarment on all subcontract hospitals 
and providers including employees of San Juan Counseling.  Prior to paying for any outside services, 
those services are verified and documentation obtained.  The Center does utilize single case 
agreements for some Medicaid covered services both locally and for specialty services not available in 
the Uintah Basin.   Examples may include SUD residential, psychologicals, etc.  The volume for these 
services is low compared to the overall number of enrollee services covered by the Center.  Medicaid 
policy dictates that the single case agreement or a contract provider is a registered Medicaid provider.    
 
NCC is under contract with San Juan Counseling for Medicaid services only.  This contract is monitored 
regularly regarding data, Medicaid policy, EQRO compliance, Access Performance Standards, HEDIS, 
PIP compliance, etc.   NCC credentials Providers that are employed by San Juan to provide Medicaid 
services.  The agency is part of the NCC QAPI program.  NCC reviews San Juan cases as part of its 



Peer Reviews. 
 
 

 
 
 



FORM A - MENTAL HEALTH BUDGET NARRATIVE 
 

Local Authority:   
 
Instructions: 
In the cells below, please provide an answer/description for each question.  PLEASE CHANGE THE 
COLOR OF SUBSTANTIVE NEW LANGUAGE INCLUDED IN YOUR PLAN THIS YEAR! 
 

 
1)  Adult Inpatient 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$1,000,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

160 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$425,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

140 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$488,122  44 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. 

Inpatient services utilized by Northeastern Counseling (otherwise known as NCC or the Center)  are 
predominantly provided through Provo Canyon Behavioral Hospital and the Huntsman Mental Health 
Institute.   However, Northeastern Counseling will use 7 to 9 different inpatient providers throughout the 
year due to beds being full at contract hospitals, insurance network restrictions, special needs such as 
geriatric, and so forth.  NCC provides admission services for unfunded, insured, Medicare and 
Medicaid.  The Northeastern Counseling provides most admission services through the Uintah Basin 
Medical Center and Ashley Regional Medical Center Emergency Rooms.  NCC employs a liaison that 
lives in Utah County. The liaison provides discharge planning, some utilization review for Utah county 
admissions and USH clients. In addition to admission services for all payers, NCC staff provide 
discharge planning and follow up services regardless of payer.    
 
Difference in “Projected” versus "Actual" or “mental health scorecard” inpatient numbers: Throughout 
the years NCC has reported two different inpatient numbers depending on what is being asked for in 
the Area Plan. This explanation has been given in previous Area Plans and is given again in this plan to 
avoid confusion between “projected” and “actual” numbers as found on the Division’s “Scorecard”.  
NCC facilitates the majority of psychiatric inpatient admissions for Uintah Basin residents through both 
local emergency rooms or through NCC office locations. Challenging inpatient discharges are also 
facilitated by NCC regardless of payer. The majority of these admissions and discharges include 
individuals that are not covered under Medicaid. Only Medicaid admissions paid for by NCC under the 
Pre Paid Mental Health Plan are entered into the NCC Electronic Medical Record and subsequently 
reported to the Division and the Department of Health.  All admissions and many discharges 
(regardless of payer) require additional non billable time by NCC that is not captured by CPT billable 
codes or other inpatient service data. NCC projects 160 psychiatric inpatient admissions in the coming 
year for residents of the Tri-County area.   The projections for adult Medicaid Enrollees funded under 
the Medicaid Managed Care Plan that will be reported to the Division and the Department of Health is 
projected at 65.     
 



Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

The amount that NCC will fund under the Medicaid Managed Care plan has substantially increased in 
the current year and is expected to continue in SFY22.  A major contributor to increased expenses is 
due to Medicaid expansion in the State of Utah and the subsequent increase in Medicaid Enrollees that 
are covered by NCC.   In past years, many adults were not covered under Medicaid and therefore were 
unfunded for both outpatient and inpatient services.   With Medicaid expansion these new adult 
Enrollees are now the financial responsibility of NCC under the managed care plan.    

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
2)  Children/Youth Inpatient 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$250,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

40 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$125,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

23 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$143,343 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

16 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. 

Northeastern Counseling Center has an inpatient contract for youth at Provo Canyon and the University 
of Utah Neuropsychiatric Institute.  On occasion, NCC  has utilized non contract hospitals such as 
Wasatch Canyons, Highland Ridge and McKay Dee as needed. The Center strives to utilize inpatient 
admission as a last resort and only when this level of care is needed to protect the youth, child or 
others. Every effort is made to work with the youth and parent/guardian in keeping the youth in their 
home environment with support services.  
 
Difference in “Projected” versus "Actual" or “mental health scorecard” inpatient numbers: Throughout 
the years NCC has reported two different inpatient numbers depending on what is being asked for in 
the Area Plan. This explanation has been given in previous Area Plans and is given again in this plan to 
avoid confusion between “projected” and “actual” numbers as found on the Division’s “Scorecard”.  
NCC facilitates the majority of psychiatric inpatient admissions for area residents through both local 
emergency rooms or through NCC office locations. These admissions and discharges include 
individuals that are not covered under Medicaid. Only Medicaid admissions paid for by NCC under the 
Pre Paid Mental Health Plan are entered into the NCC EMR and subsequently reported to the Division 
and the Department of Health. All admissions and many discharges (regardless of payer) require 
additional non billable time by NCC that is not captured by a CPT billable code. This budget item 
includes some of those costs.  NCC projects 40 psychiatric inpatient admissions for youth in the coming 
year for residents of the Tri-County area.   The projections for youth Medicaid Enrollees funded under 
the Medicaid Managed Care Plan that will be reported to the Division and the Department of Health is 
projected at 20.     
 



Describe your efforts to support the transition from this level of care back to the community. 

NCC strives to provide support for all inpatient discharges regardless of funding.   Follow up 
appointments are encouraged and required for inpatient discharges.   Individuals that choose to follow 
up with NCC will be offered a follow up appointment with a therapist within three business days.  An 
appointment with a prescriber will be scheduled within 7 days.   Additional referrals may be made as 
needed including FRF, Peer Support, etc.  NCC does follow up contacts on discharges.  

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

The Center anticipates increases in the number of inpatient bed days for youth that the Center is 
responsible for funding.   In addition, the Center anticipates an increased amount of inpatient admission 
services for youth that are not covered by Medicaid.   

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
3)  Adult Residential Care 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$55,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

18 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$50,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

18 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$63,522 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

18 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. 

Northeastern Counseling Center does not provide licensed residential treatment services as a direct 
service in the Center’s catchment area. When needed by consumers, the service has been arranged 
through agreements with larger centers. Northeastern Counseling has made such  arrangements in the 
past with Centers on the Wasatch front to facilitate USH discharge. Funds may be utilized to cover 
services at the accepting Center while the individual is not eligible for Medicaid or for the months they 
remain under NCC Medicaid. Northeastern Counseling believes it does provide quasi residential type 
services through its housing and case management support services. The Center has chosen not to 
code its housing program as “Residential” in the State reporting data as it is not licensed as residential. 
However, the Center believes it does prevent inpatient admissions through its housing and support 
services for those living with a Serious Mental Illness.  Individuals in one of NCC's 20 apartments that 
have significant needs have nearly daily contact with NCC staff, may attend Day Treatment and receive 
daily medication services. Other support services include shopping assistance, medical care 
coordination, payee services and in home services. The Center’s housing and support program are 
used as a step down from the USH and acute admissions for adults living with a serious mental illness 
that require more community support. 



How is access to this level of care determined?  How is the effectiveness and accessibility of 
residential care evaluated? 

 

The Center utilizes functional assessments such as the DLA-20 when available in combination with 
clinical information related to safety and the need for additional support.   The primary goals include the 
individual being in the least restrictive environment possible.   Effectiveness of care is determined by 
several factors including functioning levels, inpatient admissions, legal involvement, safety, etc.   If the 
program is located in another catchment area NCC will still complete it’s assessment for medical 
necessity and payment authorization as needed.  The receiving programs will also have their own 
screening assessment process in addition to NCC’s.   Potential receiving programs are likely to request 
extensive clinical history and the most recent clinical records to make a determination of admission 
appropriateness.  There may be additional forms, admission packets, etc., required by the receiving 
program.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
4)  Children/Youth Residential Care 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$2,500 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

2 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$5,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

2 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$ Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

0 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. Please identify any significant service gaps related to residential services for youth. 

The Center will continue to make arrangements on a case by case basis as needed by the individual 
youth and family. It remains the Center’s policy to make every effort to maintain the youth in their own 
home honoring the wishes of the parent/guardian as long as safety can be maintained. Residential care 
for a child should be a service of last resort and will only be arranged by the Center in extreme cases. 
 
The Center would arrange an individual agreement to cover treatment services for a Medicaid Youth in 
a residential program, provided it was medically necessary and agreed upon by the parent/guardian. 
Other financial arrangements would have to be made for Room and Board.   



How is access to this level of care determined?  Please describe your efforts to support the 
transition from this level of care back to the community. 

The Center utilizes clinical information related to safety and the need for additional support.   The 
primary goals include the individual being in the least restrictive environment possible.   Effectiveness 
of care is determined by several factors including functioning levels, inpatient admissions, legal 
involvement, safety, etc.   The Center considers residential as short term treatment and not a 
placement option for out of home care.    

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
5)  Adult Outpatient Care 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$1,728,639 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

1600 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$1,600,000 Form A1 - Projected 
Clients Served in FY21 
Area Plan 

1500 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$1,302,328 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

1623 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. 

The Center will continue to provide Assessment, Individual and Group Therapy services out of the 
Roosevelt and Vernal sites. The Center also provides appointments as needed in Manila during the 
school year at the health clinic, or by telehealth.  The Center also provides a therapist to the Vernal 
FQHC 8 hours a week.    
 
Due to the Covid-19 response, the Center has expanded its ability to provide telehealth services either 
by secure HIPAA compliant video or by phone under the temporary regulations.  Going forward it will 
potentially increase access for certain individuals that are comfortable with Telehealth or where 
transportation or other limitations are a challenge.  
 
Northeastern Counseling Center recognizes that all community members seeking services are a 
priority.  This is seen in the score card where the percentage of adults served by NCC is high compared 
to the overall population when compared to most areas of the State.  This is directly related to NCC 
providing services regardless of payer.   The limitation that arises with the high volume is the ability to 
provide consistent regular individual therapy for some populations.  Some differentiation is required 
given the supply and demand challenge for individual therapy time.  Priority adult populations for 
therapy  include:  individuals designated as living with a Serious Mental Illness (these individuals 
generally have case management, rehabilitative services, peer support services, nursing services, etc. 



that supplement the need for frequent therapy), medicaid enrollees with medical necessity, individuals 
under commitment or the criminal system and individuals requiring crisis services regardless of funding.  
Therapist time for therapy is further limited by Mobile Crisis Outreach, jail services, school services, 
FQHC services and other required programs that take the therapist off the general therapy schedule.    
The Center will continue exploring group services for mental health adults with similar needs as 
consistent individual therapy isn’t always possible for non priority populations.  Traditionally these 
mental health groups have not been well attended by lower priority populations for a variety of reasons, 
including the individual's preference of individual therapy instead of group.  Consumers not in priority 
populations may be notified of group or community referral or individual therapy by NCC on a less 
frequent basis.  The Center will always provide crisis services including crisis therapy and Safety 
Planning to all adults.   The Center is maximizing therapist productivity, providing financial incentives, 
operating a recruitment and retention program and working with the local MSW program to increase 
therapy resources and to fill open positions.  The Center has entered into agreements with other 
providers for occasional Medicaid enrollee telehealth services as needed and a local private agency for 
enrollee therapy services as needed.    

Describe community based services for high acuity patients including Assertive Community 
Treatment (ACT), Assertive Community Outreach Treatment (ACOT), and/or Intensive Case 
Management (ICM) services.  Identify your proposed fidelity monitoring and outcome measures.  

The Center does not have a formal ACOT team that includes the traditional resources required for 
fidelity.   The Center does provide ACOT type services on a daily basis to those living with a serious 
mental illness which may or may not include court involvement including commitment, JRI or other 
order.  These services include Medication, Therapy, Peer Support, Case Management, Protective 
Payee, Housing and Rehabilitation services, Medicaid B3 services, wellness, etc., to assist the 
individual in having their basic needs met.  This includes regular case consultation and teamwork 
between all the types of providers involved and most importantly the client/family.   The outcome 
measures sought for are keeping individuals in the community and out of inpatient units (especially the 
USH), out of jails and to prevent homelessness.   The Center utilizes the DLA-20 to track improvement 
and individual needs. 

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

With the implementation of MCOT in October 2020 the Center has reduced its individual therapist 
evaluation or therapy time slots by two positions to cover MCOT services and availability.   The Center 
hopes to hire additional therapists so that any loss related to MCOT coverage and provider turnover of 
outpatient resources is mitigated.   The Center has recently increased options locally to assist with 
Medicaid Enrollees as needed.  These options do not assist with crisis coverage but do give other 
outpatient options for a limited number of Medicaid Enrollees as needed.    

Describe the programmatic approach for serving individuals in the least restrictive level of care 
who are civilly committed or court-ordered to Assisted Outpatient Treatment.  Include the 
process to track the individuals, including progress in treatment. 

NCC strives to serve civilly committed individuals in the least restrictive environment.  The Center rarely 
has the option to place individuals in long term restrictive settings, e.g. the Utah State Hospital.  The 
concept of Assisted Outpatient Treatment is not a new concept for NCC.  Managing individuals in a 
community setting, requires daily creativity by NCC and at times other stakeholders to keep individuals 
out of longer term restrictive settings including incarceration.   The Center’s treatment teams, including 



case managers, rehabilitation providers, nurses, peer support, prescribers and therapists are striving 
daily to keep individuals out of inpatient settings, out of incarceration, in their community housing, 
having basic needs met, and in the best health possible.   This requires patience, diligence and a 
separation of problematic behaviors versus safety concerns and constant community and family 
education about the less restrictive philosophy. 

 
 

6)  Children/Youth Outpatient Care 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$776,634 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

800 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$773,351 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

800 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$675,322 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

882 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. Please highlight approaches to engage family systems. 

The Center will continue to provide assessment, individual/family therapy out of the Duchesne, 
Roosevelt and Vernal offices.  The Center sends a therapist to Manila, UT one day week which has 
provided access to that community’s children and youth. The Center also sends a therapist every other 
week to Dutch John Elementary School.  The Uintah School District has chosen to develop their own 
internal treatment system.  NCC continues to work well with the Uintah District but the additional 
funding they have received from the State has given them the opportunity to develop their own 
treatment system and to have more provider hours especially in the elementary schools.   This will 
result in some decline in outpatient clients.   NCC does not anticipate changes in the other school 
districts.  In addition to services provided at NCC, the Center is providing services in the Vernal FQHC 
8 hours a week where children and youth may also be seen for health care and therapy services.     
Priority child resource populations include:  individuals living with a Serious Emotional Disorder, 
medicaid enrollees with medical necessity, school therapy services, individuals/families requiring crisis 
services regardless of funding.    The Center is maximizing therapist productivity, providing financial 
incentives, operating a recruitment program and working with the local MSW program to increase 
therapy resources for the public system.  The Center has entered into agreements with other agencies 
for Medicaid enrollees telehealth and a local agency for enrollee therapy services as needed.    

Describe community based services/approaches for high acuity youth and families. Describe 
the programmatic approach to serving individuals in the least restrictive level of care.  

Whenever possible the Center seeks to provide or offer services that will support the family and the 
youth that allows the youth to remain in the least restrictive environment possible.   The Center utilizes 
FRF/Peer Support and also wants to increase acceptance of other treatment options in addition to  
therapy and medications among providers, parents/caregivers, and youth including respite, TCM and 
Rehabilitation services.   Parent services are available including behavioral health treatment and 
parenting education and support.    

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 



None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

With the implementation of MCOT in October 2020 the Center reduced its individual therapist 
evaluation or therapy time slots by two positions to cover MCOT services and availability.   The Center 
hopes to hire additional therapists to maintain outpatient resources at previous levels.  With limited 
hiring options, the Center has recently increased private therapy options locally and by telehealth from 
out of the area to assist with Medicaid Enrollees as needed.     

 
7)  Adult 24-Hour Crisis Care 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$422,500 Form A1 - FY22 
Projected clients 
Served: 

500 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$75,000 Form A1 - Projected 
Clients Served in FY21 
Area Plan 

490 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$80,000 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

496 

Describe access to crisis services during daytime work hours, afterhours, weekends and 
holidays.  Describe how crisis services are utilized as a diversion from higher levels of care 
(inpatient, residential, etc.) and criminal justice system.  Identify what crisis services are 
provided and where services are provided and what gaps need to still be addressed to offer a 
full continuum of care.  Identify plans for meeting any statutory or administrative rule governing 
crisis services.   For each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through 
a contracted provider.  Describe how you coordinate with state and local partners for services  
to include the Utah Crisis Line, JJS and other DHS systems of care, for the provision of services 
to at risk youth, children, and their families,  

In October 2020 the Center implemented MCOT services in the Uintah Basin.   Prior to implementation 
the Center had one therapist on call in the Duchesne County area and one therapist on call for Uintah 
and Daggett Counties when NCC offices were closed to regular business.  Business hours crisis 
services were provided by all therapists and clinical administration as cancellations, etc., allowed.   
Crisis services generally took place at clinic locations and local hospitals. 
 
The MCOT model and expectations require the Center to dedicate additional provider resources that 
were not previously utilized or available for traditional crisis services.  For example, with the addition of 
MCOT the Center’s team could receive a home deployment request 45 minutes away from the clinical 
office.  Combined with travel, one Team deployment could easily require three to four hours of Team 
time.   The Center believes the MCOT model is a better way to serve individuals and families.   The 
model does come with significant increases in resource demands and costs.  Case Managers/Peer 
Support are on shifts from 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m during business days and on call for weekends and 
holidays during the same hours.   The therapists assigned to MCOT for business hours must be 
available to deploy and therefore can no longer be scheduled for therapy services during business 
hours.   Two therapists are on MCOT shifts each business day.   Two therapists are MCOT/on call 24 
hours a day 365 days a year for after hours, holidays and weekends.   The Center’s geography 
necessitates two MCOT teams.  One team for the Roosevelt area and one team for the Vernal area.  



Current resource limits require therapists that are MCOT/on call 24 hours a day to work the next 
business day to provide services regardless of the number or times of calls the night before.  Given the 
limitations of rural provider numbers, the Center is not able to utilize specific MCOT providers as the 
pool of providers is too limited.  All therapists and all case managers/Peer Support participate in the 
MCOT rotations and schedules.   The increase in MCOT funds is being utilized for additional therapists 
and peer support/case management positions that cover the two MCOT locations.    
 
Based on recent data, the Center does not anticipate a substantial increase in the number of 
unduplicated clients served for MCOT or other crisis services in SFY2022.   However, with the COVID 
period in the current SFY and with MCOT in the Uintah Basin being relatively new, the coming year’s 
crisis utilization is challenging to predict.   In SFY 2020 the Center provided emergency services to 
more unduplicated adults than any other rural provider in the state.   The Center does expect to 
maintain those numbers for SFY 2022.   With MCOT, the Center does hope to see a change in service 
locations over time.   For example, the Center would like to potentially replace some ER crisis services 
with MCOT home deployments when ER assessment and services may not be medically necessary.    
 
The Center recognizes that crisis services are essential.  The Center also recognizes that providing 
crisis services and requiring after hours shifts is one of the largest barriers to job satisfaction among the 
majority of providers.  This perception is often due to evening, weekend and holiday lifestyle losses.  
Crisis services are also viewed as being more personally challenging for some providers than 
traditional services.  Difficulties with replacing or hiring additional therapists, requires remaining 
therapists to be on MCOT rotations on a more frequent basis which can further perpetuate the job 
satisfaction challenges.   With more therapy jobs being available in schools, corrections, private 
practice, outpatient medical settings, etc., that do not require 24 hour coverage, the public system will 
need to develop and have access to additional resources and ideas to attract and keep providers 
willing and able to provide 24/7 crisis services.  The Center has and will continue to explore a myriad of 
options to alleviate some of the challenges associated with crisis services.  
 
The Center provides crisis services regardless of an individual's funding.   Crisis services including 
MCOT are accessed in a wide variety of ways including but not limited to the following: 
 
• Local Emergency Rooms contacting the crisis worker for consultation in the E.R.   Due to rural 
circumstances where hospitals do not have their own providers, the Center spends significant 
resources providing consultation, evaluation, Safety Planning and inpatient admission services at the 
two local hospitals. 
• Calls initiated by law enforcement, first responders or Central Dispatch for MCOT, emergency 
evaluation or consultation.  
• Calls from jails or the Youth Detention Center and shelter for crisis evaluation.  
• Calls or walk in crisis’ initiated by consumers, family or others.  
• Calls including handoffs or MCOT deployments that may come from the Statewide Crisis Line 1-800-
273-TALK.   
 
All crisis services are provided without any compensation from the local hospitals, jails, or other 
institutions.   All individuals are served regardless of funding status.   
 

Describe your evaluation procedures for crisis intervention services that objectively measure 
access and measurable outcomes for persons with both mental health and substance use 
disorders using data. Technical assistance with data specifications is available if needed, 
please describe any areas for help that is required.  

The Center has implemented the Division MCOT data  measures as required for State reporting.  The 
Center will monitor outcome measures such as the individual’s final disposition following MCOT 
services.   



Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

Increased MCOT funding received by the Center.   

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

MCOT implementation in October 2020.    

 
8)  Children/Youth 24-Hour Crisis Care 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$227,500 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

200 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$25,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

150 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$28,000 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

161 

Describe access to crisis services during daytime work hours, afterhours, weekends and 
holidays. Describe how crisis services are utilized as a diversion from higher levels of care 
(inpatient, residential, etc.) and criminal justice system.  Identify what crisis services are 
provided, where services are provided, and what gaps need to still be addressed to offer a full 
continuum of care.  Include if you provide SMR services.  For each service, identify whether you 
will provide services directly or through a contracted provider. Describe how you coordinate 
with state and local partners, to include JJS and other DHS systems of care, for the provision of 
services to at risk youth, children, and their families. 

In October 2020 the Center implemented MCOT services in the Uintah Basin.   Prior to implementation 
the Center had one therapist on call in the Duchesne County area and one therapist on call for Uintah 
and Daggett Counties when NCC offices were closed to regular business.  Business hours crisis 
services were provided by all therapists and clinical administration as cancellations, etc., allowed.   
Crisis services generally took place at clinic locations and local hospitals. 
 
The Center has received additional funding for MCOT implementation.  The MCOT model and 
expectations require the Center to dedicate additional provider resources that were not previously 
utilized or available for traditional crisis services.  For example, with the addition of MCOT the Center’s 
team could receive a home deployment request 45 minutes away from the clinical office.  Combined 
with travel, one Team deployment could easily require three to four hours of Team time.   The Center 
believes the MCOT model is a better way to serve individuals and families.   The model does come with 
significant increases in resource demands and costs.  Case Managers/Peer Support are on shifts from 
8:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m during business days and on call for weekends and holidays during the same 
hours.   The therapists assigned to MCOT for business hours must be available to deploy and therefore 
can no longer be scheduled for therapy services during business hours.   Two therapists are on MCOT 
shifts each business day.   Two therapists are MCOT/on call 24 hours a day 365 days a year for after 
hours, holidays and weekends.   The Center’s geography necessitates two MCOT teams.  One team 
for the Roosevelt area and one team for the Vernal area.  Current resource limits require therapists that 
are MCOT/on call 24 hours a day to work the next business day to provide services regardless of the 
number or times of calls the night before.  Given the limitations of rural provider numbers, the Center is 
not able to utilize specific MCOT providers as the pool of providers is too limited.  All therapists and all 



case managers/Peer Support participate in the MCOT rotations and schedules.   The increase in 
MCOT funds is being utilized for additional therapists and peer support/case management positions 
that cover the two MCOT locations.    
 
Based on recent data, the Center does not anticipate a substantial increase in the number of 
unduplicated clients served for MCOT or other crisis services in SFY2022.   However, with the COVID 
period in the current SFY and with MCOT in the Uintah Basin being relatively new, the coming year’s 
crisis utilization is challenging to predict.   In SFY 2020 the Center provided emergency services to 
more unduplicated adults than any other rural provider in the state.   The Center does expect to 
maintain those numbers for SFY 2022.   With MCOT, the Center does hope to see a change in service 
locations over time.   For example, the Center would like to potentially replace some ER crisis services 
with MCOT home deployments when ER assessment and services may not be medically necessary.    
 
The Center recognizes that crisis services are essential.  The Center also recognizes that providing 
crisis services and requiring after hours shifts is one of the largest barriers to job satisfaction among the 
majority of providers.  This perception is often due to evening, weekend and holiday lifestyle losses.  
Crisis services are also viewed as being more personally challenging for some providers than 
traditional services.  Difficulties with replacing or hiring additional therapists, requires remaining 
therapists to be on MCOT rotations on a more frequent basis which can further perpetuate the job 
satisfaction challenges.   With more therapy jobs being available in schools, corrections, private 
practice, outpatient medical settings, etc., that do not require 24 hour coverage, the public system will 
need to develop and have access to additional resources and ideas to attract and keep providers 
willing and able to provide 24/7 crisis services.  The Center has and will continue to explore a myriad of 
options to alleviate some of the challenges associated with crisis services.  
 
The Center provides crisis services regardless of an individual's funding.   Crisis services including 
MCOT are accessed in a wide variety of ways including but not limited to the following: 
 
• Local Emergency Rooms contacting the crisis worker for consultation in the E.R.   Due to rural 
circumstances where hospitals do not have their own providers, the Center spends significant 
resources providing consultation, evaluation, Safety Planning and inpatient admission services at the 
two local hospitals. 
• Calls initiated by law enforcement, first responders or Central Dispatch for MCOT, emergency 
evaluation or consultation.  
• Calls from jails or the Youth Detention Center and shelter for crisis evaluation.  
• Calls or walk in crisis’ initiated by consumers, family or others.  
• Calls including handoffs or MCOT deployments that may come from the Statewide Crisis Line 1-800-
273-TALK.   
 
 
All crisis services are provided without any compensation from the local hospitals, JJS, schools or other 
institutions.   All individuals are served regardless of funding status.   
 
These services for youth have included and will continue to include post suicide interventions at 
schools and other trauma crisis related interventions with the schools. 
 
 

Describe your evaluation procedures for children and youth crisis intervention services that 
objectively measure access and measurable outcomes for persons with both mental health and 
substance use disorders using data. Technical assistance with data specifications is available if 
needed, please describe any areas for help that is required. 

The Center has implemented the Division MCOT data  measures as required for State reporting.  The 
Center will monitor outcome measures such as the individual’s final disposition following MCOT 



services.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

MCOT funding received.   

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

MCOT implementation in October 2020.  Northeastern Counseling will be having additional discussions 
regarding SMR services with Four Corners Behavioral Health.  Four Corners has the Department of 
Human Services contract for SMR in the eastern region and has approached NCC about providing 
these services in the Uintah Basin.   Details will be finalized over the next several months.  
 

 
9)  Adult Psychotropic Medication Management 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$520,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

925 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$520,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

800 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$477,262 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

940 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider.  Please list any specific work related to medication management during transition 
from or between providers/settings.   

The Center currently employs a physician.   The physician sees consumers in Roosevelt two days a 
week and Vernal two days a week.   The Center also employs an APRN that provides services two 
days in Roosevelt and two in Vernal via tele-health.  The Center may have three prescribers for part of 
SFY22 due to transition and training.   
         
The Center will continue to employ three nurses that operate out of the Roosevelt and Vernal offices. 
Nurses provide daily and weekly medication management for individuals requiring that level of care 
including the managing of many physical health medications for diabetes/metabolic, cardiac, 
hypertension, etc. 

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 



None 

 
10)  Children/Youth Psychotropic Medication Management 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$120,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

175 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$70,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

160 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$103,305 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

180 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. Please list any specific work related to medication management during transition from 
or between providers/settings.   

The Center currently employs a physician. The physician sees consumers in Roosevelt two days a 
week and Vernal two days a week. The Center also employs an APRN that also provides services two 
days a week in both Roosevelt and Vernal via telehealth.  The Center will continue to employ three 
nurses that operate out of the Roosevelt and Vernal offices.  The Center may have three prescribers for 
part of SFY22 due to transition and training.   
 
 
The Center continues to utilize its contract with UNI for youth telehealth psychiatry for Medicaid 
enrollees when this level of service is required.  Children, youth and their parents attend the 
appointments at either the Roosevelt or Vernal NCC offices or directly from their home via telehealth.   
This service is limited to a small number of SED youth.    

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

The budget has been increased to accommodate prescriber costs and to be in line with actual 
expenditures.  

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
11)  Adult Psychoeducation Services & Psychosocial Rehabilitation 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$300,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

80 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$270,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

80 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 $302,985 Form A1 - Actual FY20 68 



Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. 

The Center has not made significant changes to the Adult Psychosocial Rehabilitation program in the 
past year except for changes related to COVID-19 precautions.   The Center has opened Day 
Treatment services with basic COVID precautions.  The Center is utilizing the DLA- 20 and will continue 
efforts in utilizing the instrument in identifying skill needs and skill improvement. The Center continues 
to offer Day Treatment Group Skill programs in Vernal and Roosevelt.   These programs include 
transportation and skills development related to wellness, daily living and behavioral development. 
Individual skills and appropriate B3 services are provided on an individual basis to maintain the 
consumer in the community, improve functioning, budgeting/payee  services and to explore 
employment.   Northeastern Counseling provides enrollment services in house or refers individuals to 
Workforce Services.  Day treatment programs also include group therapy; those services are not 
included in this budget. 

Describe how clients are identified for Psychoeducation and/or Psychosocial Rehabilitation 
services. How is the effectiveness of the services measured?    

The Center utilizes the DLA-20 to target areas of rehabilitation and completes a DLA-20 on each client 
every six months to measure improvement or on going areas of need.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
12)  Children/Youth Psychoeducation Services & Psychosocial Rehabilitation 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$70,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

35 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$100,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

35 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$52,150 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

21 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. 

Covid-19 hindered group psychosocial rehabilitation services in the past year.  For the FY22 the Center 
hopes to increase group services.   The Center will develop additional skill groups for Medicaid eligible 



youth.  Efforts will continue in identifying youth that may be eligible for group skills and in some cases 
individual skills. Transportation and distance to services continue to be a challenge for youth services in 
the rural areas of the Basin.   Telehealth is an option but with limitations depending on age and 
engagement.  The Center will continue its efforts in the coming year to expand this service for children 
and youth.   

Describe how clients are identified for Psychoeducation and/or Psychosocial Rehabilitation 
services. How is the effectiveness of the services measured?    

The Center utilizes the DLA-20 to target areas of rehabilitation and completes a DLA-20 on each client 
every six months to measure improvement or on going areas of need.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

Budget has been reduced to be more in line with actual expenditures.   

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
13)  Adult Case Management 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$340,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

140 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$320,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

120 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$420,865 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

126 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider.  Please include how you ensure each case management provider is certified to 
provide these services. 

The Center strives to offer TCM assessment to all Medicaid SMI consumers. As the Center continues 
to provide services to all adults regardless of payer source the percentage of NCC consumers eligible 
for TCM will remain low compared to the overall number of consumers served. The Center does 
provide limited TCM to non- Medicaid enrollees that are active consumers. In some cases, non-
Medicaid adults may be provided the limited service under mental health commitment.  Some of these 
previously unfunded adults may be eligible for Medicaid expansion and may receive TCM services 
when allowed by Medicaid policy.   The Center provides eligibility services which are not reimbursable 
and works with Workforce Services as needed. Other non-Medicaid consumers may receive brief 
services under Case Management (which are not reimbursable) to obtain any public assistance 
available including application for Disability which may result in Medicaid eligibility.      NCC’s wellness 
nurse may also provide TCM and enrollment services.  Due to the rural provider network that the 
Center must operate, Case Managers at Northeastern Counseling Center act in a variety of positions 
and provide a variety of services. Case Managers are responsible for transportation services.   They 
are also the providers of Skills Development Services (individual and group including Day Treatment) 



B3 services and certain psycho-educational functions.  This includes the addition of being MCOT 
members with assigned shifts as of October 2020.   
 
Northeastern Counseling follows Medicaid required credentialing processes which include; Targeted 
Case Management training, testing and practicum requirements as certified by the Division of 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health, when that certification is required.  This includes certification 
renewals as required by the Division.  In addition, the Medicaid credentialing process conducted by 
NCC requires verification of licenses, those working towards licensure including education verification, 
etc. for that are allowed to provide TCM without Division certification.   Credentialing activities are 
audited by the Medicaid External Quality Review Organization in detail.  Case managers must also 
attend the Division Crisis Training and complete the additional training hours required.  

Please describe how eligibility is determined for case management services.  How is the 
effectiveness of the services measured?    

The Center utilizes the DLA-20 to target areas of TCM Needs and completes a DLA-20 on each client 
every six months to measure improvement or on going areas of need.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
14)  Children/Youth Case Management 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$20,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

18 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$20,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

18 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$5,000 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

1 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. Please include how you ensure each case management provider is certified to provide 
these services. 

The Center continues to actively seek Medicaid SED youth and families that may benefit from TCM 
services and that are willing to participate.  In some cases  Peer Support meets this need.  This has 
also included the FRF seeking Medicaid SED youth that are eligible.  As the Center continues to 
provide services to all children/youth regardless of payer source, the percentage of NCC consumers 
eligible for TCM will remain low compared to the overall number of consumers served.  SMR and 
MCOT may create additional opportunities for TCM.     
 



Northeastern Counseling follows Medicaid required credentialing processes which include; Targeted 
Case Management training, testing and practicum requirements as certified by the Division of 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health, when that certification is required.  This includes certification 
renewals as required by the Division.  In addition, the Medicaid credentialing process conducted by 
NCC requires verification of licenses, those working towards licensure including education verification, 
etc. for those that are allowed to provide TCM without Division certification.   Credentialing activities are 
audited by the Medicaid External Quality Review Organization in detail.  Case managers must also 
attend the Division Crisis Training and complete the additional training hours required.  
 
 

Please describe how eligibility is determined for case management services.  How is the 
effectiveness of the service measured?    

The Center utilizes the DLA-20 to target areas of TCM Needs and completes a DLA-20 on each client 
every six months to measure improvement or ongoing areas of need.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

There is no change in the SFY 2021 budget and the SFY 2022 budget and the anticipated number of 
youth to be  served.  The Center’s goal is to meet the budget and numbers served for SFY 2002 which 
is substantially higher than SFY 2020 actual totals.   Lighter COVID restrictions and changes being 
made to the Center’s Assessment process will help facilitate increases from actual to anticipated 
numbers.   

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
15)  Adult Community Supports (housing services) 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$75,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

25 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$70,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

25 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$77,072 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

21 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. 

The Center has continued to have low turnover in its 16 apartments that are part of a low-income 
housing program. Housing services are only for adults living with a Serious Mental Illness.  The 
Center’s case managers continually work on finding low income housing options within the community 
for consumers with housing needs. The Center works with housing authorities and provides in-home 
services in efforts to maintain housing.  The Center owns 4 transitional housing apartments located in 
the Vernal community. This housing is used for those individuals that do not qualify for low income 



housing programs or are waiting for a low income housing opening or have been disqualified or evicted 
from low income housing.   The Center’s transitional housing is also used at times for individuals being 
discharged from an inpatient setting that have no other immediate housing options. At times this 
includes individuals that have no entitlements or are in the process of applying and have no income for 
rent, medications, services, etc. The Center subsidizes both housing programs.  Additional apartment 
options have been discussed with the Local Authority Board.   

Indicate what assessment tools are used to determine criteria, level of care and outcomes for 
placement in treatment-based and/or supportive housing?   

DLA-20, SMI criteria, Civil Commitment, and supervision needs are used to consider the individuals 
with the highest priorities for limited housing resources.    

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
16)  Children/Youth Community Supports (respite services) 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$10,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

15 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$5,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

15 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$10,150 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

3 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. Please identify how this fits within your continuum of care.  

The Center does not directly provide housing for families with children or youth. The Center does 
through Case Management arrange and link families with low income housing options as needed. The 
Center continues its efforts to offer and increase Respite services.   Covid precautions limited demand 
and opportunity to provide respite for much of CY2020.   The Center hopes that respite services will be 
increased in the coming year.    The Center’s FRF and therapists are actively looking for families that 
may benefit from the service. As the Center continues to provide services to all children/youth 
regardless of payer source and SED status, the percentage of NCC consumers eligible and receiving 
respite will remain low compared to the overall number of consumers served.  Other respite type 
services are arranged for by the Center but not reported in State data.  The local Juvenile Justice 
Center is providing respite for teens under qualifying circumstances.   The Family Support Center is 
also providing respite for younger youth.  The Center works with both of these entities on a regular 
basis.  



Please describe how you determine eligibility for respite services. How is the effectiveness of 
the service measured?    

The Center uses SED criteria and parent needs.  

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

The budget has been increased due to expected increase in services for the coming year.   

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
17)  Adult Peer Support ServicesPlease review and tag Kim with any comments. 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$40,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

40 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$45,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

40 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$35,000 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

29 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider.  Describe your policies and procedures for peer support.   

NCC currently has the equivalent of one FTE adult Peer Support position from two providers.  Peer 
Support participates in MCOT rotations including business hours, evenings until 11:00 p.m., weekends 
and holidays.   

Describe how clients are identified for Peer Support Specialist services. How is the 
effectiveness of the services measured?    

Services are prescribed by therapists based on required criteria as found in the Utah Medicaid Provider 
Manual “for the primary purpose of assisting in the rehabilitation and recovery of patients with 
behavioral health disorders.” (Utah Medicaid Manual)  Identification also includes the client agreeing to 
Peer Support services.   The Center also utilizes interview assessments and evidenced based tools 
including but not limited to, the DLA-20 and C-SSRS.   Decreased acuity and increased functioning are 
used from these same measures for improvement.  The OQ is another outcome measure utilized by the 
Center to determine improved functioning.    
 
 

Describe your policies and procedures for peer support.  Do Certified Peer Support Specialists 
participate in clinical staffings? 
 



Peer Support attend daily clinical meetings with therapists, case managers, etc.  The Center follows the 
Medicaid Provider Manual that includes requirements for certifications, documentation of services, 
Medical necessity standards and the description of what Peer Support is.   In addition, the Center’s 
Peer Support policy is seen below: 
 

Northeastern Counseling 

Peer Support and Family Resource Facilitator Policy 

June 2021 
Purpose:   This policy outlines guidelines requirements, expectations and supports for providers of Peer Support 
services at Northeastern Counseling Center.   Peer Support providers include Certified Peer Support Specialists 
and Family Resource Facilitators.  

1)  Initial Training and Certification (DSAMH Website 9/14/2021): 

a.  A Certified Peer Support Specialist is an individual who uses their lived experience in recovery 
from mental illness and/or substance use disorder, in addition to skills learned in a formal training, 
to deliver services promoting recovery and resiliency. 

b.  Northeastern Counseling requires Peer Support providers to complete required training per the 
Division of Substance Abuse and Mental Health policies.  Training will include the completion of 
the required course work, in person training, supervised field experience, and any other requirements 
needed for Certification.   

c.   The Northeastern Counseling Peer Support provider, will provide a copy of the Peer Support 
Certification and all other training documentation to Human Resources, Credentialing, Clinical 
Supervisor and the Clinical Director by group email for tracking.  

d.  Peer Support employees are also required to follow all other Northeastern Counseling employee 
and Medicaid policies as found on the G:/ Drive. 

e.  As resources and opportunities allow the supervisors of Peer Support providers will attend 
formal training, participate in webinars, reading, etc. that directly relate to Peer Support services and 
support.  

f.   Peer Support employees will complete required continuing education requirements as required 
by the Division of Substance Abuse and Mental Health to maintain Certification.   The provider will 
track that training as required. 

g.  Peer Support employees will participate in Northeastern Counseling assigned trainings. 

h.  Supervisors will complete necessary forms for certification of Peer Support Providers. 

Commented [1]: @pbennett1@utah.gov for review 

Commented [2]: FYI, I reviewed and it looks good, but 
let me know if you see something of question. 



2)  Documentation of Peer Support Services  

a.  Peer Support providers will document services according to the most recent     Medicaid 
Rehabilitative Mental Health and Substance Use Disorder Services Manual.  

b.  Services will be recorded in Credible and a portion of services reviewed by the Center’s Quality 
Improvement Program. 

3)  Referrals for Peer Support services:  

a.  Referrals for Peer Support services will be made by clinicians following the policies of the 
Rehabilitative Mental Health and Substance Use Disorder Services Manual related to Medical 
Necessity.  

b.  The Center will provide training about Peer Support services for adults, children and youth for 
the Center’s providers.   Training will include that Peer Support offers the team and clients a special 
service from the lived experience of the peer support specialist. Other objectives are to increase 
the team members’ sense of value and respect and send a positive message to other team members 
regarding the belief in recovery. 

c.   Referrals are made to clinical site supervisors who will meet with and discuss each referral with 
the Peer Support provider.    This is an opportunity for both the supervisor and the Peer Support 
provider to review the client referred, safety, goals, times of service, locations of services, supports 
if needed, etc.  

d.  The Peer Support provider will discuss their clients progress and needs during supervision.   

4)   Support and Development 

a.  Peer Support providers are to attend morning team meetings at their assigned site.   These 
meetings are held at 8:00 a.m. and include other service providers and supervisor.  

b.  Peer Support providers attend supervision with their clinical site supervisor as scheduled and as 
otherwise needed including phone contacts.  The frequency should be based on the experience and 
skill level of the peer support specialist. Initially, daily meetings with newly certified peer support 
specialist may be called for.  Over time, it may be prudent to reduce the frequency to weekly.   The 
supervisor and Peer Support provider may use the Utah Supervisor Guide for Peer Support to 
guide discussions and to assess for strengths and needs. 

  

  

  



These one-on-one meetings typically may last about a half hour. The following matters could be 
considered for discussion: 

·       The written job description forms the basis for structuring a supervision session and creates 
the parameters for the relationship between the supervisor and the peer support specialist. 

·       How generally is the peer support specialist doing? How is their family doing? Encourage 
self-care. Seek to show genuine concern about the peer support specialist individually. If the 
peer support specialist runs into any personal or behavioral health issues affecting their work 
responsibilities, it is important that the supervisor not address these issues themselves, but rather 
follow the organization’s policy and refer them to an Employee Assistance Program (EAP) or 
outside services. This is necessary because of workplace boundaries and privacy needs. 

·       Review each of the individuals to whom the peer support specialist provides services one-
by-one. How are they interacting together? Are they bonding appropriately? What goals are 
being set by the client peer and what is being done to help achieve them? What special 
challenges are being encountered? Are proper boundaries being maintained? How are 
interactions going with other members of the treatment team related to serving the client? 

·       Assist the peer support specialist to set professional goals to develop and refine skills and 
abilities. Expectations should be explicitly stated, recorded in writing by the supervisor, shared 
with the employee, and signed by both. 

·       What is working well? 

·       Time management. 

·       Give regular constructive feedback—especially about their strengths. 

·       Provide help and support regarding documentation requirements of the job. This is an area 
that can be new, frustrating and even overwhelming to the peer support specialist. 

·       Allow the peer support specialist to vent about frustrations they have encountered in 
working with peer clients, with other members of the team, and with community partners. Offer 
hope, encouragement, and support. 

·       Actively request feedback from the peer support specialist about the workings of the 
organization and team. 

·       Address cultural humility and how the peer support specialist uses it to customize their 
interactions with each peer client. Ensure that they know how to nurture what is important. 
Always be sensitive and respectful and act appropriately with regard to cultural differences. 



·       Peer support specialists do not work in a vacuum. They should consult often about the peer 
for whom they are providing services. They should be transparent with their supervisor. 

·       Management issues - general agency policies and procedures. Also, it may be good to hold 
periodic group meetings with all or subgroups of the peer support specialists in the organization. 
Topics may include appropriate items from the above list for one-on-one meetings. Supervisors 
should periodically observe peer support specialist while interacting with individuals and 
families in the field and then discuss strengths and opportunities for growth. Observations may 
be via joining in on the interaction, videoing it, or some other appropriate means. This is a part 
of having structured mechanisms for feedback. Competent peer support specialists thrive on 
positive, constructive feedback that both encourages and helps them enhance their skills. 

c.   Peer Support providers are encouraged to rely on their clinical site supervisor, or the clinical 
director for formal support in providing Peer Support services including immediate contact with one 
the above-mentioned individuals in case of emergencies or immediate need. With Peer Support 
being part of the Center’s MCOT services, the Peer Support worker will be involved in debriefings, 
case staffings, etc. as needed on a crisis basis.     

d.  Peer Support providers are encouraged to participate in self-care activities sponsored by 
Northeastern Counseling both during and outside of normal business hours.   These activities 
include but are not limited to exercise, training/in services, social gatherings, meals, the Employee 
Assistance Program funded by the agency, etc.   

e.  Peer Support providers as with any other Northeastern Counseling employee may have personal 
behavioral health treatment needs that may vary over time.  Meet with your clinical site supervisor 
or the clinical director for support. They can help in making treatment arrangements and accessing 
other supports as needed. 

5)  Ethics and Code of Conduct: 

a.  All Center employees will sign a declaration of their willingness to follow the Human Services 
Code of Conduct. 

b.  The supervisor and Peer Support provider will be familiar with and follow the Utah Peer 
Support Ethics as found at https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LAMWe_En1i4lNtKUwI0Mb-
h47pJ35MeL/view 

   

Utah Peer Support Specialist 

Code of Ethics 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LAMWe_En1i4lNtKUwI0Mb-h47pJ35MeL/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LAMWe_En1i4lNtKUwI0Mb-h47pJ35MeL/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LAMWe_En1i4lNtKUwI0Mb-h47pJ35MeL/view


The following principles will guide Peer Support Specialist in their various roles, relationships, and levels of 
responsibility in which they function professionally. 

1.      The primary role of the Peer Support Specialist is to help individuals achieve their own needs, wants, and 
goals. Peer Support Specialists will be guided by the principle of self-determination for all. 

2.      A Peer Support Specialists will: 

·    maintain high standards of personal conduct. Peer Support Specialists will also conduct 
themselves in a manner that fosters his or her own recovery. 

·    appropriately share with the people they serve, peers and colleagues, their recovery stories from 
mental illness, co-occurring disorders, and substance abuse and will likewise be able to identify and 
describe the supports that promote his or her recovery. 

·    at all times, respect the rights and dignity of those they serve. 

·    promote self-direction and decision making for those they serve. 

·    strictly respect the privacy and confidentiality of those they serve. 

·    advocate for the full integration of individuals into the communities of their choice and will 
promote the inherent value of these individuals to those communities. 

·    be directed by the knowledge that all individuals have the right to live in the least restrictive and 
least intrusive environment. 

·    keep current with emerging knowledge relevant to recovery, and openly share this knowledge 
with their colleagues. 

  

 

 

3.      Peer Support Specialists should not dictate their idea of recovery to those they serve but should assist 
them in determining their own definition of recovery. 

4.   Peer Support Specialists will never: 

·              intimidate, threaten, harass, use undue influence, physical force or verbal abuse, 



·              or make unwarranted promises of benefits to the individuals they serve. 

·              engage in sexual/intimate activities with those they serve. 

5.  Peer Support Specialists will not: 

·    practice, condone, facilitate or collaborate in any form of discrimination on the basis of 
ethnicity, race, gender, sexual orientation, age, religion, national origin, marital status, political 
belief, mental or physical disability, or any other preference or personal characteristic, condition or 
state. 

·    enter into dual relationships or commitments that conflict with the interests of those they serve. 

·    abuse substances under any circumstance. 

·    accept gifts of significant value from those they serve. 

 END of Peer Support Policy 

  

 
  

  

  

  

  

  

 
 
    

How is adult peer support supervision provided?  Who provides the supervision?  What training 
do supervisors receive? 

Supervision is provided by the clinical site supervisors who provide consumer specific guidance and 
individual support for the Peer Support Specialist.   Supervisors utilize the “Utah Supervisor Guide for 
Peer Support.”   Two of three clinical administrators have attended formal peer support training in the 
past ten years.  Additional training opportunities will be considered and prioritized with other Center 
resource demands.   



Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served and number of services provided(15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

MCOT is a significant change for the Peer Support positions.      

 
18)  Children/Youth Peer Support Services 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$35,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

25 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$25,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

20 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$35,000 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

21 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. Describe how Family Peer Support Specialists will partner with other Department of 
Human Services child serving agencies, including DCFS, DJJS, DSPD, and HFW.  

The Center’s FRF is fully trained and certified as a Peer Support provider. The Center is actively 
seeking families that are in services with NCC that could benefit from this specific service. The FRF is 
located in Roosevelt and actively seeks referrals and opportunities to provide Peer Support. This 
includes services to the Vernal location.   Peer Support is in the Center’s MCOT rotation.  The position 
most commonly works with DCFS but can also work with other agencies including DJJS and DSPD.   
The Department of Human Services System of Care team for Roosevelt is also located in the 
Northeastern Counseling office and provides peer support services.  The Center sees the FRF Peer 
Support role as significant in helping families with Utah State Hospital discharges and transitions.   

Describe your policies and procedures for peer support.  Do Certified Peer Support Specialists 
participate in clinical staffings? 
 

Peer Support attend daily clinical meetings with therapists and case managers.  The Center’s Peer 
Support policy for Peer Support and Family Resource Consultants is seen below. 
 

Northeastern Counseling 

Peer Support and Family Resource Facilitator Policy 

June 2021 



Purpose:   This policy outlines guidelines requirements, expectations and supports for providers of Peer Support 
services at Northeastern Counseling Center.   Peer Support providers include Certified Peer Support Specialists 
and Family Resource Facilitators.  

1)  Initial Training and Certification (DSAMH Website 9/14/2021): 

a.  A Certified Peer Support Specialist is an individual who uses their lived experience in recovery 
from mental illness and/or substance use disorder, in addition to skills learned in a formal training, 
to deliver services promoting recovery and resiliency. 

b.  Northeastern Counseling requires Peer Support providers to complete required training per the 
Division of Substance Abuse and Mental Health policies.  Training will include the completion of 
the required course work, in person training, supervised field experience, and any other requirements 
needed for Certification.   

c.   The Northeastern Counseling Peer Support provider, will provide a copy of the Peer Support 
Certification and all other training documentation to Human Resources, Credentialing, Clinical 
Supervisor and the Clinical Director by group email for tracking.  

d.  Peer Support employees are also required to follow all other Northeastern Counseling employee 
and Medicaid policies as found on the G:/ Drive. 

e.  As resources and opportunities allow the supervisors of Peer Support providers will attend 
formal training, participate in webinars, reading, etc. that directly relate to Peer Support services and 
support.  

f.   Peer Support employees will complete required continuing education requirements as required 
by the Division of Substance Abuse and Mental Health to maintain Certification.   The provider will 
track that training as required. 

g.  Peer Support employees will participate in Northeastern Counseling assigned trainings. 

h.  Supervisors will complete necessary forms for certification of Peer Support Providers. 

 

2)  Documentation of Peer Support Services  

a.  Peer Support providers will document services according to the most recent     Medicaid 
Rehabilitative Mental Health and Substance Use Disorder Services Manual.  

b.  Services will be recorded in Credible and a portion of services reviewed by the Center’s Quality 
Improvement Program. 

3)  Referrals for Peer Support services:  



a.  Referrals for Peer Support services will be made by clinicians following the policies of the 
Rehabilitative Mental Health and Substance Use Disorder Services Manual related to Medical 
Necessity.  

b.  The Center will provide training about Peer Support services for adults, children and youth for 
the Center’s providers.   Training will include that Peer Support offers the team and clients a special 
service from the lived experience of the peer support specialist. Other objectives are to increase 
the team members’ sense of value and respect and send a positive message to other team members 
regarding the belief in recovery. 

c.   Referrals are made to clinical site supervisors who will meet with and discuss each referral with 
the Peer Support provider.    This is an opportunity for both the supervisor and the Peer Support 
provider to review the client referred, safety, goals, times of service, locations of services, supports 
if needed, etc.  

d.  The Peer Support provider will discuss their clients progress and needs during supervision.   

4)   Support and Development 

a.  Peer Support providers are to attend morning team meetings at their assigned site.   These 
meetings are held at 8:00 a.m. and include other service providers and supervisor.  

b.  Peer Support providers attend supervision with their clinical site supervisor as scheduled and as 
otherwise needed including phone contacts.  The frequency should be based on the experience and 
skill level of the peer support specialist. Initially, daily meetings with newly certified peer support 
specialist may be called for.  Over time, it may be prudent to reduce the frequency to weekly.   The 
supervisor and Peer Support provider may use the Utah Supervisor Guide for Peer Support to 
guide discussions and to assess for strengths and needs. 

  

  

  

These one-on-one meetings typically may last about a half hour. The following matters could be 
considered for discussion: 

·       The written job description forms the basis for structuring a supervision session and creates 
the parameters for the relationship between the supervisor and the peer support specialist. 

·       How generally is the peer support specialist doing? How is their family doing? Encourage 
self-care. Seek to show genuine concern about the peer support specialist individually. If the 
peer support specialist runs into any personal or behavioral health issues affecting their work 
responsibilities, it is important that the supervisor not address these issues themselves, but rather 



follow the organization’s policy and refer them to an Employee Assistance Program (EAP) or 
outside services. This is necessary because of workplace boundaries and privacy needs. 

·       Review each of the individuals to whom the peer support specialist provides services one-
by-one. How are they interacting together? Are they bonding appropriately? What goals are 
being set by the client peer and what is being done to help achieve them? What special 
challenges are being encountered? Are proper boundaries being maintained? How are 
interactions going with other members of the treatment team related to serving the client? 

·       Assist the peer support specialist to set professional goals to develop and refine skills and 
abilities. Expectations should be explicitly stated, recorded in writing by the supervisor, shared 
with the employee, and signed by both. 

·       What is working well? 

·       Time management. 

·       Give regular constructive feedback—especially about their strengths. 

·       Provide help and support regarding documentation requirements of the job. This is an area 
that can be new, frustrating and even overwhelming to the peer support specialist. 

·       Allow the peer support specialist to vent about frustrations they have encountered in 
working with peer clients, with other members of the team, and with community partners. Offer 
hope, encouragement, and support. 

·       Actively request feedback from the peer support specialist about the workings of the 
organization and team. 

·       Address cultural humility and how the peer support specialist uses it to customize their 
interactions with each peer client. Ensure that they know how to nurture what is important. 
Always be sensitive and respectful and act appropriately with regard to cultural differences. 

·       Peer support specialists do not work in a vacuum. They should consult often about the peer 
for whom they are providing services. They should be transparent with their supervisor. 

·       Management issues - general agency policies and procedures. Also, it may be good to hold 
periodic group meetings with all or subgroups of the peer support specialists in the organization. 
Topics may include appropriate items from the above list for one-on-one meetings. Supervisors 
should periodically observe peer support specialist while interacting with individuals and 
families in the field and then discuss strengths and opportunities for growth. Observations may 
be via joining in on the interaction, videoing it, or some other appropriate means. This is a part 
of having structured mechanisms for feedback. Competent peer support specialists thrive on 
positive, constructive feedback that both encourages and helps them enhance their skills. 



c.   Peer Support providers are encouraged to rely on their clinical site supervisor, or the clinical 
director for formal support in providing Peer Support services including immediate contact with one 
the above-mentioned individuals in case of emergencies or immediate need. With Peer Support 
being part of the Center’s MCOT services, the Peer Support worker will be involved in debriefings, 
case staffings, etc. as needed on a crisis basis.     

d.  Peer Support providers are encouraged to participate in self-care activities sponsored by 
Northeastern Counseling both during and outside of normal business hours.   These activities 
include but are not limited to exercise, training/in services, social gatherings, meals, the Employee 
Assistance Program funded by the agency, etc.   

e.  Peer Support providers as with any other Northeastern Counseling employee may have personal 
behavioral health treatment needs that may vary over time.  Meet with your clinical site supervisor 
or the clinical director for support. They can help in making treatment arrangements and accessing 
other supports as needed. 

5)  Ethics and Code of Conduct: 

a.  All Center employees will sign a declaration of their willingness to follow the Human Services 
Code of Conduct. 

b.  The supervisor and Peer Support provider will be familiar with and follow the Utah Peer 
Support Ethics as found at https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LAMWe_En1i4lNtKUwI0Mb-
h47pJ35MeL/view 

   

Utah Peer Support Specialist 

Code of Ethics 

  

The following principles will guide Peer Support Specialist in their various roles, relationships, and levels of 
responsibility in which they function professionally. 

1.      The primary role of the Peer Support Specialist is to help individuals achieve their own needs, wants, and 
goals. Peer Support Specialists will be guided by the principle of self-determination for all. 

2.      A Peer Support Specialists will: 

·    maintain high standards of personal conduct. Peer Support Specialists will also conduct 
themselves in a manner that fosters his or her own recovery. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LAMWe_En1i4lNtKUwI0Mb-h47pJ35MeL/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LAMWe_En1i4lNtKUwI0Mb-h47pJ35MeL/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LAMWe_En1i4lNtKUwI0Mb-h47pJ35MeL/view


·    appropriately share with the people they serve, peers and colleagues, their recovery stories from 
mental illness, co-occurring disorders, and substance abuse and will likewise be able to identify and 
describe the supports that promote his or her recovery. 

·    at all times, respect the rights and dignity of those they serve. 

·    promote self-direction and decision making for those they serve. 

·    strictly respect the privacy and confidentiality of those they serve. 

·    advocate for the full integration of individuals into the communities of their choice and will 
promote the inherent value of these individuals to those communities. 

·    be directed by the knowledge that all individuals have the right to live in the least restrictive and 
least intrusive environment. 

·    keep current with emerging knowledge relevant to recovery, and openly share this knowledge 
with their colleagues. 

  

 

 

3.      Peer Support Specialists should not dictate their idea of recovery to those they serve but should assist 
them in determining their own definition of recovery. 

4.   Peer Support Specialists will never: 

·              intimidate, threaten, harass, use undue influence, physical force or verbal abuse, 

·              or make unwarranted promises of benefits to the individuals they serve. 

·              engage in sexual/intimate activities with those they serve. 

5.  Peer Support Specialists will not: 

·    practice, condone, facilitate or collaborate in any form of discrimination on the basis of 
ethnicity, race, gender, sexual orientation, age, religion, national origin, marital status, political 
belief, mental or physical disability, or any other preference or personal characteristic, condition or 
state. 



·    enter into dual relationships or commitments that conflict with the interests of those they serve. 

·    abuse substances under any circumstance. 

·    accept gifts of significant value from those they serve. 

 END of Peer Support Policy 

 

Please identify how youth and family eligibility for this service is determined. 

Services are prescribed by therapists based on clinical need including but not limited to, the DLA-20, C-
SSRS.   Decreased acuity and increased functioning is used from these same measures for 
improvement.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served and number of services provided (15% or greater change). 

The budget amount has been raised to be in line with actual expenses. 

How is Family Peer Support supervision provided?  Who provides the supervision?  What 
training do supervisors receive? What training does clinical staff receive on engaging Certified 
Family Peer Support services in the continuum of care? 

Supervision is provided by the clinical site supervisors who provide consumer specific guidance and 
individual support for the Peer Support Specialist. 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

Peer Support/FRF scheduled in MCOT rotation.  The position went from part time to full time to 
accommodate rototations.   Only FRF services are included under this portion of the plan. 

 
19)  Adult Consultation & Education Services 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$85,000   

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$25,000   

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$25,000   

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. 



Northeastern Counseling currently has four certified Mental Health First Aid Adult instructors.  The 
Center plans on continuing to offer an average of one class every other month, that is free of charge to 
the community. Training includes classes provided at the Ute Tribe,  school districts, clergy and so 
forth.   Over 1,400  community members have been trained in Mental Health First Aid in the Uintah 
Basin.   The Center has seen an increase in demand for classes and strives to be able to meet the 
community need.   The Center is also involved in increased community activities related to the GLS 
suicide prevention grant.   
 
The Center will continue to be involved in local events such as community nights, parades, panels, 
parent meetings in the school, DV Coalitions, etc.  Activities in which Northeastern Counseling Center 
has, or may participate in, include, but are not limited to: radio appearances, written articles for the local 
newspapers, tribal committees and lecturing at the Utah State University MSW program and nursing 
programs, presentations to religious groups on depression, suicide prevention, etc. 

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

 
Budget has been increased to include the GLS sucide prevention grant.   

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
20)  Children/Youth Consultation & Education Services 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$85,000   

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$25,000   

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$25,000   

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. 

Northeastern Counseling currently has  four certified Mental Health First Aid Youth instructors.  Over 
1,400  community members have been trained in Mental Health First Aid in the Uintah Basin.   The 
Center has seen an increase in demand for classes and strives to be able to meet the community need.   
The Center is also involved in increased community activities related to the GLS suicide prevention 
grant.  The Center participates on CJC boards, Family Support Center Board, and other 
multidisciplinary teams, SOC and many other community groups.   
 
Staff provide workshops for parents and community members through the local site-based programs. 
Staff also provide consultation to teachers, school counselors, principals, DCFS and other State 
agencies, including participation in staffings for mental health and prevention issues as requested. We 
are often called upon by local health providers and law enforcement to not only provide crisis services, 
but to also provide consultation on mental health questions and issues facing the community. 



 
The Systems of Care Human Services employees for the Basin continues to be housed in the NCC 
office.   Northeastern Counseling has strived to attend meetings that support the SOC as resources 
permit.  The Center will participate as resources allow in planning, staffing/consulting and treating those 
involved in Systems of Care. The Center feels it is essential to work with JJS, DCFS, DSPD and other 
community stakeholders to provide what children, youth and families need.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

Budget has been increased to include the GLS sucide prevention grant.   

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
21)  Services to Incarcerated Persons 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$82,500 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

110 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$75,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

120 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$75,000 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

109 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider, and how you will coordinate with the jail to ensure service delivery is adequate. 

Northeastern Counseling provides services to both the Duchesne and Uintah County jails.   NCC 
provides approximately 8 hours of clinical time per week at the Uintah County jail for both mental health 
and SUD.    These services are provided in person.   The Center provides the same amount of service 
hours to the Duchesne County Jail through tele-health.   The services for both jails are funded by NCC 
and not by contract.   Therapists are the resource being requested.   The Center also provides furlough 
services arranged with the Court, attorneys and the jail as needed. Furlough services are provided 
when appropriate at NCC office locations with the inmate returning to jail following the service.  Jails 
have their own prescribers that address psychotropic medication issues.    

Describe how clients are identified for services while incarcerated. How is the effectiveness of 
the services measured?    

Medical staff at the jails determine those with the greatest need.    Effectiveness is measured in the 
same manner as other services provided by the Center.   Generally, services are of a short term nature 
for those incarcerated.   Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scales are completed and when possible 
other outcome measures may be used when allowed by the circumstances at the Jails, e.g. OQ.    

Describe the process used to engage clients who are transitioning out of incarceration. 



All individuals served while in jail may receive services from NCC once released including medication 
services and other supportive services.   This will be encouraged by the clinician depending on 
individual need.  The Center will schedule appointments as requested for this population prior to 
release as the individual agrees.    

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

 
None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

Expansion of tele-health therapy to the Duchesne County Jail.   

 
22)  Adult Outplacement 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$45,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

15 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$40,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

10 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$45,000 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

20 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. 

The Center uses pass through funds from the State of approximately $24,000 plus additional Center 
resources to cover individuals released (e.g. from the Utah State Hospital or an acute inpatient setting) 
until they are able to have their entitlements reinstated or to become initially eligible. Funds may be 
used to cover rent or rent free housing with NCC for those with no entitlements, medication (pending 
Part D, Medicaid eligibility or other benefit), food, basic household items and clothing. For example, the 
Center may provide emergency housing, food, bedding, and household items for an individual released 
from a psychiatric hospital with no other housing options and no immediate funding available. 
Throughout the year the Center will experience released inpatient individuals that do not have Medicaid 
coverage, could not be immediately employed and or that have a significant delay in their Social 
Security benefits being reinstated or awarded to meet their basic needs. These funds are used to care 
for the client’s needs until entitlements can be obtained.    

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

The number of clients projected to be served was raised from 10 to 15 to more closely match 2020 
data. 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 



None 

 
23)  Children/Youth Outplacement 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$ Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$ Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$ Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. 

During the past year NCC has not utilized outplacement funds from the Division. The Center will apply 
and request outplacement funds as needed for individual children and youth.  

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

 

 
24)  Unfunded Adult Clients 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$12,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

20 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$12,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

800 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$11,728 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

13 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify specific populations where 
services are and are not provided.  For each service, identify whether you will provide services 
directly or through a contracted provider. 

The Center remains committed to the philosophy of being a community mental health center that 
serves individuals without adequate funding as there are limited options for these individuals locally.   
There is also a dearth of private therapists that accept Health Insurance plans.  This commitment to 
serving the whole community is becoming increasingly difficult due to payer mix, therapist shortages 
and increased demand in mental health services at schools, SUD, health care sites, MCOT,  jails and 
other crisis services.   Stil, the Center will serve adults regardless of funding source as far as resources 
allow.  
 
The Center uses the funding to provide outpatient services at current service locations to adults that 



have inadequate or no funding and would otherwise discontinue or not have access to mental health 
services. The Center continues to serve adults that have no coverage for services. Unfunded services 
may include therapy, limited case management, crisis services, medication services and ongoing 
treatment.    
 
As previously mentioned in this plan, the Center is providing eligibility counseling and enrollment 
services for Medicaid and actively referring to Workforce Services as needed.   Some adults that were 
previously unfunded are now  eligible for Medicaid services under expansion.   The above projections 
assume there will be an increase in Medicaid covered services either under the Fee for Service 
population or under the Prepaid Mental Health program.   The Center continues to serve those that 
remain unfunded or underfunded and are not eligible for entitlements. 

Describe efforts to help unfunded adults become funded and address barriers to maintaining 
funding coverage.  Please report the number of individuals who came in unfunded who you 
helped secure coverage (public or private). 

The Center helps individuals apply for Medicaid and refers to the Department of Workforce Services as 
needed.    NCC has formally assisted 84 individuals with eligibility in the current year with the majority 
of the individuals accessing Adult Expansion Medicaid.   Other individuals may have been referred to 
DWS or the Market Place with the offer of NCC formal assistance that are not included in the 84 adults.     
Some individuals may choose not to access formal assistance from NCC.  The Center is seeing an 
increased amount of individuals that are enrolled in Medicaid at the time of service compared to the 
previous year.    This is likely due to the public becoming more aware of Adult Expansion Medicaid. 

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

The previous projection of 800 was reduced to reflect actual expenditures for the Center’s allocation 
from the $2.7 million dollar state fund.    Other unfunded or underfunded clients covered by other funds 
are not included in this section.     

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
25)  Unfunded Children/Youth Clients 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$11,013 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

20 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$11,182 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

300 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$11,728 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

41 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify specific populations where 
services are and are not provided.  For each service, identify whether you will provide services 
directly or through a contracted provider. 



With the initial appropriation of this money in FY 2008 Northeastern Counseling submitted a plan for 
services that focused on developing mental health services in the schools. With the Early Intervention 
Funding for school based services being available, the unfunded money for youth has been used less 
in the school setting and more in general outpatient services for children and youth that have no 
funding or are underfunded for services. The Center remains committed to being a community mental 
health Center and serving all children and youth regardless of funding status as resources allow.  

Describe efforts to help unfunded youth and families become funded and address barriers to 
maintaining funding coverage. Please report the number of individuals who came in unfunded 
who you helped secure coverage (public or private). 

The Center provides enrollment services for Medicaid.   NCC is able and willing to provide eligibility 
services to youth and families that may qualify for Medicaid or other public subsidized funding.   The 
majority of unfunded needs the Center sees are for adults that may be eligible under Adult Medicaid 
Expansion.  The Center will also help with family medicaid, marketplace options, etc., but families are 
more likely to already have coverage when initiating services.    If NCC provides formal  assistance to a 
parent with children, that data enrollment service is recorded under the parent and not the youth.   
During the current year NCC has assisted 84 adults in accessing coverage with one adolescent.  

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

The previous projection of 300 was reduced to reflect actual expenditures for the Center’s allocation 
from the $2.7 million dollar state fund.   Other unfunded or underfunded clients covered by other funds 
are not included in this section.     
 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
26)  Other non-mandated Services 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$300,000 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

195 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$300,000 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

155 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$285,824 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

132 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. 

The majority of the allotted amount in this area goes to transportation services.  This includes covered 
transportation to outpatient appointments and transports to and from psychiatric hospitals. Medicaid 
removed transportation requirements from the PMHP contract but also allows these services to be 



provided by the PMHP as needed.   Given the lack of local transportation services available through the 
Medicaid contractor, the Center anticipates transportation services as allowed under the PMHP cost 
model will continue at the current rate. 

Recovery Support Services:  For Local Authorities intending to use Mental Health Block Grant 
funding for Mental Health Recovery Support Services - Describe the activities you propose and 
identify where services will be provided.  For each service, identify whether you will provide 
services directly or through a contracted provider.   For a list of RSS services, please refer to 
the following link: https://dsamh.utah.gov/pdf/ATR/FY21 RSS Manual.pdf 

The Center is exploring ways to utilize this funding in the most beneficial and efficient ways for 
individuals.   The bulk of the funding would be used for unfunded or underfunded individuals that may 
benefit from covered recovery support services.   For example, individuals on Medicare only that could 
be covered for group skills (something Medicare does not cover).    This would apply to other unfunded 
and underfunded individuals as resources permit.   The Center may utilize other covered areas 
including housing services and emergency housing.   Decisions will be made on case by case basis 
using the recovery services manual.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

Based on recent transportation data the number of projected clients served has been increased.  

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

RSS for Mental Health 

 
27)  First Episode Psychosis Services 

Form A1 - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

 Form A1 - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

 

Form A1 - Amount 
budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

 Form A1 - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

 

Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

 Form A1 - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider. 

NCC does not receive this funding. 

Describe how clients are identified for FEP services.  How is the effectiveness of the services 
measured?   

 

https://dsamh.utah.gov/pdf/ATR/FY21%20RSS%20Manual.pdf


Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

 

 
28)  Client Employment 

Increasing evidence exists to support the claim that competitive, integrated and meaningful 
employment is an essential part of the recovery process and is a key factor in supporting 
mental wellness. 
In the following spaces, please describe your efforts to increase client employment in 
accordance with Employment First 62A-15-105.2 

Competitive, integrated and meaningful employment in the community (include both adults and 
transition aged youth). 

NCC believes that employment is an integral part of recovery and positive growth. 
The Center now has a half time employment specialist that has completed training and is providing 
evidence based employment services. In addition, the Center does assist individual consumers in 
obtaining competitive employment through the Center’s case managers according to consumer ability 
and desire. Including assistance in filling out applications, interview skills, interacting with employers as 
issues arise, etc. Some consumers are able to access and maintain traditional employment. Others 
require special assistance in obtaining and maintaining employment including interaction with 
employers and other special assistance to maintain employment. The main focus for the employment 
specialist is transition youth. 

The referral process for employment services and how clients who are referred to receive 
employment services are identified. 

Referrals are generally generated from therapists at the Center.   

Collaborative employment efforts involving other community partners. 

The Center works actively with the Vernal Deseret Industries for select consumers that are interested in 
entering the workforce. Generally, these consumers require support and coordination from both 
Deseret Industries and the Center Case managers to maintain employment. The Center will also 
continue to assist individual consumers in pursuing education through the UBATC and or USU as well 
as services and formal programs through Vocational Rehabilitation. The employment specialist has 
made individual arrangements with local businesses for specific individuals.  Unfortunately, the world 
wide economic situation related to Covid-19 is compounded in the Uintah Basin due to the energy 
market decline.    

Employment of people with lived experience as staff through the Local Authority or 
subcontractors. 



The Center has several staff with lived experience that provide services. 

Evidence-Based Supported Employment. 

The Center's specialist has completed the required IPS training and uses that model to provide 
evidence based supported employment.   The direct funding for the .5 FTE employment position has 
ended.   The Center plans to continue the program going forward.     

 
29)  Quality & Access Improvements 

Identify process improvement activities including implementation and training of: 

Implementation 

The Center has successfully implemented the Credible software system and updates and 
improvements continue to be made. The Center implemented MCOT in October of 2020.   

Training and Supervision of Evidence Based Practices.  Describe the process you use to ensure 
fidelity. 

The Center believes in Evidence Based Practices and improvements.  The Center also believes in 
being realistic regarding resources and the balance between Evidence Based Practices including strict 
fidelity and service access.   The Center  strives to have all therapists that work with youth trained in 
TF-CBT including select therapists that have attended in person training and participate in ongoing 
phone consultations as needed. The Center has 6  therapists spread across two offices that have 
completed EMDR training.    Moral Reconation Therapy for Substance Use Disorder Population is also 
a practice we believe can be sustained internally.   The Center has provided in house training for 
Motivational Interviewing in the past which will be enhanced in the years to come for both SUD and 
Mental Health treatment plus the ongoing practice of  YOQ/OQ.   The Center provides an annual 
training budget and hours for all therapists and case managers. Trauma training for both adults and 
youth continues to be a major focus.   Within available resources, fidelity is monitored using tools and 
observation.   
 
For FY2021 and continuing into FY2022, the Center must focus its training on MCOT and SMR.   The 
Center will require ongoing slots for the Division crisis training.   
 
The Center is committed to taking a reasonable approach to evidence based implementation and 
fidelity.   This includes being committed to a minimal number of  practices that can be sustained and 
that will benefit a higher number of consumers.   The Center appreciates the efforts of the Division of 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health in the area of evidence based practices.   This is a system issue 
and will require financial and additional clinical resources and funding to mitigate the impact on access 
and other community service demands.   The Center supports realistic implementation and fidelity 
efforts within the current resources available.   Efforts are going to be a gradual process of 
improvement as more resources become available.  
 

Outcome Based Practices.  Identify the metrics used by your agency to evaluate client 
outcomes and quality of care. 

The Center is actively attempting to increase the number of YOQ and OQ measures completed and 
utilized by clinicians. Completing the measure is only one part of the practice and training to therapists 
will continue to be provided on using the measure as feedback. The Center has implemented the 
CSSRS.   The LS-RNR is used in select situations involving compelled consumers including measuring 



improvement over time.   The Center has used the DLA-20 for many years. The Center’s new 
Performance Improvement Project for Medicaid includes data and implementation strategies aimed at 
improving post psychiatric inpatient discharge engagement, evidenced based screening and safety 
plans.  Some portion of the project is based on the annual Medicaid performance measures that 
include HEDIS altered data points or the FUH criteria developed by the Utah Department of Health, to 
track post inpatient psychiatric “Discharged” contacts. 

Increased service capacity 

The Center like all providers is constantly seeking to increase provider productivity while maintaining 
quality. These efforts are aimed at reducing the cost per service ratio and also allowing for more 
consumers to be served. The Center has seen increased consumer requests over the past several 
years as can be identified on the report cards. NCC is generally serving a higher ratio of consumers per 
capita than other areas of the State.  The Center hopes to remain a community service provider 
regardless of the consumer’s individual funding as may be needed.   As previously noted the Center is 
not in a position to see all community members as frequently as would be recommended for individual 
therapy.  With the implementation of MCOT in October 2020 the need to have therapists has increased.  
The therapist hiring market is a challenge across the State with more available jobs and the ever 
present challenge of recruiting therapists to move to a rural area.  NCC is actively involved in the local 
USU MSW program.   Sister agencies such as the Ute Tribe, schools, JJS, DCFS, AP&P, private 
practice clinics, etc., also employ master level providers.  NCC is competing with those agencies for 
therapists but with the added challenge of 24 hour on call for NCC therapists.  The Center does use 
other private providers under single case agreements when needed for Medicaid enrollees.  The 
Center also has access to private providers that provide tele-health therapy for Medicaid Enrollees.   
These options are helpful in providing general outpatient therapy but do not provide options for 24/7 in 
person crisis services.  Keeping an adequate number of therapists and case managers/Peer Support 
employed will be key to adequately spreading out MCOT scheduled rotations.  The Center feels it can 
meet the demands of high priority consumers as previously identified in this plan including those living 
with a Serious Mental Illness, Serious Emotional Disorder, Medicaid Medically necessary services and 
crisis services. 

Increased Access for Medicaid & Non-Medicaid Funded Individuals 

As a rural Center, therapists must treat a variety treatment populations, complete training for those 
populations, cover MCOT after hours, holidays and weekends, day time emergencies and fill special 
assignments at other locations or programs such as Drug Court, JRI, School Services, FQHC, Jail, 
Medicaid contract obligations etc.   This increased demand for mental health services while having 
decreased available therapist time due to unfilled therapist slots, as well as evaluation demands, and 
specific  program commitments, etc. are being watched and managed as much as possible to serve the 
community and not eliminate types of consumers.   As previously noted capacity is not increasing for 
individual therapy consumers that are not in certain populations.   Peer Support, Rehabilitative 
services, etc., can have great value for some consumers in treatment.   However, the Center does not 
see Peer Support, Rehabilitative services, etc., significantly helping to alleviate the demand for therapy 
that most community members expect and want.   Telehealth is a tool that can increase individual 
access and this has been essential during the Covid-19 crisis, including the temporary ability to provide 
telephone only services.   The Center still sees face to face services being the most common mode of 
delivery with video telehealth as a long term option for those that wish to utilize that mode of service. 

Efforts to respond to community input/need. Describe your participation with key community 
partners (e.g.: Multi-Agency Coordinating Committees, Regional Advisory Councils, High 
Fidelity Wraparound teams, Local Interagency Councils, Local Recovery Community, Local 
Homeless Coordinating Committees, Peer Advocacy Groups, County Attorney, Law 
Enforcement, Local Education Agencies, Courts, Regional Healthcare Coalitions, and other 
partnership groups relevant in individual communities) shall occur consistently. 



Where possible within available resources, special service needs suggested by individuals or 
stakeholders are addressed and considered.   The Center has at least annual discussions with the Ute 
Tribe agencies, Sheriff Departments, Hospitals, school districts, etc. to talk about services that need 
coordination and quality.    

Describe Coalition Development efforts 

The Center is part of several boards and coalitions within the service area. It is a regular occurrence for 
the Center to be requested to join additional coalitions or the Center is requesting additional coalition 
membership from community members. The Center attempts, where possible, to have existing groups 
take on additional needs as opposed to developing new groups. One such example is the PAC or 
Prevention Advisory Council. The Center is active in the community including participation in Ute Tribe 
committees, State and local committees. The Center participates in community boards and 
partnerships such as CJC, SART, etc.  

Describe how mental health needs for people in Nursing Facilities are being met in your area 

NCC does not have therapists scheduled to be at nursing homes for blocks of time. The Center does 
respond to emergency requests to local nursing homes but these are not frequent. The Center does 
provide therapy services when requested, for select residents that are covered by Medicaid or are 
required due to PASRR recommendations.   The Center’s prescriber has also been utilized 
occasionally for SMI residents where their physician has requested consultation. 

Describe your agency plan to maintain telehealth services in your area as agencies return to in-
person service provision.  Include programming involved.  How will you measure the quality of 
services provided by telehealth?  

As previously noted in this Area Plan, the Center utilizes telehealth in several different ways.   
For children and youth psychiatry with the University of Utah. 
Secure HIPAA compliant video from prescribers or therapists directly to individuals. 
The Center hopes to measure quality in the same manner as in person services.  This would include 
OQ/YOQ mobile administration when possible and survey participation.    

Describe how you are addressing maternal mental health in your community.  Describe how you 
are  addressing early childhood (0-5 years) mental health needs within your community. 
Describe how you are coordinating between maternal and early childhood mental health 
services.  

The Center does provide services for youth 0-5.  The most common ages being children 4 and 5 years 
of age.    
 
We are aware of Head Start, school district programs and the 0-3 Early Childhood Development 
programs in our local areas.  The Center supports parenting classes locally and is able to refer parents 
as needed.   The Center provides therapy and medication services to mother’s including case 
management services as needed.   The Center has assigned Tricia Bennett LCSW as the maternal 
mental health specialist.  Services are coordinated with medical providers and other community 
agencies by phone and or in writing.   

Describe (or attach) your policies for improving cultural responsiveness across agency staff 
and in services. 

The Center provides cultural training at full staff meetings three to four times a year.  Clinical staff also 
attend a variety of training not provided by the agency e.g. at conferences that may be related to 
cultural sensitivity or serving specialized populations.   Training on cultures, varying viewpoints, 



language, and so forth can be helpful in expanding views and understanding.    The Center believes the 
key is the ability of each provider to be culturally responsive to each unique individual and to be 
comfortable in confronting their own personal biases.   In addition, to formal training regarding culture 
and backgrounds, the Center strives to practice the following.   This is not an exhaustive list of 
statements found in a variety of agency policies but does explain the agency’s overall practice towards 
being responsive.   
 
The Center asks individuals to identify the culture(s) and values that they personally identify with and 
that are important to them.  Assumptions regarding culture should not be made according to race, 
ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender, language, religion, no religion, economic background, etc.   
Culture must be defined by the individual and not assumed by anyone but the individual accessing 
services.  
 
In some circumstances, providers are selected by the consumer because of the provider's culture, 
background, gender, etc.   Every effort is made to accommodate those requests as resources permit.   
The Center has the ability to access language translation services.  National language translation lines 
have made it possible to access spanish translation as needed and a small number of less common 
languages.   These services include the most common type of translation service used by the Center, 
which is certified ASL.  The Center contracts with a professional company to provide these video 
translation services.  Providers must accept the unique cultural and individual differences of all 
languages including english.   Providers must be open to being corrected by consumers without being 
defensive.    
 
Individual cultural values and assets should be incorporated into treatment towards positive change.   
Each individual must be able to choose which values and resources to access in their cultural realm 
that might support or enhance their recovery.   Being responsive includes providers accepting these 
values and resources even when they conflict with their own.  

Identify a staff member responsible to collaborate with DSAMH to develop an “Eliminating 
Health Disparity Strategic Plan” with long term five-year goals and short term action plans. The 
short term action plans will be based on the needs assessment recommendations. 

Robert Hall LCSW Clinical Director is the contact for the project and has participated in meetings and 
activities to date.   The Center has participated in the initial employee survey, the administrative focus 
group, advertised for the client focus groups and participated in the site visit.   

Other Quality and Access Improvements (not included above) 

None 

 
30)  Integrated Care 

Describe your partnerships with local Health Departments, accountable care organizations 
(ACOs), federally qualified health centers (FQHCs) and other physical health providers. 

The Center began a contract with the Vernal Federally Qualified Health Clinic or FQHC in March 2014. 
The Center provides a therapist 8  hours a week at the clinic.  This is the only FQHC in the catchment 
area. The Center has several interactions with TriCounty health for prevention, on coalitions and other 
activities and referrals. The Center provides crisis intervention in both hospitals.  The demand for these 
services and the amount of time spent by NCC staff interacting with physical health care providers is 
significant.   A therapist also provides services at the Manila health clinic once a week during the school 
year. The therapist travels to Manila once a week during the school year and after providing services at 
the school site would have two hours of service time available at the health clinic. 



Describe your efforts to integrate care and ensure that children, youth and adults have their 
physical, mental and substance use disorder needs met, including screening and treatment and 
recovery support.  

The Center feels it is at an advantage with co-occurring treatment as both the Mental Health and 
Substance Abuse provider. All therapists are able to complete both Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse assessments and provide basic treatment within both populations. Each assigned therapist is 
expected to ensure that both needs are met. In addition, the Center’s prescribers are both able to 
provide both Mental Health and MAT services.    The Center makes referrals for appropriate health care 
on a regular basis and coordinates with health care providers as needed.   

Describe your efforts to incorporate wellness into treatment plans for children, youth and 
adults. 

The Center strives to assess for basic wellness as services are accessed from therapists, prescribers, 
nurses, case managers and peer support.   As agreed and when warranted wellness issues are 
incorporated into plans.    

What education does your staff receive regarding health and wellness for client care including 
youth-in-transition and adults?  Describe how you will provide education and referrals to 
individuals regarding physical health concerns (i.e., HIV, TB, Hep-C, Diabetes, Pregnancy).  
 

The Center has utilized the FQHC located in Vernal to provide care for individuals with no coverage or 
for those with limited coverage. The clinic still requires a sliding fee which can be a barrier to some 
individuals but also provides an affordable option for many. This has included working with the FQHC 
to have individuals access the pharmacy discount program.  The Center also refers to the Tri-County 
Health Department as needed.  
 
The Center’s staff continually works with individuals in treatment in referring to local health providers 
that accept Medicaid and Medicare, including urgent care, primary care and specialists.  For individuals 
with serious medical needs that require assistance and have no family support, case managers may 
also accompany the consumer to the health appointment. NCC nurses also assist in managing a wide 
variety of physical health medications for daily and weekly medication management consumers.   
 
NCC has one nurse that is dedicated to wellness activities and crisis interventions as of 2019 as part of 
the State pilot project.   Key goals include increasing primary care access to alleviate where possible 
unnecessary ER use, assisting with high physical health acuity individuals that also have behavioral 
health needs, coordination of care and to promote social determinants of health.  

 Describe your plan to reduce tobacco and nicotine use in SFY 2022, and how you will maintain 
a nicotine free environment as a direct service or subcontracting agency.  For ongoing 
engagement, it is recommended to use an evidence-based nicotine dependence tool such as 
the Fagerstrom scale. SUD Target= reduce tobacco and nicotine use by 4.8%. 

The Center’s campus has been tobacco free by policy for many years. We have also been fortunate to 
have several success stories that involved individuals that have quit tobacco products as part of their 
recovery. However, challenges will continue to exist but the culture is slowly changing in the treatment 
population. 
 
For most consumers the desire to quit tobacco products requires ongoing motivational interviewing to 
progress in the stages of change and to see motivation to change. Services are available for those that 
reach that stage including NRT, prescription options, skills and Motivational Interviewing.   The Center 
makes its nurses available for direct referral/consultation including usinging resources found on the 
“QUIT” web page. 



Describe your efforts to provide integrated care for individuals with co-occurring mental health 
and autism and other intellectual/developmental disorders.  

Services exclusively for Pervasive Developmental disorders/Autism are to be provided by Applied 
Behavioral Analysis providers under a different Medicaid waiver.  That waiver does not fall under NCC’s 
umbrella or its ability to provide.   However, due to frustrations regarding ABA access over recent 
years, NCC provides its array of non ABA services to these families, when another mental health 
diagnosis is also present.    
 
Service for those with intellectual disabilities are also provided when another mental health or 
substance abuse diagnosis is present.  NCC serves many individuals with both Pervasive 
Developmental Disorders and other Intellectual Disabilities.   Services provided include the full array of 
NCC services when medical necessity for the mental health diagnosis exists including therapy, 
medication services, case management services for those that also qualify as Seriously Mentally Ill or 
SED (The Medicaid determined “Target” population), crisis services, etc.   The Center coordinates with 
Northeastern Services (DSPD providers), RISE etc., as needed. 

 
31) Children/Youth Mental Health Early Intervention 

Describe the Family Peer Support activities you propose to undertake and identify where 
services are provided.  Describe how you partner with LEAs and other Department of Human 
Services child serving agencies, including DCFS, DJJS, DSPD, and  HFW.  For each service, 
identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted provider.  For those 
not using MHEI funding for this service, please indicate “N/A” in the box below. 

The Center’s FRF position is now located in Duchesne County. The FRF continues efforts to solicit 
referrals from both within the NCC consumer pool and from other agencies such as DCFS, Juvenile 
Court, Schools, etc. Services can be provided in all three counties. Generally, more referrals are 
received than families that chose to participate in formal Wrap around  services. As previously noted in 
this plan the SOC care coordinator and Peer Support provider employed by DHS are housed in the 
NCC Roosevelt office. 

Include expected increases or decreases from the previous year and explain any variance over 
15%. 

NA 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

Do you agree to abide by the Mental Health Early Intervention Family Resource Facilitation 
Agreement?  YES/NO 

Yes 

 
32) Children/Youth Mental Health Early Intervention 

Describe the Mobile Crisis Team activities you propose to undertake and identify where 
services are provided.  Please note the hours of operation. For each service, identify whether 
you will provide services directly or through a contracted provider. For those not using MHEI 
funding for this service, please indicate “N/A” in the box below. 



 

N/A 

Include expected increases or decreases from the previous year and explain any variance over 
15%. 

 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

 

Describe outcomes that you will gather and report on.  Include expected increases or decreases 
from the previous year and explain any variance over 15%. 

 

 
33) Children/Youth Mental Health Early Intervention 

Describe the School-Based Behavioral Health activities you propose to undertake and how you 
intend to support family involvement in treatment.  For each service, identify whether you will 
provide services directly or through a contracted provider.  Please include: any partnerships 
related to 2019 HB373 funding and any telehealth related services provided in school settings. 
For those not using MHEI funding for this service, please indicate “N/A” in the box below.  
 

Due to the extra funding received by the school districts under HB373 and additional funds allocated by 
the Uintah School Board, the Uintah district has opted to develop their own internal treatment system 
that includes hiring full time behavioral health care providers.  NCC is not providing school based 
services in the Uintah district as of August of 2020.  NCC respects the Uintah School District’s decision 
to develop their own treatment system and we maintain a good working relationship.  
 
Services in FY2022 will be provided in 5 different school settings.   Dutch John elementary is funded by 
an agreement with the Daggett county school district.   The other four schools are funded with early 
intervention funds and subsidized by other NCC funds as available.  The Center will serve children and 
youth regardless of funding source as far as resources allow.  All therapists providing services in school 
settings are NCC employees.  Every effort is made to involve the parents in the youth’s treatment. 
Many parents are involved. In other situations, this is a challenge, however, calls and invitations will 
continue to be made by therapists, school counselors, etc. 
 
Some of these consumers choose to access services at NCC during the summer months.  

Include expected increases or decreases from the previous year and explain any variance over 
15%. 

None 

https://le.utah.gov/%7E2019/bills/static/HB0373.html


Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year and include a list of the 
schools where you plan to provide services.  (Please e-mail Leah Colburn lacolburn@utah.gov a 
list of your current school locations.) 

Schools being served in FY 2022 by NCC with available funding: 
 
Daggett District:   
Manila Schools  
Dutch John Elementary 
 
Duchesne District:   
Union High School   
Roosevelt Junior High 
Centennial Elementary School 

Please describe how you plan to collect data including MHEI required data points and YOQ 
outcomes in your school programs. Please identify who the MHEI Quarterly Reporting should 
be sent to including their email. 

The Center will continue efforts to collect YOQ data for school based services.  The Center enters all 
school based services into its Electronic Medical Record with required state reporting data collected.   
The Center believes the best outcomes are measured on an individual basis'.   The NCC clinical 
director should continue to be notified regarding report requests.  roberth@nccutah.org  

 
34) Suicide Prevention, Intervention & Postvention 

Describe all current activities in place in suicide prevention, including evaluation of the 
activities and their effectiveness on a program and community level.  Please include a link or 
attach  your localized suicide prevention plan for the agency or broader local community. 

Please see details under the Garrett Lee Smith Grant section below.   
 
The Center provides approximately 1,000 crisis services a year.  The majority of these crisis situations 
are related to suicidal ideation. The Center is involved with both local emergency rooms assessing and 
locating resources for patients seen in the Emergency Rooms or those initially seen at one of the NCC 
offices, jails, schools, etc. These service efforts will continue including offering and providing discharge 
follow up after inpatient care. NCC has also implemented the Columbia Screening in 2016 along with 
Safety Plan interventions using the Stanley Brown format.   The Centers Medicaid Performance 
Improvement Project that began in 2019 focuses on post inpatient psychiatric discharge engagement, 
assessment and safety planning.   That project continues in SFY22. 
 

Describe all currently suicide intervention/treatment services and activities including the use of 
evidence based tools and strategies.  Describe your policies and procedures for suicide 
screening, risk assessment, and safety planning as well as suicide specific treatment and follow 
up/care transition services. Describe how clients are identified for suicide specific services.  
How is the effectiveness of the services measured? 

The Center implemented the C-SSRS in 2016.   In calendar year 2020 Northeastern Counseling 
completed over 2600 Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scales and over 600  Stanely Brown Safety 
Plans.   C-SSRS is to be completed at Assessment, Crisis Assessment, Annually, upon psychiatric 
inpatient admission and discharge and when the individual’s clinical situation requires it.  Safety Plans 
are required for anyone 2 or higher for the recent period and for psychiatric inpatient discharges.   

mailto:lacolburn@utah.gov
mailto:roberth@nccutah.org


Safety planning, reducing lethal means and engagement are part of daily practice for all individuals.   
Suicide treatmaent is generally reserved for individuals that are experiencing significant acute and 
chronic levels of risk as identified by the C-SSRS at levels 3 or higher coupled with clinical judgment.  
The Center has several providers trained in suicide specific interventions such as CAMS.    
Effectiveness can be measured by additional C-SSRS and CAMS form scoring with the most important 
outcome being  the safety of the individual.   

Describe all current strategies in place in suicide postvention including any grief supports. 
Please describe your current postvention response plan, or include a link, or attach your 
localized suicide postvention plan for the agency and/or broader local community. 

The Center has also been involved in postvention services with individual families as requested by 
families or community partners. This includes special school postvention including providing crisis 
counseling in the schools or in clinical offices free of charge as well as education to students and 
educators.   
 
Northeastern Counseling Center is promoting NAMI’s grief support groups to provide suicide 
postvention support. The center is also partnering with TriCounty Health Department and local area 
mortuaries to provide a postvention care package which includes resources for families and community 
members who have recently experienced the suicide death of a loved one.  Northeastern Counseling 
Center’s Mobile Crisis Outreach Team is available for any family requesting crisis services. 

Describe your plan for coordination with Local Health Departments and local school districts to 
identify roles and support implementation of a community postvention plan in alignment with 
the state Community Postvention Toolkit.  

The Center works with the Tri-county Health Department suicide prevention worker on a regular basis.   
NCC will attend meetings and assist in any way possible with the development of the local plan that will 
be in alignment with the State Community Postvention Toolkit.  TriCounty attends regular Prevention 
Advisory Coalition meetings and co-chairs the suicide prevention sub-committee with Northeastern 
Counseling Center.   

For Local Authorities participating in the Garrett Lee Smith State Youth Suicide Prevention and 
Early Intervention Grant Program summarize your implementation plans for implementing skill 
based programming, gatekeeper training, community or school based screening activities, and 
crisis follow up services after inpatient or emergency department visits. (note: this can be done 
in the box below, or by linking/attaching your most current report). 
 
For those not participating in this grant program, please indicate “N/A” in the box below. 

Listed below are current activities in place in suicide prevention, including evaluation of the activities 
and their effectiveness. A link is attached with our localized suicide prevention plan. 
The center is actively providing Mental Health First Aid classes to the entire community. Some 
highlights include partnering with a local area hospital and the local technology college to train local 
nurses to help identify those in mental health crisis. Youth Mental Health First Aid is available to all 
area school districts and those serving youth populations. Mental Health First Aid classes are evaluated 
by participants completing evaluation forms provided by the Mental Health First Aid Program. 
Northeastern Counseling Center staff enters data into the MHFA database that scores the instructor 
and tracks participant knowledge. To date Mental Health First Aid has been provided to over 1400 
community members. 
 
Northeastern Counseling Center has implemented the Caring Contact Outreach Program where 
individuals, recently discharged from an inpatient facility, are contacted by phone call or text within 



three business days giving individuals support, resources and the opportunity to be connected with 
services.  
 
In effort to increase awareness Northeastern Counseling Center partners with local radio, media 
stations and movie theaters to run suicide prevention messaging. NCC has also formed unique 
partnerships with Northeastern Bikers Group, local paint and hardware stores to raise awareness and 
reduce stigma surrounding high risk individuals asking for help concerning their mental health. 
Two Northeastern Counseling Center case managers have been trained to teach Botvin Life Skills. The 
first class was started with enthusiasm and promising results, however, due to Covid the class was 
temporarily suspended. We are looking forward to starting and expanding this class at the start of the 
2021-2022 school year. Botvin Life Skills will be evaluated by forms provided by Botvin Life Skills 
Program and tracked by the Prevention Coordinator.  
 
The center is working to reduce stigma in high risk populations by attending local events and promoting 
the importance of asking for help by utilizing the National Suicide Lifeline number. This number has 
been printed on multiple reusable items such as pens, cleaning cloths, ammo boxes, gun socks and 
farmers almanacs and has been well received by the public. Increased requests to our prevention 
programs show positive feedback from our community.  
 
Northeastern Counseling Center is proactive with upstream prevention and is partnering with local 
community stakeholders in providing evidence based parenting classes, which includes Love & Logic, 
Strengthening Families, Active Parenting and Kids With Incredible Potential to the public free of charge.  
NCC is currently partnering with TriCounty Health Department and teaching QPR to Future Farmers of 
America groups in local area high schools. 
 
Northeastern Counseling Center is working closely with the local high school HOPE Squads by 
attending meetings, providing support at events and providing suicide prevention presentations.  
NCC has recently provided training to local high school HOPE Squads and if funding allows, will be 
sponsoring the second annual TriCounty Youth Suicide Prevention Conference. 
 
NCC has attended virtual meetings and provided resources to the Basin Equality Center to build 
capacity with LBTQIA+ community. Discussions have started on how to improve access to prevention 
services to this underserved group. 
 
https://rb.gy/g9dnvt  
https://rb.gy/9xfmto  
 
Global screening of students will be determined by school boards and authorities.  Northeastern 
Counseling stands ready to consult and assist in the process as school districts make decisions on 
screening policy and implementation.    

For Local Authorities participating in the Comprehensive Suicide Prevention grants describe 
your implementation plans for primary prevention programs, suicide intervention supports 
including gatekeeper training, and community postvention planning. (note: this can be done in 
the box below, or by linking/attaching your most current report). 
 
If any of the following project deliverables are currently available, please link them here or 
attach them to your submission.  
 

1. By year 2, funding recipients shall submit a written comprehensive suicide prevention 
plan that is in alignment with the Utah Suicide Prevention State Plan and by year 2, 
funding recipients shall submit a written postvention response plan and communication 
protocol for their organization. 

2. By year 3 funding recipients shall submit a written community postvention response 

https://rb.gy/g9dnvt
https://rb.gy/9xfmto
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V4cgYvf_JGs1CNvBYY2XmoFfwSPQIPM3/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V4cgYvf_JGs1CNvBYY2XmoFfwSPQIPM3/view


plan.  

For those not participating in this project, please indicate, “N/A” below.  

The Northeastern Tri-County Suicide Prevention Plan has been submitted with this Area Plan.    

Northeastern Counseling Center continues to strive to coordinate and integrate productive suicide 
postvention efforts when invited to do so, with the local health department, school districts, hospitals, 
law enforcement agencies, first responders, local faith communities, mortuaries and other key 
stakeholders   

NCC offers access to effective preventative, supportive, and clinical services for all individuals affected 
by suicide.   

Northeastern Counseling Center’s Mobile Crisis Outreach Team is available to all suicide loss 
survivors, attempt survivor or individual requesting crisis service. The MCOT at NCC provides crisis 
intervention, onsite therapeutic assessment, safety planning and next day in-person follow-up at the 
center with a licensed therapist.   Northeastern Counseling’s Team is a potential resources for family 
and friends following a suicide.   The Team is to respect family wishes and preferences including their 
right to decline postvention services.   

Northeastern Counseling Center offers Caring Contact Outreach to all individuals recently discharged 
from a behavioral health center. Caring Contact is also available to high risk individuals that have been 
seen in the ER, recent suicide attempt survivors and those referred to the outreach program by a NCC 
therapist. 

NCC offers support to schools who follow their postvention plans following a suicide.  

NCC promotes and encourages grief support groups offered by NAMI and AFSP to provide suicide 
postvention care to individuals of suicide loss and their families. 

The center also partners with Tri County Health Department and local area mortuaries to provide a 
postvention care package which includes resources for families and community members who have 
recently experienced the suicide death of a loved one.  

Northeastern Counseling Center continues to strive to coordinate and integrate productive suicide 
postvention efforts with the local health department, school districts, hospitals, law enforcement 
agencies, first responders, local faith communities, funeral homes and other key stakeholders. 

When Northeastern Counseling employees become aware of a community suicide or potential suicide 
the following are to be notified within NCC: 

The clinical director 

Clinical site supervisors 

The suicide prevention specialist 

The main goals of NCC’s localized suicide postvention plan are: 



 1.     On an individual level, identify those most likely to need support, provide comfort to those who are 
distressed, minimize adverse personal outcomes (depression, PTSD, complicated grief), promote 
healthy grieving, and encourage safe messaging practices. 

 2.     On an organizational level, to assist in restoring equilibrium and functioning within area schools, 
agency, communities, and organizations and to reduce the risk of suicide imitation or contagion. 

Efforts of developing a community postvention plan in alignment with the state Community Postvention 
Toolkit are ongoing at this time and will address at a minimum the following areas when completed.  
Many of these areas are already in practice but will be enhanced. 

● Better verification of death and cause    
Partnering with TriCounty Health and State of Utah for more timely suicide data within our area.   
Immediately following a suicide or potential suicide, NCC generally learns of the deaths the 
same way the public does, by social media and word of mouth from family, schools, clergy, and 
so forth.   

● Coordination of external and internal resources 
TriCounty Health Department, Uintah Basin Medical Center, Ashley Regional Medical         
Center, Law Enforcement Agencies, School Districts, First Responders, Faith Communities, 
Funeral Homes and other key stakeholders.  This is a key area so that surviving families may 
be presented with postvention options at the time of death or soon after.  For example, MCOT 
interventions or other postvention services as offered by law enforcement and first responders. 

● Dissemination of suicide postvention information 
Attending public events handing out and promoting resources and educating community 
members about risk and protective factors. 
Partner with School Districts to provide effective EBI’s to students and teachers. 

● Support for those most impacted by the death and access to care 
Promoting, providing material and encouraging the AFSP and NAMI grief support groups or 
other clinical interventions. 

● Psychoeducation on grieving, depression, PTSD, and suicide 
Offering and providing Mental Health First Aid Classes for suicide loss survivors, attempt 
survivors, and to families and individuals affected by suicide 

● Screening for depression and suicidality 
Offering and promoting MCOT services to suicide loss survivors, attempt  survivors and 
for families and individuals affected by suicide. 

 

For Local Authorities receiving mini grant funding for the Live On Utah statewide suicide    
prevention campaign, summarize your implementation and sustainability plans for the 
implementation of culturally appropriate suicide prevention messaging in your area. 

For those not participating in this project, please indicate, “N/A” below.  

Northeastern first implemented the LiveOn grant in FY21 with great success.  We were able to partner 
with over 21 local hardware stores or related businesses creating prevention partners across our entire 
region and have secured sponsorship with the local Diamond Mountain Speedway, putting messaging 
on up to 50 race cars that will compete throughout Utah.   NCC also partnered with a local bikers group 
to help reduce stigma relating to asking for help and access mental health services.   With the FY22 



LiveOn grant, we again plan to use the resources of our local coalition and conduct at least two focus 
groups with the intent to target businesses that employ and serve the underserved, addressing local 
health disparities.  Efforts will be made to have the focus groups represent our local demographics. 

In order to sustain our prevention efforts, Northeastern has always worked to build community 
relationships and train local partners and coalition members in prevention science.  

 

 
 

35) Justice Treatment Services (Justice Involved) 

What is the continuum of services you offer for justice involved clients and how do you address 
reducing criminal risk factors? 

Justice involved clients have access to the full continuum of services provided by NCC when 
individuals are living in a community setting.   The Center provides therapy services to the 
county jails for those incarcerated.   The Center utilizes CBT to address criminogenic risk 
factors.   The majority of justice referred individuals are individuals referred for substance use 
that may also have a co-occuring disorder requiring mental health services.     

Describe how clients are identified as justice involved clients 

Mental Health assessments ask individuals if they have been compelled e.g. court ordered for 
mental health treatment.   

 How do you measure effectiveness and outcomes for justice involved clients? 
 

The Center utilizes current Division of Substance Abuse and Mental Health data that is 
submitted to that Division by NCC.   Decreasing criminal and legal system involvement is a 
key outcome. 

Identify training and/or technical assistance needs. 

LS-R-SV training for the Center’s staff or key members. 

Identify a quality improvement goal to better serve justice involved clients.  

Implement the LS-R-SV.   The Center currently uses the LS-RNR which is resource intensive.  The 
Center hopes to implement the screening version and then reserve the LS-RNR for those requiring 
additional assessment.  

Identify the efforts that are being taken to work as a community stakeholder partner with local 
jails, AP&P offices, Justice Certified agencies, and others that were identified in your original 
implementation committee plan. 

The Center has some good coordinating relationships with various agents and hopes to improve 
coordination on a perpetual basis.  With AP&P developing their own in house treatment programs the 
Center may not be involved with all individuals receiving behavioral health services. 



Identify efforts being taken to work as a community stakeholder for children and youth who are 
justice involved with local DCFS, DJJS, Juvenile Courts, and other agencies.  

The Center coordinates with local SOC staffings, services provided at the YDC, the Juvenile Court on 
an individual basis and during staffings, PAC and other meetings.  The Center has regular contact with 
DCFS and Children Justice Centers.    

 
 

36) Disaster Preparedness and Recovery Plan  

Please attach or input your disaster preparedness and recovery plan for programs that provide 
prevention, treatment and recovery support for mental illness and substance use programs. 

Please see the attached Emergency Response Plan. 
 

 
37) Speciality Services 

If you receive funding for a speciality service outlined in the Division Directives (Operation Rio 
Grande, SafetyNet, PATH, Behavioral Health Home, Autism Preschools), please list your 
approach to services, how individuals are identified for the services and how you will measure 
the effectiveness of the services.  If not applicable enter NA. 

NA 

 



FORM B - SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER TREATMENT BUDGET NARRATIVE 
 

Local Authority:  Northeastern 
 
Instructions: 
In the cells below, please provide an answer/description for each question.  PLEASE CHANGE THE 
COLOR OF SUBSTANTIVE NEW LANGUAGE INCLUDED IN YOUR PLAN THIS YEAR! 
 

1) Early Intervention                                                                         

Form B - FY22 
Amount Budgeted: 25,000 

Form B - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 100 

Form B - Amount 
Budgeted in FY21 
Area Plan  

Form B - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

 

Form B - Actual FY20 
Expenditures 
Reported by Locals  

Form B - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals  

 
Describe local authority efforts to provide for individuals convicted of driving under the 
influence,  a screening; an assessment; an educational series; and substance abuse 
treatment as required in Utah Code § 17-43-201(5)(m). 

Northeastern Counseling Center offers the Prime For Life 16-hour class once a month, rotating 
between our Roosevelt and Vernal offices, for persons age 18 and older.  Any participant 
needing the 16-hour DUI PRI class under the age of 18 will be scheduled on a case by case 
basis.   All PRI participants must complete  the SASSI screening tool before participating in the 
class.  Any participants scoring  High Probability of Having a Substance Use Disorder will be 
referred for a complete Substance Use Assessment, along with those court ordered to complete 
a  substance use evaluation. Those meeting the criteria for treatment after an assessment, will 
be referred to a therapist.   
 
NCC currently has 3 certified PRI instructors. 

Identify evidenced-based strategies designed to intervene with youth and adults who are 
misusing alcohol and other drugs. 

Northeastern Counseling Center provides the evidence-based  8-hour Prime for Life class for 
both adults and youth that are misusing alcohol and other drugs, do not meet the criteria for 
treatment, and do not have a driving offense. Classes are provided once a month, rotating 
between  our Roosevelt and Vernal offices.  Those over the age of 18 will  attend the adult class, 
those under the age of 18 will attend the youth class.  All participants must complete the 
appropriate SASSI before participating in the class. NCC provides non driving PRI classes at no 
charge to the participant.   

Describe work to identify individuals with substance disorder in your community, 
implement brief motivational interventions and/or supportive monitoring in healthcare, 
schools and other settings 

Northeastern Counseling provides a therapist to the local FQHC.   The FQHC provides basic 
health services as well as MAT.   The Center’s therapists, nurses and case manager refer 



individuals to the FQHC, other local health providers and Tri-County Health as needed.   These 
discussions include motivation interviewing skills in efforts to engage individuals in both health 
care and behavioral health care services.   The Center also provides MCOT and crisis services in 
both local hospitals which facilitates treatment assessment and referral.  Individuals involved in 
DUI and other PRI services are also encouraged and referred as needed.  NCC interacts with all 
three school districts in the area and provides services in two of three school districts.  Schools 
refer students for early intervention services.  

Describe efforts to conduct outreach and engagement efforts designed to reach 
individuals who are actively using alcohol and other drugs.   

Northeastern Counseling Center provides presentations to local businesses at safety meetings 
and works with  businesses to provide the 8-hour Adult  PRI class for any employee that fails a 
UA. 
 
Northeastern works with local school districts guidance counselors and coaches to provide the 8-
hour Teen PRI class for any student that is caught using or fails a UA for school athletics. NCC.   
 
NCC provides non driving PRI education classes at no charge to the participant. 
 

Describe effort to assist individuals with enrollment in public or private health insurance 
directly or through collaboration with community partners (healthcare navigators or the 
Department of Workforce Services) to increase the number of people who have public or 
private health insurance. 

The Center assists with Medicaid and insurance eligibility as needed.   This especially includes 
adult expansion and TAM populations but may include legacy medicaid and insurance on the 
market.   

Describe activities to reduce overdose.   
1. educate staff to identify overdose and to administer Naloxone; 
2. maintain Naloxone in facilities, 
3. Provide Naloxone kits, education and training about overdose risk factors to 

individuals with opioid use disorders and when possible to their families, friends, 
and significant others. 

 

The Center provides spray to clients and families.   Spray is also located in defibrillator cabinets 
at clinical locations.  Applicable staff is trained on administering spray and 911 procedures.   
Clients and or family accepting spray are trained on administration. 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 
 

None 

 
 

2)  Ambulatory Care and Withdrawal Management (Detox) ASAM IV-D, III.7-D, III.2-D, I-D or II-
D)                                       Holly Watson 

Form B - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

0 
 

Form B - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

0 



Form B - Amount 
Budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$ Form B - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

 

Form B - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$ Form B - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

 

Describe the activities you propose to assist individuals prevent/alleviate medical complications 
related to no longer using, or decreasing the use of, a substance.  For each service, identify 
whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted provider. Please list all 
contracted providers. 

There are occasions where referrals are made for Medical Detox.   Those services are currently 
covered under the Medicaid Health Plan and are generally for 2-4 days in a medical environment.    
The Center works with the consumer and the medical detox provider to ensure follow up care is 
available upon discharge from detoxification.    
 
There are no formal social detox programs in the area.  The Center would cover Medicaid Enrollees 
that may access the service out of the area that meets medical necessity.  Generally, this need is met 
as part of residential services, Medical Detox or as part of outpatient care and is not reported as social 
detox.  
 
Outpatient detoxification services are provided by the Center and recorded under the OP level of care 
for the prescriber services, therapist, nurse, etc.   No funding is reported as services are covered under 
the OP SA.    

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

If this service is not provided by the Local Authority, where are individuals accessing this level 
of care when needed? Who in your community provides this service? How is the service paid 
for? 

There are no providers of medical or social detox in the Uintah Basin.   Several individuals a year are 
accessing medical detoxification from Wasatch front institutions including those that accept Medicaid.    
On occasion, local medical hospitals medically assist individuals going through detox but not as a 
formal medical detox service.   When physical risks are low and there is sufficient support for the client, 
NCC will also provide MAT through the process.    

 
3)  Residential Treatment Services:  (ASAM III.7, III.5, III.3, III.1)                    Shanel Long 

Form B - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$130,000 Form B - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

15 

Form B - Amount 
Budgeted in FY21 Area 

$60,000 Form B - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

10 
 



Plan 

Form B - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

35,000 Form B - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

5 

Describe the activities you propose and identify where services will be provided.  Identify 
whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted provider.  Please list all 
contracted providers and identify the population served (Men, Women, Youth).   

The primary providers of this service for NCC consumers are the House of Hope in Provo, UT, and the   
Odyssey house.   The Odyssey House is also utilized for adolescents.   Other Medicaid approved 
programs may also be used on occasion.  
      
This service may include mothers attending treatment with their children.  The number of individuals 
that are covered by Medicaid and requesting and requiring residential treatment funding has increased 
in 2020 due to adult Medicaid expansion.   The Center has also worked with and will continue to work 
with DCFS on specific parents involved in reunification services that require residential and OP 
services.   NCC also works with the Ute Tribe Substance Abuse Treatment program on Medicaid 
enrollees that may require residential services out of the area instead of services at the Tribes local 
residential program.  
 

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

The budget and numbers of individuals to receive Residential care have been increased based on 
SFY2021 utilization data.    This increase is mainly the result of adult Medicaid expansion which has 
increased Residential care coverage for individuals needing this ASAM level of care.   

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
4) Opioid Treatment Program (OTP-Methadone)                                                    VaRonica Little  

Form B - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

 Form B - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

 

Form B - Amount 
Budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$ Form B - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

0 

Form B - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$ Form B - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

 

Describe the activities you propose and identify where services will be provided. Identify 
whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted provider.  Please list all 
contracted providers and summarize the services they will provide for the local authority. 

The Center does provide MAT Suboxone/Subutex and Vivitrol services but these are included in 



another section.  There is no Methadone clinic in the Uintah Basin.    The Center is a proponent of MAT 
services and no one using any form MAT is ever denied access to treatment.    

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
5) Office-based Opioid Treatment -(Vivitrol, Naltrexone, Buprenorphine)           VaRonica Little 

Form B - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$75,000 Form B - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

80 

Form B - Amount 
Budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$60,000 Form B - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

80 

Form B - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$179,822 Form B - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

56 

Describe activities you propose to ensure access to Buprenorphine and Naltrexone (including 
vivitrol) and identify where services will be provided.  For each service, identify whether you will 
provide services directly or through a contracted provider.  

The Center currently has two employed prescribers that provide MAT services.   At any given time, 
NCC is serving 35-45 Buprenorphine clients.   NCC also provides Vivitrol injections (when financially 
possible including patient assistance through the pharmaceutical program) and Naltrexone.   The 
Center works with Vivitrol for samples and training.  The Uintah Basin has five other private MAT 
providers that are DATA 2000 certified.  Northeastern Counseling has the in house ability to provide 
MAT services as demands increase.   The Center prefers but does not require that MAT services are 
provided in house, so that therapy case management and other services can be coordinated more 
efficiently.   Funds were decreased in FY21 due to reduction in JRI and grant funds.  In SFY22 the 
Center anticipates having three prescribers instead of two for a period of time during transition.   The 
three prescribers are DATA 2000 registered.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 



 
6) Outpatient (Non-methadone – ASAM I)                                                               Shanel Long 

Form B - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$1,019,999 Form B - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

650 

Form B - Amount 
Budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$890,337 Form B - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

600 

Form B - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$1,203,862 Form B - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

522 

Describe the activities you propose and identify where services will be provided.  For each 
service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted provider.  
Please list all contracted providers. 

Outpatient services are provided in regularly scheduled sessions of fewer than 9 hours of contact per 
week. Outpatient services are provided out of the Duchesne, Roosevelt and Vernal offices. Group 
services are provided out of the Roosevelt and Vernal offices. The Vernal office provides a felony Drug 
Court program in cooperation with Uintah County and the Eighth District Court.   
 
The Roosevelt and Vernal offices offer varying degrees of outpatient services ranging from one hour a 
week individual to 8 hours of week that combines individual and group services. The programs include 
DCFS parents, criminal justice consumers and occasionally voluntary consumers.  The Center screens 
and assesses to ensure that RNR levels are matched and that risk groups are not mixed.  The Center 
strives to provide the needed dose, duration and type of services needed to address the individual's 
Risk Needs and Responsivity levels.    
 
Due to increased residential utilization the Center has given authorization for a limited number of 
individuals to receive Medicaid covered outpatient services from their Residential provider for short 
durations of time to ensure continuity.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
7) Intensive Outpatient (ASAM II.5 or II.1)                                                        Christine Simonette 

Form B - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

 Form B - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

 

Form B - Amount 
Budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$ Form B - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

 

Form B - Actual FY20 $ Form B - Actual FY20  



Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

Describe the activities you propose and identify where services will be provided.  For each 
service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted provider. 
Please list all contracted providers. 

None-see the OP section.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
 

8) Recovery Support Services                                                                          Christine Simonette 

Form B - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$32,069 Form B - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

20 

Form B - Amount 
Budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$27,069 Form B - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

20 

Form B - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$31,500 Form B - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

15 

Describe the activities you propose and identify where services will be provided.  For each 
service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted provider.   
For a list of RSS services, please refer to the following link: 
https://dsamh.utah.gov/pdf/ATR/FY21 RSS Manual.pdf 

The Center does strive to provide or arrange recovery support services within available resources.   
The funds budgeted for Recovery Support  go to funding Sober Living/Recovery Support until funds 
are exhausted.   Currently one program exists in the Uintah Basin.  The Center coordinates with the 
program regarding services and funds the service according to the RSS manual.   The program can 
serve individuals from all three local counties. 
 
The Center provides other RSS type services that are not reported in the RSS service data but are 
provided under traditional services.  The Center provides in house eligibility services for Medicaid, food 
stamps, etc., or assists consumers with WFS eligibility services.  The Center is also providing wellness 
services.  A nurse assists with eligibility and wellness activities for both the mental health and 
substance use populations in the Vernal office.  The local FQHC also provides limited dental services 
to adults. The Center hopes to have more consumers engaged in case management type services in 
the coming year.   The Drug Court Case Manager (employed by the county attorney’s office) also 

https://dsamh.utah.gov/pdf/ATR/FY21%20RSS%20Manual.pdf


provides access to recovery support services. Bus passes and on rare occasions taxi fees may be 
provided by the Center for treatment access. The Family Support Center or other private 
individuals/businesses provide day care as needed and arranged on an individual basis.   The Center 
also supports two local parenting programs that may benefit the population through the prevention 
programs. (see the Northeastern Counseling Prevention Area Plan)  The Center continues to work 
with religious groups, community partners (including the legal system) and social agencies to enhance 
recovery services including AA/NA and other support groups including After Care options. The Center 
provides case management services or non-billable services on a limited basis to assist with 
employment, entitlements, Voc Rehab, community housing options, adult education options and health 
care.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

Increased access to Sober Living/Recovery Support.  

 
9) Peer Support Services-Substance Use Disorder                                       Christine Simonette 

Form B - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

 Form B - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

 

Form B - Amount 
Budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

 Form B - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

 

Form B - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

 Form B - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

 

Describe the activities you propose to undertake and identify where services are provided.  For 
each service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted 
provider.  Describe your policies and procedures for peer support.   

This is predominantly a Medicaid only service.   Peer Support services at NCC are currently provided in 
Mental Health programs with Mental Health being the primary need and Substance Use Disorders 
secondary.  The Center will continue to consider Peer Support for SUDs within future funding and with 
the right provider options.  

Describe how clients are identified for Peer Support Specialist services. How is the 
effectiveness of the services measured?    

See the Northeastern Counseling Mental health Area Plan for these details.   

Describe your policies and procedures for peer support.  Do Certified Peer Support Specialists 
participate in clinical staffings? 
 



See the Northeastern Counseling Mental health Area Plan for these details.   

How is adult peer support supervision provided?  Who provides the supervision?  What training 
do supervisors receive? 

See the Northeastern Counseling Mental health Area Plan for these details.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served and number of services provided(15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

None 

 
10) Quality & Access Improvements                                                                              Shanel Long 

Describe how you will increase access to treatment services.   Is there a waiting list for certain 
levels of care?  What services are available to individuals who may be on a wait list?  

The Center does not maintain a waiting list for screening/assessment, individual therapy, medication 
services (including MAT) or case management services.   There are rare occasions where certain group 
services may be exhausted due the number of individuals attending the group and state rules regarding 
participant numbers.   When this does occur, the Center operates a holding group so that individuals 
may be treated pending specific group admission.   The Center is always able to see priority individuals 
as their condition requires including MCOT services as needed. 

Describe efforts to respond to community input/need. Describe your participation with key 
community partners (e.g.: Multi-Agency Coordinating Committees, Regional Advisory Councils, 
High Fidelity Wraparound teams, Local Interagency Councils, Local Recovery Community, Local 
Homeless Coordinating Committees, Peer Advocacy Groups, County Attorney, Law 
Enforcement, Local Education Agencies, Courts, Regional Healthcare Coalitions, and other 
partnership groups relevant in individual communities) shall occur consistently. 

The Center finds that generally substance use disorder services for compelled individuals do not require 
marketing.    However, in some ways marketing does occur with JRI conversations, meetings, contacts, 
Drug Court and other community committees the Center participates in.   The Center is involved in 
community service committees sponsored by local hospitals and the Tri County Health Department.   
The Center actively participates in DCFS and Systems of Care groups that refer to youth services on 
occasion.   The Center participates in the Local Homeless Board, the Local Community Services and 
Food Pantry Board, The Roosevelt Business Alliance, The VITA Board, The PIT Committee, etc., The 
Center is also heavily involved in providing school based services making them aware that services for 
adolescents are also available.   The Center is involved with the local Court systems at all levels and 
the Center is the Medicaid PMHP contract provider for the Uintah Basin.   The Center participates in 
local Health Fairs, Parades, radio programs and from time to time newspaper articles.   The Center has 
an active website and shows on most internet searches for treatment options in our local area.   We are 
part of the local hospitals referral processes for both mental Health and Substance Use Disorder 
treatment.    



What evidence-based practices do you provide?  Describe the process you use to ensure 
fidelity?  

The Center continues to provide therapists with an annual training budget and paid days to access 
training related to substance use disorders, trauma, etc. The Center has traditionally allowed therapists 
to choose their training opportunities with supervisor approval. Training is now screened for content, 
evidenced based value, etc.   In SFY2021 Crisis Certification Training has dominated training resources 
due the Center implementing MCOT in October 2020.  The Center also assigns therapists and other 
providers to attend specific evidenced based training such as MRT, LS-RNR, MAT, CBT, EMDR, and 
so forth.   Part of the ongoing challenge for any Evidence Based practice is illustrated in the reality that 
when providers leave the process starts over again with additional time and funds required.   
 
The Center is committed to taking a reasonable approach to evidence based implementation and 
fidelity.   This includes being committed to three major agency practices that can be sustained and that 
will benefit a higher number of consumers.   The Center is funding training and where possible required 
consultation.    Minimal fidelity checks will be provided as resources allow.    Quality and fidelity are 
important.   However, the reality is that a realistic balance is needed unless we are prepared to sacrifice 
more access.   The Center appreciates the efforts of the Division of Substance Abuse and Mental 
Health in the area of evidence based practices.   This is a system issue and will require financial and 
additional clinical resources and funding to mitigate the impact on access and other community services 
demands.  Would the local FQHC, the jail and local emergency rooms be willing to give up NCC clinical 
service time so that absolute fidelity to certain practices can be fully achieved?   The Center does not 
believe the answer is “yes” at this time.  The Center supports realistic implementation and fidelity efforts 
within the current resources available.   Efforts are going to be a gradual process of improvement as 
more resources become available.  A secondary concern is whether Evidence Based practices invested 
in will be accepted in the doses required.  A large percentage of individuals are accepting MRT dosing 
according to that manualized program.  This is made possible by the compelled status, supervision, 
engagement, community coordination, rewards, sanctions, etc., for High Risk High Need Population.  

 Describe your plan and priorities to improve the quality of care.  

All clinicians are required to have weekly supervision with their clinical supervisor.  In addition, group 
supervision or case staff meetings are held for the substance use disorder treatment programs 
including Drug Court.   The Center has implemented a video observation policy that will be used on a 
limited basis to provide training and feedback on evidence based practices and general therapy 
interactions.  The Center evaluates practices and documentation as part of its Quality Improvement 
committee.  The Center will participate in the University of Utah program review for adolescents in 
2021.  Given the challenges of rural treatment resources, all NCC providers of clinical services must be 
versed, trained, and scheduled to provide MCOT, basic Substance Use treatment and basic Mental 
Health treatment.   

Identify the  metrics used by your agency to evaluate substance use disorder client outcomes 
and quality.    

Outcomes are evaluated using the TEDS data on the Division Score cards.  The DLA-20 is utilized and the Center 
supports the implementation of the SURE (Substance Use Recovery Evaluator) as that process is implemented 
statewide. 
    
The Center has been participating in the Health Disparity Study.  The Center will look at internal data 
and data from local stakeholders to determine special areas of need, including specific populations that 
may have lower success rates of treatment completion.   Data analysis will include treatment access, 
language and cultural responsiveness, risk factors and so forth.  The Center is strongly committed to 
culturally responsive services and quality outcomes for all individuals in services.  Study, stakeholder 
meetings and individual interviews are needed to determine gaps that may be improved.   



Describe your agency plan to maintain telehealth services in your area as agencies return to in-
person service provision. Include programming involved. How will you measure the quality of 
services provided by telehealth? 

NCC exclusively provided group and individual services by telehealth for approximately a month during 
the spring of 2020.  The Center was then  able to open up group services in person with appropriate 
COVID precautions and tele-health as needed.   The Center has the IT resources including a HIPAA 
compliant platform to provide telehealth services as needed, including therapy and prescription 
services, etc.  

 
 

11) Services to Persons Incarcerated in a County Jail or Correctional Facility  Thomas Dunford 

Describe the activities you propose and identify where services will be provided. For each 
service, identify whether you will provide services directly or through a contracted provider, and 
how you will coordinate with the jail to ensure service delivery is adequate. 

The Center provides crisis services related to both mental health and substance abuse in both county 
jails.  Services are provided in person at the Uintah County Jail and by tele-health at the Duchesne 
County Jail.   NCC is able to provide follow up MAT injections and treatment for those accessing 
services.   Individuals are often furloughed from jail to complete their full assessment process so that 
treatment can begin when released.   

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

None 

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

Telehealth services for the Duchesne County jail are now being provided. 

Describe current and planned activities to assist individuals who may be experiencing 
withdrawal (including distribution of Naloxone) while  incarcerated or any efforts to use 
Medication-assisted treatment within a county jail or Prison. Identify all FDA approved 
medications currently provided within the jail(s).   

The Center is not involved in medical treatment or prescription services within the County jails.   All 
medications and medical treatment are provided by contracted providers under the direction of the 
Counties.   Medical evaluation and immediate treatment for withdrawal and detoxification are assessed 
and treated by Jail medical staff or local emergency rooms.  The Center did have discussion with 
Vivitrol in 2019 regarding jail services.  The Center’s role is providing ongoing MAT to those released.   
The Center does receive limited samples from Vivitrol that can be used for individuals released from 
incarceration that may become Medicaid eligible or that don’t qualify for any funding.  One local jail 
does distribute Naloxone kits upon release.   NCC can provide Naloxone from our clinics.   

The SAPT block grant regulations limit SAPT expenditures for the purpose of providing 
treatment services in penal or correctional institutions of the State.   Please identify whether 
your County plans to expend SAPT block grant dollars in penal or correctional institutions of 
the State. 

No SAPT funds will be used to provide services in the Jails.    



 
 

12) Integrated Care                                                                                                           Shanel Long 

Describe your partnerships with local Health Departments, accountable care organizations 
(ACOs), federally qualified health centers (FQHCs) and other physical health providers.  

The Center began a contract with the newly opened Vernal FQHC in March 2014. The Center provides 
a therapist for 8 hours a week at the clinic.   The FQHC would like to expand therapy hours but this is 
not currently  possible within the resources available.  The FQHC also prescribes Buprenorphine in 
coordination with therapy services provided by NCC or another private provider in the community.   This 
is the only FQHC in the catchment area. The Center has several interactions with TriCounty health for 
prevention and other activities and referrals. The Center provides crisis intervention in both hospitals. A 
therapist also provides services at the Manila health clinic on an occasion as needed.   
 

Describe efforts to integrate clinical care to ensure individuals physical, mental health and 
substance use disorder needs are met. 

The Center feels it is at an advantage with co-occurring treatment as both the Mental Health and 
Substance Abuse provider. All therapists are able to complete both Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse assessments and provide basic treatment within both populations. Each assigned therapist is 
expected to ensure that both needs are met. In addition, the Center’s physician and Nurse Practitioner 
are able to provide both Mental Health and MAT services. The Center recognizes that several 
challenges exist in the community for those in recovery including housing, employment, medical 
coverage, transportation, etc. However, the communities also have several assets including now 
having a FQHC, some public transportation and community partners that do care about recovery. 
Efforts will continue in enhancing recovery services, capital and hope. 

Describe your efforts to incorporate wellness into treatment plans and how you will provide 
education and referrals to individuals regarding physical health concerns (i.e., HIV, TB, Hep-C, 
Diabetes, Pregnancy,Nicotine). 

The Center has utilized the FQHC located in Vernal to provide care for individuals with no coverage or 
for those with limited coverage. The clinic still requires a sliding fee which can be a barrier to some 
individuals but also provides an affordable option for many. This has included working with the FQHC 
to have individuals access the pharmacy discount program.  Adult Medicaid expansion has also given 
many individuals involved in Substance Use treatment with options for physical health care with other 
community providers that accept medicaid.    Medicaid expansion has been key in allowing the 
population to obtain needed prescriptions in addition to health and behavioral health services.  
 
The Center’s staff continually works with individuals in treatment in referring to local health providers 
that accept Medicaid and Medicare, including urgent care and primary care. For individuals with serious 
medical needs that require assistance and have no family support, case managers may also 
accompany the consumer to the health appointment. NCC nurses also assist in managing a wide 
variety of physical health medications for daily and weekly medication management consumers. 
 
One additional nurse was hired to help with wellness activities and crisis interventions in 2019 as part 
of the State pilot project.   Key goals include increasing primary care access to alleviate where possible 
unnecessary ER use, assisting with high physical health acuity individuals that also have behavioral 
health needs and to promote social determinants of health.     Referrals are made and follow up 
encouraged to the local health department or another health care setting as needed.  NCC can also 
assist with applying for Medicaid eligibility or marketplace insurance.    

Describe your plan to reduce tobacco and nicotine use in SFY 2021, and how you will maintain a 
tobacco free environment at direct service agencies and subcontracting agencies. SUD Target= 



reduce nicotine use to 4.8 in 2021 in TEDs.  

The Center’s campus has been tobacco free by policy for many years. We have also been fortunate to 
have several success stories that involved individuals that have quit tobacco products as part of their 
recovery. However, challenges will continue to exist but the culture is slowly changing in the treatment 
population. 
 
For most consumers the desire to quit tobacco products requires ongoing motivational interviewing to 
progress in the stages of change and to see motivation to change. Services are available for those that 
reach that stage including NRT and QUIT, MAT, etc.     

 
 

13) Women's Treatment  (WTA and WTX)                                                                    Rebecca King 

Form B - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$73,273 Form B - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

 

Form B - Amount 
Budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$513,000 
 

Form B - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

 

Form B - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$678,929 Form B - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

 

Describe the evidence-based services provided for women including gender-specific substance 
use disorder treatment and other therapeutic interventions that address issues of trauma, 
relationships, sexual and physical abuse, vocational skills, networking, and parenting.  

The Center may provide or arrange for a variety of women services including but not limited to the 
following: 
 
• As both the Substance Abuse and Mental Health provider NCC provides dual diagnosis treatment 
including medication services as needed for women and their children. 
• The Center has increased its ability to provide trauma services to women including female therapists 
that are providing EMDR and DBT as options for women.   
• The Center may refer to community parenting programs where appropriate. There are two current 
options for younger and older dependent children. Gender specific women and parenting issues may 
be addressed in individual therapy sessions in addition to family issues discussed in group therapy. 
The Center offers coordination for women, who require primary medical care for both themselves and 
their children, entitlements, child care. The Center works with DCFS for cases involving reunification 
and treatment services and where appropriate referral and funding for women and their children in 
residential treatment. 
• The Center also arranges for and funds residential treatment for women with dependent children. 
These services are funded by NCC and provided by the House of Hope or other qualified Medicaid 
providers.   The Center is able to provide budgeting and case management services for women in 
treatment including for benefits, housing, etc.   The Center also provides Domestic Violence victim 
services.   

Describe the therapeutic interventions for children of clients in treatment that addresses their 
developmental needs, their potential for substance use disorders, and their issues of sexual 
and physical abuse and neglect.  Describe collaborative efforts with DCFS for women with 
children at risk of, or in state custody. 



NCC can and does evaluate and treat youth and children whose parents or family members are in SUD 
treatment. Where needed referrals to Early intervention 0-3 or to needed medical services are made. 
The Center provides TF-CBT and other treatment modalities based on the child’s needs. The Center 
participates in Family Team meetings when possible, provides treatment updates and input and works 
with DCFS on reunification and efforts to keep children in the home while parent(s) are involved in 
treatment/recovery.  The Center has the capability to provide treatment services including family 
therapy for youth in custody.   
 
The Center would like to expand women specific services e.g. groups.  The Center has made several 
attempts at developing and maintaining women only groups.   The number of participating women at  
the same risk and need level, at the same time, have made viable groups challenging in our rural 
setting.  The Center will continue its efforts to provide women specific group services.  This may include 
utilizing telehealth so that women from both main office locations could be utilized.   Drug Court 
participants will also be considered for separate women only groups for the High Risk High Need 
individuals when the number of participants justifies it.  The Center will continue its efforts to recruit and 
hire women providers and peer support that are willing and trained to provide substance and mental 
health services.   The Center will continue its efforts to coordinate with other support agencies including 
those it currently interacts with including DCFS, AP&P, Ute Tribe Probation, Ute Tribe Alcohol 
Substance Abuse Prevention Program, etc.   

Describe the case management, child care and transportation services available for women to 
ensure they have access to the services you provide.   

Case management services are available to women in treatment in both the Roosevelt and Vernal 
offices. Assistance may  include housing, entitlement assistance, mental health needs, access to 
transportation, day care referral, Family Support Center (provides Day Care services and parenting 
classes) and health care, bus passes and on rare occasions taxi fees may be provided by the Center 
for treatment access. The Family Support Center or other private individuals/businesses provide day 
care as needed and arranged on an individual basis.   The Center provides eligibility services in house 
or by referral to Workforce services.   

Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year. 

The budget amounts from SFY20 and SFY21 included all Women services and not just amounts from 
the WTX and WTA allocations. The amount for SFY22 only includes the WTX and WTA allocations 
which reduces the budget amount. 

 
 
Residential Women & Children’s Treatment (WTX)  (Salt Lake, Weber, Utah Co & Southwest Only)  
                                                                                                                                                Rebecca King 

Identify the need for continued WTX funding in light of Medicaid expansion and Targeted Adult 
Medicaid. 

N/A 

Please describe the proposed use of the WTX funds 

 

Describe the strategy to ensure that services provided meet a statewide need, including access 
from other substance abuse authorities 



 

Submit a comprehensive budget that identifies all projected revenue and expense for this 
program by email to: bkelsey@utah.gov 

 

 
 

14) Adolescent (Youth) Treatment                                                                                 Shanin Rapp 

Form B - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$25,000 Form B - FY22 Projected 
clients Served: 

10 

Form B - Amount 
Budgeted in FY21 Area 
Plan 

$32,000 Form B - Projected Clients 
Served in FY21 Area Plan 

 

Form B - Actual FY20 
Expenditures Reported by 
Locals 

$65,867 Form B - Actual FY20 
Clients Serviced as 
Reported by Locals 

 

Describe services provided for adolescents and families. Please identify the ASAM levels of 
care available for youth.   

The Center will continue to provide individual evaluation and individual therapy for youth living with a 
SUD.  Every effort is made to involve the family as appropriate.      
 
Currently the Center provides .5 and 1.0 ASAM levels of treatment.   The Center has arranged for and 
funded residential treatment for youth medicaid enrollees as needed and this will continue to be an 
option in extreme cases as justified by ASAM criteria.   Individuals may attend .5 level services such as 
the PRI Teen program when treatment level services are not required.   Referrals are received from 
school sources for the .5 level with Juvenile Justice reforms.  The number of youth requesting 
Substance Use Disorder treatment on an annual basis is not significant enough for the Center to 
expand resources or promote significant specialization for this specific treatment population.  The 
Center is participating with the University of Utah Social Research Institute project in 2021 regarding 
youth SUD treatment needs and improvements.   The Center is committed to working with the Division, 
stakeholders, providers, families and youth to improve treatment within available resources.   
 
NCC therapists are able to assess for mental health needs at the time of substance use evaluation 
including completing a suicide risk assessment (C-SSRS), child behavioral checklists  and the A-
SASSI, etc. Youth can receive both mental health and substance use disorder treatment from NCC 
including appropriate medication services.    
 
The Center is providing the Evidenced Based PRI 18- 21 and PRI 17 and under classes in both the 
Roosevelt and Vernal offices.   

Describe efforts to engage, educate, screen, recruit, and engage youth. Identify gaps in the 
youth treatment referral system within your community and how you plan to address the gaps. 

More referrals are received from school sources instead of Juvenile Probation with Juvenile Justice 
Reform.   NCC receives referrals from all three school districts in our area. The Juvenile Court 
continues to refer youth and families to NCC in smaller numbers.  DCFS is aware of NCC treatment 
options. Pediatricians or other medical providers also refer small numbers of youth and families for 



SUD services.  The growth in private practice providers, especially in Uintah County, may also be a 
factor in low treatment access with cash only or health insurance youth being spread out amongst more 
providers.   Where NCC provides the crisis services for both local hospitals and through MCOT,  NCC 
has the ability to refer youth to treatment with NCC or a private provider.    
 
Community outreach efforts by Northeastern Counseling with the above mentioned community partners 
will continue for both prevention and treatment.   There are national models of outreach in the area of 
adolescent engagement that can be considered in the coming years as resources and community 
readiness allow.   Socially and politically, school districts and other community stakeholders may need 
to change policies, practices, roles, etc., to advance these efforts at increasing adolescent treatment 
access and engagement.    Parent attitudes regarding adolescent substance is another key area of 
these potential outreach efforts going forward.    

Describe collaborative efforts with mental health services and other state child serving agencies 
(DCFS, DJJS, SOC, DSPD, Juvenile Court) and any significant programmatic changes from the 
previous year. 

NCC has been and will continue participating in the SOC process and individual team meetings  which 
includes key stakeholders serving youth including JV probation, DCFS and JJS.  NCC participates in 
team meetings and staffings as possible and provides input on youth and their families. 

Justify any expected increase or decrease in funding and/or any expected increase or decrease 
in the number of individuals served (15% or greater change). 

The budget amount has been reduced due to decline in the number of youth receiving SUD services. 

 
15) Drug Court                                                                                                                  Shanel Long      

Form B - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: Felony 

$167,417 Form B - FY21 Amount 
Budgeted: Felony 

$141,787 

Form B - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: Family Dep.  

 Form B - FY21 Amount 
Budgeted: Family Dep.  

 

Form B - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: Juvenile 

 Form B - FY21 Amount 
Budgeted: Juvenile 

 

Form B - FY22 Recovery 
Support Budgeted 

 Form B - FY21 Recovery 
Support Budgeted 

 

Describe the Drug Court eligibility criteria for each type of specialty court (Adult, Family, 
Juvenile Drug Courts, etc).  Please provide an estimate of how many individuals will be served 
in each certified drug court in your area.   

The Uintah County Felony Drug Court serves High Risk High Need individuals as determined by the 
LS-RNR. Clinical evaluation then determines the appropriateness of admission to the Drug Court 
Program.   We anticipate serving up to 55 individuals.      
 
The Center meets quarterly with the Uintah Drug Court Team which includes the County Attorney, 
Judge, Defence Attorney, AP&P, Case Manager, NCC treatment staff and administration for planning, 
quality improvement and policy discussions. 

Describe Specialty Court treatment services. Identify the services you will provide directly or 
through a contracted provider for each type of court (Adult, Family, Juvenile Specialty Courts, 



DUI).  How will you engage and assist individuals with Medicaid enrollment throughout their 
episode of care.  

Case management/tracking and other recovery support services are provided by Uintah county as 
administered through the county attorney’s office with an additional County allotment not covered by 
State funding. Some additional supervision is provided by AP&P. Testing is done out of the Uintah 
County Jail which has its own testing equipment and contracted lab services when verification is 
needed (See Testing section for details).   NCC passes on funds for UA testing to the county attorney’s 
office.  The Center has three therapists including a clinical site supervisor that are assigned to the Drug 
Court program to provide treatment and participate in program coordination with the Drug Court team. 
The Center utilizes the MRT program for the main treatment module with other CBT and Motivational 
Interviewing treatment.     
 
The Center has taken over medicaid eligibility services from the county attorney’s office for Drug Court 
applicants.   The case manager employed by NCC handles all TAM eligibility applications for Drug 
Court participants.   This requires meeting with potential drug court participants prior to being released 
from jail, gathering information  and submitting the application to medicaid on the day released from jail.   
The Court has been supportive with these efforts for TAM medicaid.   The Center also provides 
eligibility services for adult expansion medicaid.   

Describe the MAT services available to Specialty Court participants.  Will services be provided 
directly or by a contracted provider (list contracted providers). 

NCC is a direct provider of MAT services in house. When clinically indicated the prescriber service is 
provided by the NCC prescriber. The Drug Court team understands that MAT cannot be prohibited and 
supports MAT when clinically appropriate.     

Describe your drug testing services for each type of court including testing on weekends and 
holidays for each court.  Identify whether these services will be provided services directly or 
through a contracted provider. (Adult, Family, Juvenile Specialty Courts, etc). 

Testing is done out of the Uintah County Jail which has its own testing equipment, staff and contracted 
lab services when verification is needed. The following is from the Drug Court Policy on frequency.   
Testing provided by the county program at the jail does include weekends and holiday testing.  
 
TESTING SCHEDULE 
The case manager is responsible to use the program 
testing software to develop random testing colors at 
at least one week in advance. Minor adjustments to the 
computer-generated, random testing days may be made 
only with prior approval from the program administrator. 
Such adjustment should be made rarely, if at all. 
The program COLORS are: 
• RED = three times per week average; 
• BLUE = two times per week average; 
• GREEN or YELLOW = one time per week average; 
• BLACK = two times per month average; 
• PURPLE = one time per month average.   

List  all  drug court fees assessed to the client in addition to treatment sliding scale fees for 
each type of court (Adult, Family, Juvenile Specialty Courts, etc).   

NCC does not collect any fees for the Drug Court program. A weekly fee that includes case 
management, testing, etc. are assessed and paid to the Uintah County Attorney's office based on a 
sliding fee scale.    



Describe any significant programmatic changes from the previous year (Adult, Family, Juvenile 
Specialty Courts, etc). 

 

None 

 
16) Justice Services Thomas Dunford 

Form B - FY22 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$207,493 Form B - FY21 Amount 
Budgeted: 

$195,332 

Describe screening to identify criminal risk factors.   

The Center has seven individuals formally trained on administering the LS-RNR.   Where possible LS-
RNR are received from AP&P to avoid duplication such as in the pre-screening process for Drug Court.   
The Center hopes to implement the LS-R:SV in the coming year for non Drug Court individuals.  Drug 
Court participants will continue to have a full LS-RNR in all cases.   The full LS-RNR will still be 
available for individuals screened as needing and benefiting from the full assessment.  

Identify the continuum of services  for individuals involved in the justice system. Identify 
strategies used with low risk offenders.  Identify strategies used with high risk offenders. 

This will continue to be an area of development training and information sharing. LSI-RNR training will 
have to be ongoing with staff changes including training on screening versions.  The Center has also 
purchased the instruments which are completed on individuals that need updates or have not received 
one from AP&P at the time of initial assessment.  Where possible risk assessments completed by AP&P 
are provided to NCC at the time of assessment so that these are not completed twice in a short amount 
of time.    The Center currently has two recovery support coordinators that have improved support to 
clients and agency partners.  The Center consistently strives to avoid mixing, risk or need levels in the 
treatment setting.  The Center has several providers trained in MRT, trauma informed care, CBT and 
motivational interviewing.   The Center strives to work with AP&P officers on those they refer to NCC 
services so that appropriate supervision may be provided to High Risk High Need individuals.   An 
AP&P officer is assigned to the Drug Court Team.  The Center is able to provide appropriate treatment 
to low risk offenders in individual therapy as clinically indicated.   

Identify a quality improvement goal to better serve individuals involved in the criminal justice 
system.  Your goal may be based on the recommendations provided by the University of Utah 
Criminal Justice Center in SFY 2020.  

The recommendations provided by the University of Utah are for the optimal program based on a 
national standard.   NCC has chosen one of the recommendations to focus on that is believed to be 
achievable.  MRT is a manualized treatment.   Other CBT services provided that enhance MRT are 
currently being formalized into a treatment manual by NCC.   

Identify coalitions, planning groups or councils (or other efforts) at the county level working to 
improve coordination and outcomes for adults involved in the justice system.   
 

The Center meets regularly with the Uintah Drug Court Team which includes the County Attorney, 
Judge, Defence Attorney, AP&P, Case Manager, NCC treatment staff and administration.    NCC is 
always willing to participate with AP&P or other probation services to coordinate care, improve services 
and supervision based on risk level.  With Adult Probation and Parole developing their own treatment 



programs, NCC may be involved with fewer AP&P individuals depending on local AP&P policies and 
procedures.     

Identify efforts as a community stakeholder for children and youth involved with the juvenile 
justice system, local DCFS, DJJS, Juvenile Courts, and other agencies. 

The Center coordinates with local Systems of Care staffings, services provided at the YDC, the Juvenile 
Court on an individual basis and during staffings, PAC and other meetings.  The Center has regular 
contact with DCFS and Children Justice Centers.    

Provide data and outcomes used to evaluate Justice Services.   

NCC utilizes current collected TEDS data including drug and alcohol use, arrests, successful completion 
of treatment, etc.  Division Scorecard data is reviewed by the Center for both utilization and outcomes.   
Additional outcome measures may also be used including the SURE and DLA-20 that would augment 
existing data.   

 
17)Suicide Prevention, Intervention & Postvention (ONLY COMPLETE IF NOT COMPLETED 
ON fORM A) 

Describe all current  activitiesin place in suicide prevention, including evaluation of the activites  
and their effectiveness on a program and community level.  Please include a link or attach  your 
localized suicide prevention plan for the agency. 

See Northeastern Counseling’s Mental Health Area Plan. 

Describe all currently suicide intervention/treatment services and activities including the use of 
evidence based tools and strategies.  Describe your policies and procedures for suicide 
screening, risk assessment, and safety planning as well as suicide specific treatment and follow 
up/care transition services.  Describe how   Describe how clients are identified for suicide 
specific services.  How is the effectiveness of the services measured? 

 

Describe all current strategies in place in suicide postvention including any grief supports. 
Please describe your current postvention response plan, or include a link or attach your 
localized suicide postvention plan for the agency and/or broader local community. 

 

Describe your plan for coordination with Local Health Departments and local school districts to 
identify roles and support implementation of a community postvention plan in alignment with 
the state Community Postvention Toolkit.  

 

For Local Authorities participating in the Garrett Lee Smith State Youth Suicide Prevention and 
Early Intervention Grant Program summarize your implementation plans for implementing skill 



based programming, gatekeeper training, community or school based screening activities, and 
crisis follow up services after inpatient or emergency department visits. (note: this can be done 
in the box below, or by linking/attaching your most current report). 
 
For those not participating in this grant program, please indicate “N/A” in the box below. 

 

For Local Authorities participating in the Comprehensive Suicide Prevention grants describe 
your implementation plans for primary prevention progams, suicide intervention supports 
including gatekeeper training, and community postvention planning. (note: this can be done in 
the box below, or by linking/attaching your most current report). 
 
If any of the following project deliverables are currently available, please link them here or 
attach them to your submission.  
 

1. By year 2, funding recipients shall submit a written comprehensive suicide prevention 
plan that is in alignment with the Utah Suicide Prevention State Plan and by year 2, 
funding recipients shall submit a written postvention response plan and communication 
protocol for their organization. 

2. By year 3 funding recipients shall submit a written community postvention response 
plan.  

For those not participating in this project, please indicate, “N/A” below.  

 

For Local Authorities receiving mini grant funding for the Live On Utah statewide suicide    
prevention campaign, summarize your implentation and sustainability plans for the 
implementation of culturally appropriate suicide prevention messaging in your area. 

For those not participating in this project, please indicate, “N/A” below.  

 

 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V4cgYvf_JGs1CNvBYY2XmoFfwSPQIPM3/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V4cgYvf_JGs1CNvBYY2XmoFfwSPQIPM3/view


FORM C - SUBSTANCE USE PREVENTION 
NARRATIVE 

 
With the intention of helping every community in Utah to establish sustainable Community 
Centered Evidence Based Prevention efforts, fill in the following table per the instructions below.  
 
Not every community will be at optimal readiness nor hold highest priority.  This chart is 
designed to help you articulate current prevention activities and successes as well as current 
barriers and challenges.  Please work with your Regional Director if you have questions about 
how to best report on your communities. For instructions on how to complete this table, please 
see the Community Coalition Status Tool here. 
 
List every community in your area defined by one of the following:  
1. serving one of the 99 Small Areas within Utah  
2. serving the communities that feed into a common high school  
3. any other definition of community with DSAMH approval. 
 
*All “zero” or “no priority” communities may be listed in one row 

CCEBP 
Community  

CCEBP 
Community 
Coalition 
Status 
(see tool 
here) 
 

Priority 
High 
Medium 
Low 

Notes/ 
Justification 
of Priority 

List of 
Programs 
Provided (if 
applicable) 

Evidence Based 
Operating System 
(e.g. CTC, CADCA 
Coalition 
Academy, 
PROSPER) 

Links to 
community 
strategic plan 

Union High 
School Cone 

D5b High   
Love and Logic 
 
Active Parenting 
 
ParentsEmpower
ed  Media and 
Education 
Campaign   
 
Kids with 
Incredible  
Potential 
 
Know Your Script 
Media and 
Education 
Campaign 
 
 

LSAA Prevention 
Coordinator has 
been trained in 
CADCA Academy 
and CTC. 
 
Coalition 
Coordinator has 
been trained in 
CADCA Academy 
and is scheduled to 
attend the CTC 
training in June 

https://rb.gy/9xf
mto 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Lh8TH73oJOGoDVt8AguwtX1eX8frWrj1DNu-fGeqWOU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Lh8TH73oJOGoDVt8AguwtX1eX8frWrj1DNu-fGeqWOU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Lh8TH73oJOGoDVt8AguwtX1eX8frWrj1DNu-fGeqWOU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sRXsKFaVcGC_38iVtEFFoyajOEezxXfz/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sRXsKFaVcGC_38iVtEFFoyajOEezxXfz/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sRXsKFaVcGC_38iVtEFFoyajOEezxXfz/edit
https://rb.gy/9xfmto
https://rb.gy/9xfmto


Prime For Life 
Education 
Classes 
 
Community 
Events 
 
SMART/SMART 
EASY 

Uintah High 
School Cone 

D5b High   
Strengthening 
Families 
 
Love and Logic 
 
ParentsEmpower
ed  Media and 
Education 
Campaign   
 
 
Use Only as 
Directed Media 
and Education 
Campaign 
 
 
Prime For Life 
Education 
Classes 
 
Community 
Events 
 
SMART/SMART 
EASY 
 

LSAA Prevention 
Coordinator has 
been trained in 
CADCA Academy 
and CTC. 
 
Coalition 
Coordinator has 
been trained in 
CADCA Academy 
and is scheduled to 
attend the CTC 
training in June 

https://rb.gy/g9
dnvt 
 

Manila High 
School Cone 

A-3,4,5 Low This High 
School Cone 
is included in 
the Uintah-
Daggett 
County small 
area 
classification.  

ParentsEmpower
ed  Media and 
Education 
Campaign  
 
Know Your Script 
Media and 
Education 

LSAA Prevention 
Coordinator has 
been trained in 
CADCA Academy 
and CTC. 
 
 

 

https://rb.gy/g9dnvt
https://rb.gy/g9dnvt


Although the 
PAC-Uintah 
is specifically 
targeting the 
Uintah High 
School Cone 
data, we 
have the 
support of 
the Daggett 
County 
School 
District.  
Although 
included in 
the Uintah 
Daggett 
County small 
area, it is 
important to 
note that 
there is 
approximatel
y an hour 
and half drive 
time between 
the two High 
School 
Cones and 
the liaison for 
the school 
district is 
fairly new.  
PAC-Uintah 
is able to 
provide 
limited 
services to 
the Manila 
Cone when 
requested.    
CCEBP 
Coalition 
Development  
will be 
explored in 
this cone if 
prevention 
staff and 
resources 

Campaign 
 
Prime For Life 
Education 
Classes-attend in 
Vernal 
 
Community 
Events 
 
SMART/SMART 
EASY 



are increased 
enough to 
engage in 
coalition 
development 

Altamont 
High School 
Cone 
 
Tabiona High 
School Cone 
 
Duchesne 
High School 
Cone 
 
Uintah River 
High School 
Cone 

A-3,4,5 Low These High 
School 
Cones are 
included in 
the 
Duchesne 
County small 
area 
classification.  
Although the 
PAC-Union is 
specifically 
targeting the 
Union High 
School Cone 
data,, we 
have the 
support of 
the 
Duchesne 
County 
School 
District at all 
school levels 
and have 
positive 
relationships 
with the 
Uintah River 
High School 
Cone.  The 
PAC-Union is 
able to 
provide 
limited 
services to 
these Cones 
when 
requested.  
CCEBP 
Coalition 
Development 
in each of 
these areas 

ParentsEmpower
ed  Media and 
Education 
Campaign  
 
Know Your Script 
Media and 
Education 
Campaign 
 
Love and Logic 
 
Prime For Life 
Education 
Classes--attend 
in Roosevelt 
 
Community 
Events 
 
Community 
Events 
 
SMART/SMART 
EASY 

LSAA Prevention 
Coordinator has 
been trained in 
CADCA Academy 
and CTC. 
 
 

 



will be 
explored  if 
prevention 
staff and 
resources 
are increased 
enough to 
engage in 
coalition 
development.     

 
Area Narrative  
For each community identified in the table above, please outline strategic steps the Local 
Authority is planning to do to improve Community Centered Evidence Based Prevention. A 
minimum response is at least two sentences per community identified. 
 
Community: Union High School Cone 

Targeting prevention services by high school cones was new to our area in FY21 and 
with COVID, we have not progressed as planned.  The Prevention Coordinator has been trained 
in CTC and the Coalition Coordinator is scheduled to complete the training in June.  At that 
time, the development of the CTC approach for this coalition will  be explored.   

Union High School Cone serves people in Myton, Roosevelt, Ballard, Neola, Ft. 
Duchesne, Whiterocks, Randlett, Ouray, Tridell, Gusher, Lapoint crossing areas in two 
Counties.  Community Readiness is stated at a 6-Initiation as 7-Stabilization remains unsure 
due to Covid-19. The Coalition has plans to complete a new Community Readiness 
Assessment, Community Assessment, and Gaps and Needs Assessment at the beginning of 
FY22, aligning with the release of the 2021 SHARP Survey data. The Coalition has plans to 
review the strategic plans after the data is gathered, updating them if needed. This will be our 
first attempt at analysing the data at this level as a coalition.  Northeastern Counseling Center 
will continue to support the PAC-Union in their efforts and continue to provide training 
opportunities as they arise.  It is also important to note that any adult data will be hard to break 
down into this cone as this cone covers more than one county.   

**Any updates to this Area Plan will be reviewed with the Regional Director for this area.  
 
 

 
 
Community: Uintah High School Cone 

Targeting prevention services by high school cones was new to our area in FY21 and 
with COVID, we have not progressed as planned.  The Prevention Coordinator has been trained 
in CTC and the Coalition Coordinator is scheduled to complete the training in June.  At that 
time, the development of the CTC approach for this coalition will  be explored.   

 Uintah High serves people in Vernal, Randlett, Ouray, Tridell, Lapoint, Naples, Jensen.  
Community Readiness is stated at a 6-Initiation as 7-Stabilization remains unsure due to Covid-
19. The Coalition has plans to complete a new Community Readiness Assessment, Community 



Assessment, and Gaps and Needs Assessment at the beginning of FY22, aligning with the 
release of the 2021 SHARP Survey data. The Coalition has plans to review the strategic plans 
after the data is gathered, updating them if needed.This will be our first attempt at analysing the 
data at this level as a coalition. Northeastern Counseling Center will continue to support the 
PAC-Uintah in their efforts and continue to provide training opportunities as they arise.  It is also 
important to note that any adult data will be impossible to break down into this cone as this 
county is partly covered in a cone with another county.   

**Any updates to this Area Plan will be reviewed with the Regional Director for this area.  
 
Community: Manila High School Cone 

There is no coalition serving the Manila Cone with priority being set as Low due to 
resources but the support from the High School for prevention services is high and the PAC 
Uintah Cone is supportive of this area. 

Manila High serves the towns of Manila and Dutch John but it is important to know that 
38 miles separate these towns with travel time easily over an hour due to weather or 
recreational traffic.  Readiness for Manila cone is stated at a 3-Vague Awareness but the 2019 
SHARP Survey shows very low use rates.The Northeastern Counseling Center Prevention 
Team has plans to complete a new Community Readiness Assessment, Community 
Assessment, and Gaps and Needs Assessment at the beginning of FY22, aligning with the 
release of the 2021 SHARP Survey data.  

Although we lack the resources to entertain coalition development in this area, 
Northeastern Counseling Center will continue to build capacity,  provide training opportunities as 
they arise, and prevention services as we are able.  
 
Community: Altamont, Tabiona, Duchesne and Uintah River Cones.   

There is no coalition serving any of these cones.  These cones have been listed as Low 
for priority as there is insufficient staff to address the needs individually, however, the coalition 
serving the Union Cone offers support to all of these areas when able and the support for 
prevention in these high school cones is strong.   

 Readiness for these cones has not been established  but the Northeastern Counseling 
Center Prevention Team has plans to complete a new Community Readiness Assessment, 
Community Assessment, and Gaps and Needs Assessment at the beginning of FY22, aligning 
with the release of the 2021 SHARP Survey data for the Altamont, Tabiona, and Duchesne 
Cones.  The Prevention Coordinator will work with the Ute Indian Tribe Alcohol and Substance 
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Program to discuss the possibility of completing a Community 
Readiness Assessment, Community Assessment, and Gaps and Needs Assessment for this 
Cone.  

Although we lack the resources to entertain coalition development in these areas, 
Northeastern Counseling Center will continue to build capacity, provide training opportunities as 
they arise,and prevention services as we are able.  
  
 
Create a Logic Model for each program or strategy funded by Block Grant Dollars, PFS, 
SOR, SPF Rx or State General Funds. 



 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

Parents Empowered Block Grant Funds:10,000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds:12,500 

Yes 

Total: 22,500 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling/ PAC Union 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal Short Long 

Logic  Maintain low 
Underage 
Drinking 
rates 

Family 
Attachment 

Community wide-
Approximately 6000 
parents/guardians of youth 
ages 10-16 

Present 
Parent 
Empowered 
presentations 
to groups 
within the 
Union Cone 
that request 
information 
on alcohol 
and the 
teenage 
brain 
Collaborate 
with local 
businesses, 
nonprofits, 
government 
agencies and 
local civic 
groups to 
create 
opportunities 
to distribute 
Parents 
Empowered 
collateral 
items at a 
minimum of 
10 events in 
the Union 
Cone such 
as health 
fairs, town 
hall 

Increase 
Family 
attachment 
from 69.8% 
in 2019 to 
72% for all 
Students 

Maintain 30 
day use rates 
in 6th grade 
to 2019 rates 
-.6 % in 2019 
 
Reduce 30 
day use rates 
in 8th grade 
from 4.0% in 
2019 to 3.6% 
in 2029. 
 
Keep 10th 
and 12th 
grade rates 
below the 
state average 
 0% 
in 2019 to XX 
in 2029.    
 
*Request for 
Bach-
Harrison to 
review the 
data at this 
level has 
been placed.  
Will readjust 
goals for 10th 
and 12th if 
needed in  



meetings, 
parades.  
Collaborate 
with local 
businesses, 
nonprofits, 
government 
agencies and 
local civic 
groups to 
distribute 
Parents 
Empowered 
Collateral 
items (shirts, 
brains, 
pamphlets) at 
key locations 
in our 
community—
Participate in 
statewide 
radio 
commercials, 
television/the
atre 
commercials, 
garbage 
truck wraps, 
etc. 

Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP 
Survey 

SHARP 
Survey 

Data forms by staff 
conducting presentation 

Data forms 
by staff 
conducting 
presentations 
and 
distributing 
information 

SHARP  
Survey 

SHARP 
Survey 
 

 
 
 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

Parents Empowered Block Grant Funds:10,000 
State General Funds: 

Yes 



Discretionary Funds:12,500 
 

Total: 22,500 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling/ PAC Uintah 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal Short Long 

Logic Maintain low 
underage 
drinking 
rates. 

Family 
Attachment 

Community wide-
Approximately 7000 
parents/guardians of youth 
ages 10-16 

Present 
Parent 
Empowered 
presentations 
to groups 
within the 
Uintah Cone 
that request 
information 
on alcohol 
and the 
teenage 
brain 
Collaborate 
with local 
businesses, 
nonprofits, 
government 
agencies and 
local civic 
groups to 
create 
opportunities 
to distribute 
Parents 
Empowered 
collateral 
items at a 
minimum of 
10 events in 
the Uintah 
Cone such 
as health 
fairs, town 
hall 
meetings, 
parades.  
Collaborate 
with local 
businesses, 
nonprofits, 

Maintain 
Family 
Attachment 
for all 
Students 
86.9%  in 
2019 to 
86.9% in 
2023. 

Maintain 30 
day use rates 
for all 
grades-5.2% 
in 2019 to 
5.2% in 2029 
in High 
school. 
 
Reduce 8th 
grade 30 day 
use from 
6.3% in 2019 
to 5.9% in 
2029 and 8th 
grade use 
from 25.4% 
in 2019 to 
20% in 2029 



government 
agencies and 
local civic 
groups to 
distribute 
Parents 
Empowered 
Collateral 
items (shirts, 
brains, 
pamphlets) at 
key locations 
in our 
community—
Participate in 
statewide 
radio 
commercials, 
television/the
atre 
commercials, 
garbage 
truck wraps, 
etc. 

Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP 
Survey 

SHARP 
Survey 

Data forms by staff 
conducting presentation 

Data forms 
by staff 
conducting 
presentations 
and 
distributing 
information 

SHARP  
Survey 

SHARP 
Survey 
 

 
 
 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

Parents Empowered Block Grant Funds:10,000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds:7,500 

Yes 

Total: 17,500 



Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling-Duchesne County/Daggett County 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal Short Long 

Logic  Maintain low 
Underage 
Drinking 
rates 

Family 
Attachment 

Community wide-
Approximately 6000 
parents/guardians of youth 
ages 10-16 

Present 
Parent 
Empowered 
presentations 
to groups 
within the 
Union Cone 
that request 
information 
on alcohol 
and the 
teenage 
brain 
Collaborate 
with local 
businesses, 
nonprofits, 
government 
agencies and 
local civic 
groups to 
create 
opportunities 
to distribute 
Parents 
Empowered 
collateral 
items at a 
minimum of 5 
events in 
Duchesne 
County and 
Daggett 
County such 
as health 
fairs, town 
hall 
meetings, 
parades.  
Collaborate 
with local 
businesses, 
nonprofits, 
government 
agencies and 
local civic 
groups to 
distribute 

Increase 
Family 
attachment 
from 69.8% 
in 2019 to 
72% for all 
Students 

Maintain 30 
day use rates 
in 6th grade 
to 2019 rates 
-.6 % in 2019 
 
Reduce 30 
day use rates 
in 8th grade 
from 4.0% in 
2019 to 3.6% 
in 2029. 
 
Keep 10th 
and 12th 
grade rates 
below the 
state average 
 0% 
in 2019 to XX 
in 2029.    
 
*Request for 
Bach-
Harrison to 
review the 
data at this 
level has 
been placed.  
Will readjust 
goals for 10th 
and 12th if 
needed in  



Parents 
Empowered 
Collateral 
items (shirts, 
brains, 
pamphlets) at 
key locations 
in our 
community—
Participate in 
statewide 
radio 
commercials, 
television/the
atre 
commercials, 
garbage 
truck wraps, 
etc. 

Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP 
Survey 

SHARP 
Survey 

Data forms by staff 
conducting presentation 

Data forms 
by staff 
conducting 
presentations 
and 
distributing 
information 

SHARP  
Survey 

SHARP 
Survey 
 

 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

SMART Block Grant Funds:2,000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 3,000 

Yes-part of a comprehensive 
approach 

Total: 5,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling-Duchesne County/Daggett County 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 



Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic  Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
the 
Northeastern 
District 
Reduce 
Underage 
Drinking 

Availability 
Retail 
merchant 
laws are not 
enforced 
Community 
Laws and 
Norms 
favorable 
toward drug 
use. 

Universal –approximately 50 
persons 
Local on-premise alcohol 
servers, age 21-99, in Uintah, 
Duchesne, and Daggett 
Counties requesting training 
and needing Utah State 
Certification 

Provide 
Server 
Management 
Alcohol 
Responsibilit
y Training at 
businesses in 
Duchesne, 
and Daggett 
Counties or 
at 
Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center.  
Class is 1 
time for 3 
hours-
renewable 
every 3 
years. 
  
Encourage 
State Alcohol 
Task Force 
to provide 
regular 
checks. 
 
Encourage 
State to 
provide 
EASY 
training to 
officers  

Provide 
training 
EASY 
compliance 
checks by 
FY2021 
 
Decrease 
Community 
Laws and 
Norms 
favorable 
toward drug 
use from 
36.8% in 
2019 to 32% 
in 2023. 
 

Decrease 
2015 30 day 
alcohol use 
rates by 10% 
by 2025. 
6th             
 1.4
% to 1.26% 
8th            
 9.0
% to 8.1% 
10th     
 13.
8% to 
12.42% 
12th      
 18.
0% to 16.2% 
  
Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
Uintah 
County from 
11.8 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles  
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.8 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022, in 
Duchesne 
County 
reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes from 
11.2 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.2 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022 



Measures & 
Sources 

Utah Crash 
Summary 
SHARP 

EASY 
Checks 

Data forms by staff 
conducting training 

Data forms 
by staff 
conducting 
training 
Compliance 
Checks 

 EASY 
Checks 

 Utah Crash 
Summary 
SHARP 

 
 
 
 

 Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

SMART EASY Block Grant Funds: 2000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 3000 

Yes-part of a comprehensive 
approach 

Total: 5,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling Duchesne County/Daggett County 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce 
Underage 
Drinking 
 
Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
the 
Northeastern 
District  

 Availability 
Retail 
merchant 
laws are not 
enforced 
  
Community 
Laws and 
Norms 
favorable 
toward drug 
use. 

Universal-approximately 50 
persons 
Local off-premise alcohol 
cashiers age 16-99, in Uintah, 
Duchesne, and Daggett 
Counties, requesting training 
and needing Utah State 
Certification 

Provide 
Server 
Management 
Alcohol 
Responsibilit
y Training 
(EASY) at 
businesses in 
Duchesne, 
and Daggett 
Counties or 
at 
Northeastern 
Counseling 

 Provide 
training 
EASY 
compliance 
checks by 
FY2021 
 
Decrease 
Community 
Laws and 
Norms 
favorable 
toward drug 
use from 

Decrease 
2015 30 day 
alcohol use 
rates by 10% 
by 2025. 
6th             
 1.4
% to 1.26% 
8th            
 9.0
% to 8.1% 
10th     
 13.
8% to 



Center.  
Class is 1 
time for 1-2 
hours-
renewable 
every 5 
years. 
  
Encourage 
local law 
enforcement 
to provide 
regular 
checks. 

36.8% in 
2019 to 32% 
in 2023. 
 

12.42% 
12th      
 18.
0% to 16.2% 
  
Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
Uintah 
County from 
11.8 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.8 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022, in 
Duchesne 
County 
reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes from 
11.2 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.2 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022  

Measures & 
Sources 

Utah Crash 
Summary 
SHARP 

EASY 
Checks 

Data forms by staff 
conducting training 

Data forms 
by staff 
conducting 
training 
EASY Check 
data 

EASY 
Checks 

Utah Crash 
Summary 
SHARP 

 



 
Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

SMART Block Grant Funds:2,000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 3,000 

Yes-part of a comprehensive 
approach 

Total: 5,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling-PAC Union 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic  Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
the 
Northeastern 
District 
Reduce 
Underage 
Drinking 

Availability 
Retail 
merchant 
laws are not 
enforced 
Community 
Laws and 
Norms 
favorable 
toward drug 
use. 

Universal –approximately 15 
persons 
Local on-premise alcohol 
servers, age 21-99, in the 
Union Cone, requesting 
training and needing Utah 
State Certification 

Provide 
Server 
Management 
Alcohol 
Responsibilit
y Training at 
businesses in 
the Union 
Cone as 
requested  by 
local alcohol 
servers.  
Class is 1 
time for 3 
hours-
renewable 
every 3 
years. 
  
Encourage 
State Alcohol 
Task Force 
to provide 
regular 
checks. 
 
Encourage 
State to 
provide 
EASY 
training to 
officers  

Provide 
training 
EASY 
compliance 
checks by 
FY2021 
 
Decrease 
Community 
Laws and 
Norms 
favorable 
toward drug 
use from 
36.8% in 
2019 to 32% 
in 2023. 
 

Decrease 
2015 30 day 
alcohol use 
rates by 10% 
by 2025. 
6th             
 1.4
% to 1.26% 
8th            
 9.0
% to 8.1% 
10th     
 13.
8% to 
12.42% 
12th      
 18.
0% to 16.2% 
  
Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
Uintah 
County from 
11.8 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles  
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.8 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 



2022, in 
Duchesne 
County 
reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes from 
11.2 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.2 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022 

Measures & 
Sources 

Utah Crash 
Summary 
SHARP 

EASY 
Checks 

Data forms by staff 
conducting training 

Data forms 
by staff 
conducting 
training 
Compliance 
Checks 

 EASY 
Checks 

 Utah Crash 
Summary 
SHARP 

 
 
 

 Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

SMART EASY Block Grant Funds: 2000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 3000 

Yes-part of a comprehensive 
approach 

Total: 5,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling/PAC Union 3 



 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce 
Underage 
Drinking 
 
Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
the 
Northeastern 
District  

 Availability 
Retail 
merchant 
laws are not 
enforced 
  
Community 
Laws and 
Norms 
favorable 
toward drug 
use. 

Universal-approximately 50 
persons 
Local off-premise alcohol 
cashiers age 16-99, in the 
Union Cone, requesting 
training and needing Utah 
State Certification 

Provide 
Server 
Management 
Alcohol 
Responsibilit
y Training 
(EASY) at 
businesses in 
the Union 
Cone, as 
requested by 
local alcohol 
sellers.  
Class is 1 
time for 1-2 
hours-
renewable 
every 5 
years. 
  
Encourage 
local law 
enforcement 
to provide 
regular 
checks. 

 Provide 
training 
EASY 
compliance 
checks by 
FY2021 
 
Decrease 
Community 
Laws and 
Norms 
favorable 
toward drug 
use from 
36.8% in 
2019 to 32% 
in 2023. 
 

Decrease 
2015 30 day 
alcohol use 
rates by 10% 
by 2025. 
6th             
 1.4
% to 1.26% 
8th            
 9.0
% to 8.1% 
10th     
 13.
8% to 
12.42% 
12th      
 18.
0% to 16.2% 
  
Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
Uintah 
County from 
11.8 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.8 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022, in 
Duchesne 
County 
reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes from 
11.2 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.2 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 



2022  

Measures & 
Sources 

Utah Crash 
Summary 
SHARP 

EASY 
Checks 

Data forms by staff 
conducting training 

Data forms 
by staff 
conducting 
training 
EASY Check 
data 

EASY 
Checks 

Utah Crash 
Summary 
SHARP 

 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

SMART Block Grant Funds:2,000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 3,000 

Yes-part of a comprehensive 
approach 

Total: 5,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling-PAC Uintah 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic  Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
the 
Northeastern 
District 
Reduce 
Underage 
Drinking 

Availability 
Retail 
merchant 
laws are not 
enforced 
Community 
Laws and 
Norms 
favorable 
toward drug 
use. 

Universal –approximately 50 
persons 
Local on-premise alcohol 
servers, age 21-99, in the 
Uintah Cone requesting 
training and needing Utah 
State Certification 

Provide 
Server 
Management 
Alcohol 
Responsibilit
y Training at 
businesses in 
the Uintah 
Cone, as 
requested by 
local alcohol 
servers.  
Class is 1 
time for 3 

Provide 
training 
EASY 
compliance 
checks by 
FY2021 
 
Decrease 
Community 
Laws and 
Norms 
favorable 
toward drug 
use from 

Decrease 
2015 30 day 
alcohol use 
rates by 10% 
by 2025. 
6th             
 1.4
% to 1.26% 
8th            
 9.0
% to 8.1% 
10th     
 13.
8% to 



hours-
renewable 
every 3 
years. 
  
Encourage 
State Alcohol 
Task Force 
to provide 
regular 
checks. 
 
Encourage 
State to 
provide 
EASY 
training to 
officers  

36.8% in 
2019 to 32% 
in 2023. 
 

12.42% 
12th      
 18.
0% to 16.2% 
  
Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
Uintah 
County from 
11.8 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles  
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.8 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022, in 
Duchesne 
County 
reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes from 
11.2 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.2 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022 

Measures & 
Sources 

Utah Crash 
Summary 
SHARP 

EASY 
Checks 

Data forms by staff 
conducting training 

Data forms 
by staff 
conducting 
training 
Compliance 
Checks 

 EASY 
Checks 

 Utah Crash 
Summary 
SHARP 

 



 Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

SMART EASY Block Grant Funds: 2000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 3000 

Yes-part of a comprehensive 
approach 

Total: 5,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling/PAC Uintah 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce 
Underage 
Drinking 
 
Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
the 
Northeastern 
District  

 Availability 
Retail 
merchant 
laws are not 
enforced 
  
Community 
Laws and 
Norms 
favorable 
toward drug 
use. 

Universal-approximately 50 
persons 
Local off-premise alcohol 
cashiers age 16-99, in the 
Uintah Cone, requesting 
training and needing Utah 
State Certification 

Provide 
Server 
Management 
Alcohol 
Responsibilit
y Training 
(EASY) at 
businesses in 
the Uintah 
Cone, as 
requested by 
local alcohol 
sellers.  
Class is 1 
time for 1-2 
hours-
renewable 
every 5 
years. 
  
Encourage 
local law 
enforcement 
to provide 
regular 
checks. 

 Provide 
training 
EASY 
compliance 
checks by 
FY2021 
 
Decrease 
Community 
Laws and 
Norms 
favorable 
toward drug 
use from 
36.8% in 
2019 to 32% 
in 2023. 
 

Decrease 
2015 30 day 
alcohol use 
rates by 10% 
by 2025. 
6th             
 1.4
% to 1.26% 
8th            
 9.0
% to 8.1% 
10th     
 13.
8% to 
12.42% 
12th      
 18.
0% to 16.2% 
  
Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
Uintah 
County from 
11.8 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.8 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022, in 
Duchesne 



County 
reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes from 
11.2 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.2 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022  

Measures & 
Sources 

Utah Crash 
Summary 
SHARP 

EASY 
Checks 

Data forms by staff 
conducting training 

Data forms 
by staff 
conducting 
training 
EASY Check 
data 

EASY 
Checks 

Utah Crash 
Summary 
SHARP 

 
 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

PRI Teen Education Block Grant Funds:1,000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 6,500 

Yes 

Total: 7,500 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling/PAC-Union 4 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 



Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce 
underage 
drinking. 

 Favorable 
attitudes 

Indicated--  approximately 25 
people 
  
Juveniles, age 14-18, referred 
by parents, teachers, school 
counselors, school nurses, 
youth workers, friends or 
courts in Union cone and 
requesting PRI class from 
Northeastern Counseling 
Center 

Provide PRI 
class at 
Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center, one 
class every 
other month 
in Roosevelt. 
Class 
includes   
eight hours of 
instruction 
time.  Must 
attend eight 
hours in 
order, and 
must 
complete all 
eight hours. 
Classes will 
be offered as 
two-four hour 
classes or 
one eight  
hour class, 
depending on 
school hours 
and 
availability of 
instructor. 

Decrease 
favorable 
attitudes by 
increasing 
post test 
scores from 
the pretest 
scores by 
15% or 
minimum 
score of 70% 
on post test 
in every 
class. 
 
Decrease 
Favorable 
attitudes for 
all grades 
from 27.4% 
in 2019 to 
25% in 2024. 

Maintain 30 
day use rates 
in 6th grade 
to 2019 rates 
.6 % in 2019 
 
Reduce 30 
day use rates 
in 8th grade 
from 4.0% in 
2019 to 3.6% 
in 2029. 
 
Keep 10th 
and 12th 
grade rates 
below the 
state average 
 0% 
in 2019 to XX 
in 2029.    
 
*Request for 
Bach-
Harrison to 
review the 
data at this 
level has 
been placed.  
Will readjust 
goals for 10th 
and 12th if 
needed 
 

Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP 
DATA 

 PRI Pre/Post 
Tests 
 
SHARP 
DATA 

Credible attendance data.  Credible 
attendance 
data. Data 
tracking 
sheets. 

 PRI Pre/Post 
Tests. 
 
SHARP 
DATA 

SHARP 
DATA 

 
 



Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

PRI Teen Education Block Grant Funds: 7,500 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 

Yes 

Total: 7,500 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling/PAC Uintah 4 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce 
underage 
drinking. 

 Favorable 
attitudes 

Indicated--  approximately 25 
people 
  
Juveniles, age 14-18, referred 
by parents, teachers, school 
counselors, school nurses, 
youth workers, friends or 
courts in Union cone and 
requesting PRI class from 
Northeastern Counseling 
Center 

Provide PRI 
class at 
Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center, one 
class every 
other month.  
Class 
includes   
eight hours of 
instruction 
time.  Must 
attend eight 
hours in 
order, and 
must 
complete all 
eight hours. 
Classes will 
be offered as 
two-four hour 
classes or 
one eight  
hour class, 
depending on 
school hours 
and 
availability of 
instructor. 

Decrease 
favorable 
attitudes by 
increasing 
post test 
scores from 
the pretest 
scores by 
15% or 
minimum 
score of 70% 
on post test 
in every 
class. 
 
Decrease 
Favorable 
attitudes for 
all grades 
from 30.5% 
in 2017 to 
25% in 2024. 

Maintain 30 
day use rates 
for all 
grades-5.2% 
in 2019 to 
5.2% in 2029 
in High 
School. 
 
 
Reduce 8th 
grade 30 day 
use from 
6.3% in 2019 
to 5.9% in 
2029 and 8th 
grade use 
from 25.4% 
in 2019 to 
20% in 2029 

Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP 
DATA 

 PRI Pre/Post 
Tests 
 
SHARP 
DATA 

Credible attendance data.  Credible 
attendance 
data. Data 
tracking 
sheets. 

 PRI Pre/Post 
Tests. 
 
SHARP 
DATA 

SHARP 
DATA 



 
Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

PRI Adult Education Block Grant Funds: 7,000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 5,000 

Yes 

Total: 12,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling PAC Union  

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic  Reduce 
alcohol 
related motor 
vehicle 
crashes 

 Favorable 
attitudes 

Indicated—approximately 40 
persons 
  
Adult drinking or drug 
offenders, not meeting criteria 
for treatment, referred by 
courts, employers, 
counselors, friends, or others 
in the Union Cone 

Provide PRI 
class at 
Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center, every 
other month.  
Class 
includes 
eight hours of 
instruction 
time.  Must 
attend eight 
hours in 
order, and 
must 
complete all 
eight hours. 
Classes will 
be offered as 
a one, eight 
hour class. 

Decrease 
favorable 
attitudes by 
increasing 
post test 
scores from 
the pretest 
scores by 
15% or 
minimum 
score of 70% 
on post test 
in every 
class. 

Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
Uintah 
County from 
11.8 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.8 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022, in 
Duchesne 
County 
reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes from 
11.2 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in  
2012 to 10.2 



per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022, 
Maintain 
Daggett 
County at 3.3 
in 2022 

Measures & 
Sources 

Utah Crash 
Summary 

 PRI Pre/Post 
Tests 

Credible attendance data.   Credible 
attendance 
data. Data 
tracking 
sheets. 

PRI Pre/Post 
Tests. 

 Utah Crash 
Summary 

 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

PRI Adult Education Block Grant Funds: 7,000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 5,000 

Yes 

Total: 12,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling PAC Uintah Cone  

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic  Reduce 
alcohol 
related motor 
vehicle 
crashes 

 Favorable 
attitudes 

Indicated—approximately 40 
persons 
  
Adult drinking or drug 
offenders, not meeting criteria 
for treatment, referred by 
courts, employers, 
counselors, friends, or others 

Provide PRI 
class at 
Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center, every 
other month.  
includes 
eight hours of 

Decrease 
favorable 
attitudes by 
increasing 
post test 
scores from 
the pretest 
scores by 

Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
Uintah 
County from 
11.8 per 100 



in the Uintah Cone instruction 
time.  Must 
attend eight 
hours in 
order, and 
must 
complete all 
eight hours. 
Classes will 
be offered as 
a one, eight 
hour class. 

15% or 
minimum 
score of 70% 
on post test 
in every 
class. 

million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.8 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022, in 
Duchesne 
County 
reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes from 
11.2 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in  
2012 to 10.2 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022, 
Maintain 
Daggett 
County at 3.3 
in 2022 

Measures & 
Sources 

Utah Crash 
Summary 

 PRI Pre/Post 
Tests 

Credible attendance data.   Credible 
attendance 
data. Data 
tracking 
sheets. 

PRI Pre/Post 
Tests. 

 Utah Crash 
Summary 

 
 
 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

PRI DUI Block Grant Funds: 10,000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 5,000 

Yes 



Total: 15,000 
 
 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling PAC Union 4 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce 
alcohol 
related motor 
vehicle 
crashes 

Favorable 
attitudes 
towards 
problem 
behaviors 

Indicated—100 persons 
Court-ordered DUI offenders 
age 18-99, living or working in 
Union Cone requesting PRI 
class from Northeastern 
Counseling Center 
  
Court-ordered DUI offenders 
under 18 years of age, living 
or working in Union cone 
requesting PRI class from 
Northeastern Counseling 
Center 
  
  
***16-18 year olds as needed 

Provide PRI 
class at 
Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center, every 
other month, 
in Roosevelt   
Class will be 
2 eight hour 
classes.  
Classes must 
be taken in 
order, must 
have 100%  
attendance to 
complete. 
  
****A class 
will be 
offered to 
those under 
the age of 18 
on an as 
needed 
basis. Those 
under 18 will 
not be in 
class with 
those over 18 

Decrease 
favorable 
attitudes by 
increasing 
posttest 
scores from 
the pretest 
scores by 
15% or 
minimum 
score of 70% 
on post-test 
in every 
class. 

Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
Uintah 
County from 
11.8 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.8 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022, in 
Duchesne 
County 
reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes from 
11.2 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in  
2012 to 10.2 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022, 
Maintain 
Daggett 
County at 3.3 
in 2022 

Measures & 
Sources 

PRI Data 
Utah Crash 
Summary 

PRI Pre/Post 
Tests 

Credible attendance data.  Credible 
attendance 
data. Data 
tracking 
sheets. 

 PRI Pre/Post 
Tests. 

 Utah Crash 
Summary 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

PRI DUI Block Grant Funds: 10,000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 5,000 

Yes 

Total: 15,000 
 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling PAC Uintah 4 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce 
alcohol 
related motor 
vehicle 
crashes 

Favorable 
attitudes 
towards 
problem 
behaviors 

Indicated—100 persons 
Court-ordered DUI offenders 
age 18-99, living or working in 
Uintah Cone requesting PRI 
class from Northeastern 
Counseling Center 
  
Court-ordered DUI offenders 
under 18 years of age, living 
or working in Union cone 
requesting PRI class from 
Northeastern Counseling 
Center 
  
  
***16-18 year olds as needed 

Provide PRI 
class at 
Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center,every 
other month 
in Vernal.  
Class will be 
2 eight hour 
classes.  
Classes must 
be taken in 
order, must 
have 100%  
attendance to 
complete. 
  
****A class 
will be 
offered to 

Decrease 
favorable 
attitudes by 
increasing 
posttest 
scores from 
the pretest 
scores by 
15% or 
minimum 
score of 70% 
on post-test 
in every 
class. 

Reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 
Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes in 
Uintah 
County from 
11.8 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2012 to 10.8 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022, in 
Duchesne 
County 
reduce 
Alcohol 
Related 



those under 
the age of 18 
on an as 
needed 
basis. Those 
under 18 will 
not be in 
class with 
those over 18 

Motor 
Vehicle 
Crashes from 
11.2 per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in  
2012 to 10.2 
per 100 
million 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled in 
2022, 
Maintain 
Daggett 
County at 3.3 
in 2022 

Measures & 
Sources 

PRI Data 
Utah Crash 
Summary 

PRI Pre/Post 
Tests 

Credible attendance data.  Credible 
attendance 
data. Data 
tracking 
sheets. 

 PRI Pre/Post 
Tests. 

 Utah Crash 
Summary 

 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

Coalition/Committee participation Block Grant Funds: 10,000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 6,000 

Yes-Part of a capacity 
building process 

Total: 16,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling/PAC-Union 4 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 



Logic Reduce 
ATOD use in 
our 
communities 

Favorable 
attitudes 
towards drug 
use 
 

Universal—approximately 300 
people 
Key leaders, prevention 
minded community members 
in Union Cone 

Prepare local 
communities 
in the Union 
cone for the 
five step 
process; 
assessment, 
capacity, 
planning, 
implementati
on, 
evaluation, 
and 
assessment 
while 
providing 
sustainability 
and cultural 
competence. 
 
 

 
Decrease 
Favorable 
attitudes for 
all grades 
from 27.4% 
in 2019 to 
25% in 2024 
 
 

Maintain 30 
day alcohol 
use rates in 
6th grade to 
2019 rates -
.6 % in 2019 
Reduce 30 
day use rates 
in 8th grade 
from 4.0% in 
2019 to 3.6% 
in 2029. 
Keep 10th 
and 12th 
grade rates 
below the 
state average 
 0% 
in 2019 to XX 
in 2029.    
*Request for 
Bach-
Harrison to 
review the 
data at this 
level has 
been placed.  
Will readjust 
goals for 10th 
and 12th if 
needed  

Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP SHAR  Data tracking sheets, 
attendance sheets 

Coalition 
minutes 

SHARP  SHARP 

 
 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

Coalition/Committee participation Block Grant Funds: 10,000 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 3,500 

Yes-Part of capacity building 
process 



Total: 13,500 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling/PAC-Uintah 4 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce 
ATOD use in 
our 
communities 

Favorable 
attitudes 
towards drug 
use 
 

Universal—approximately 300 
people 
Key leaders, prevention 
minded community members 
in the Uintah Cone 

Prepare local 
communities 
in the Uintah 
Cone for the 
five step 
process; 
assessment, 
capacity, 
planning, 
implementati
on, 
evaluation, 
and 
assessment 
while 
providing 
sustainability 
and cultural 
competence. 

Decrease 
Favorable 
attitudes for 
all grades 
from 30.5% 
in 2017 to 
25% in 2024 
 
  

Maintain 30 
day use rates 
for all 
grades-5.2% 
in 2019 to 
5.2% in 2029 
in High 
School. 
 
Reduce 8th 
grade 30 day 
use from 
6.3% in 2019 
to 5.9% in 
2029 and 8th 
grade use 
from 25.4% 
in 2019 to 
20% in 2029 

Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP SHARP  Data tracking sheets, 
attendance sheets 

Coalition 
minutes 

SHARP  SHARP 

 
 Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

Capacity Building Alternatives Block Grant Funds:17,500 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 5,000 

Yes-Part of our Capacity 
Building Process 



Total: 22,000 
 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling/PAC-Union 4 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce 
underage 
drinking 

  
Favorable 
attitudes 
towards 
ATOD use. 

Universal—7500 persons 
Community groups in Union 
cone requesting ATOD 
information and local 
resources from Northeastern 
Counseling Center staff 

Work with 
Prevention 
Staff and 
Coalition 
Members to 
provide or 
attend one-
time events 
at local 
health fairs, 
tribal panels, 
town 
meetings, 
parades, 
reality towns, 
awareness 
walks/runs 
and other 
alcohol and 
drug-free 
community 
events in 
Union cone 
to present 
consistent, 
community 
wide 
prevention 
messages. 

 
Decrease 
Favorable 
attitudes for 
all grades 
from 27.4% 
in 2019 to 
25% in 2024 
 
 

Maintain 30 
day alcohol 
use rates in 
6th grade to 
2019 rates -
.6 % in 2019 
 
Reduce 30 
day use rates 
in 8th grade 
from 4.0% in 
2019 to 3.6% 
in 2029. 
 
Keep 10th 
and 12th 
grade rates 
below the 
state average 
 0% 
in 2019 to XX 
in 2029.    
 
*Request for 
Bach-
Harrison to 
review the 
data at this 
level has 
been placed.  
Will readjust 
goals for 10th 
and 12th if 
needed  

Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP SHARP  Data Tracking sheets WITS 
Tracking 
Sheets 

SHARP  SHARP 



 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

Capacity Building Alternatives Block Grant Funds:17,500 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 2,500 

Yes-Part of our Capacity 
Building Process 

Total: 20,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling/PAC-Uintah 4 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce 
underage 
drinking 

 Favorable 
attitudes 
towards 
ATOD use. 

Universal—7500 persons 
Community groups in Uintah 
cone  requesting ATOD 
information and local 
resources from Northeastern 
Counseling Center staff 

Work with 
Prevention 
Staff and 
Coalition 
Members to 
provide or 
attend one-
time events 
at local 
health fairs, 
tribal panels, 
town 
meetings, 
parades, 
reality towns, 
awareness 
walks/runs 
and other 
alcohol and 
drug-free 
community 
events in 
Uintah cone 
to present 
consistent, 
community 

Decrease 
Favorable 
attitudes for 
all grades 
from 30.5% 
in 2017 to 
25% in 2024 
 
  

Maintain 30 
day use rates 
for all 
grades-5.2% 
in 2019 to 
5.2% in 2029 
in High 
School. 
 
Reduce 8th 
grade 30 day 
use from 
6.3% in 2019 
to 5.9% in 
2029 and 8th 
grade use 
from 25.4% 
in 2019 to 
20% in 2029. 



wide 
prevention 
messages. 

 
Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP SHARP  Data Tracking sheets WITS 
Tracking 
sheets 

SHARP  SHARP 

 
 
 
 
 

Capacity Building Alternatives Block Grant Funds: 3,500 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 5,000 

Yes-Part of our Capacity 
Building Process 

Total: 8,500 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling Duchesne County/Daggett County 
 

4 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce 
underage 
drinking 

  
Favorable 
attitudes 
towards 
ATOD use. 

Universal—7500 persons 
Community groups in 
Duchesne and Daggett 
Counties requesting ATOD 
information and local 
resources from Northeastern 
Counseling Center staff 

Work with 
Prevention 
Staff and 
Coalition 
Members to 
provide or 
attend one-
time events 
at local 
health fairs, 

 
Decrease 
Favorable 
attitudes for 
all grades 
from 27.4% 
in 2019 to 
25% in 2024 
 
 

Maintain 30 
day alcohol 
use rates in 
6th grade to 
2019 rates -
.6 % in 2019 
 
Reduce 30 
day use rates 
in 8th grade 



tribal panels, 
town 
meetings, 
parades, 
reality towns, 
awareness 
walks/runs 
and other 
alcohol and 
drug-free 
community 
events in 
Union cone 
to present 
consistent, 
community 
wide 
prevention 
messages. 

from 4.0% in 
2019 to 3.6% 
in 2029. 
 
Keep 10th 
and 12th 
grade rates 
below the 
state average 
 0% 
in 2019 to XX 
in 2029.    
 
*Request for 
Bach-
Harrison to 
review the 
data at this 
level has 
been placed.  
Will readjust 
goals for 10th 
and 12th if 
needed  

Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP SHARP  Data Tracking sheets WITS 
Tracking 
Sheets 

SHARP  SHARP 

 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

Know Your Script Block Grant Funds: 0 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds:3,000 

Yes-Part of a comprehensive 
approach 

Total: 3,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 



Northeastern Counseling/PAC-Union 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short  

Logic Reduce 
Opioid 
Misuse, 
Overdoses, 
and Deaths  
in our 
communities. 

Increase 
community 
readiness 
 
Increase 
knowledge of 
resources 
 
Attitudes 
favorable  
 
Availability  
 

Universal-Approximately 
15000 Community members. 
 
Present Use Only As Directed 
presentations to  
groups in the Union Cone 
 requesting information on 
Opioids, their risks,  
alternatives, and their 
disposal. 
 

Collaborate 
with local 
businesses, 
government 
 agencies 
and local 
civic groups 
to create  
opportunities 
to distribute 
Know Your 
Script 
 collateral 
items at a 
minimum of 5 
events in  
The Union 
Cone such  
as health 
fairs, town 
hall 
meetings, 
parades.   
Collaborate 
with local 
businesses, 
nonprofits, 
 government 
agencies and 
local civic 
groups  
to distribute 
Use Only As 
Directed 
collateral 
items 
 at key 
locations  
Participate in 
statewide 
radio 
commercials 
, 
television/the
atre 
commercials 
etc.   
 

Increase 
community 
readiness 
from 4 in 
2019 to 5 in 
2023.   
 
Increase 
knowledge of 
resources 
from 50% in 
2019 to 60% 
in 2023. 
 
Decrease 
favorable 
attitudes by 
10%  
 

 

Measures & 
Sources 

Department Community DUGS  Tracking Sheets DUGS Community  



of Human 
Services 
Opioid 
Misuse and 
Abuse Needs 
Assessment-
Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center 

Readiness 
Survey 
 
UBAOG 
Community 
Assessment 
Survey 
 
Opioid Focus 
Group Data 
 
Opioid Focus 
Group-
Pharmacists 

Tracking 
Sheets 

readiness 
Survey 
 
UBAOG 
Community 
Assessment 
Survey 
 
Opioid Focus 
Group 
 
Opioid Focus 
Group-
Pharmacists  

 
 
 
 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

Know Your Script Block Grant Funds: 0 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds:3,000 

Yes-Part of a comprehensive 
approach 

Total: 3,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling-Duchesne County 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short  

Logic Reduce 
Opioid 
Misuse, 
Overdoses, 
and Deaths  
in our 
communities. 

Increase 
community 
readiness 
 
Increase 
knowledge of 
resources 
 
Attitudes 
favorable  
 
Availability  
 

Universal-Approximately 
15000 Community members. 
 
Present Use Only As Directed 
presentations to  
groups in Uintah, Duchesne 
and Daggett Counties 
 requesting information on 
Opioids, their risks,  
alternatives, and their 
disposal. 
 

Collaborate 
with local 
businesses, 
government 
 agencies 
and local 
civic groups 
to create  
opportunities 
to distribute 
Know Your 
Script 
 collateral 
items at a 
minimum of 5 

Increase 
community 
readiness 
from 4 in 
2019 to 5 in 
2023.   
 
Increase 
knowledge of 
resources 
from 50% in 
2019 to 60% 
in 2023. 
 
Decrease 

 



events in  
Uintah and 
Duchesne 
Counties 
such  
as health 
fairs, town 
hall 
meetings, 
parades.   
Collaborate 
with local 
businesses, 
nonprofits, 
 government 
agencies and 
local civic 
groups  
to distribute 
Use Only As 
Directed 
collateral 
items 
 at key 
locations  
Participate in 
statewide 
radio 
commercials 
, 
television/the
atre 
commercials 
etc.   
 

favorable 
attitudes by 
10%  
 

Measures & 
Sources 

Department 
of Human 
Services 
Opioid 
Misuse and 
Abuse Needs 
Assessment-
Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center 

Community 
Readiness 
Survey 
 
UBAOG 
Community 
Assessment 
Survey 
 
Opioid Focus 
Group Data 
 
Opioid Focus 
Group-
Pharmacists 

DUGS  Tracking Sheets DUGS 
Tracking 
Sheets 

Community 
readiness 
Survey 
 
UBAOG 
Community 
Assessment 
Survey 
 
Opioid Focus 
Group 
 
Opioid Focus 
Group-
Pharmacists  

 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

Know Your Script Block Grant Funds:  
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds:3,000 

Yes-Part of a comprehensive 
approach 

Total:  
3 ,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling/PAC-Uintah 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short  

Logic Reduce 
Opioid 
Misuse, 
Overdoses, 
and Deaths  
in our 
communities. 

Increase 
community 
readiness 
 
Increase 
knowledge of 
resources 
 
Attitudes 
favorable  
 
Availability  
 

Universal-Approximately 
15000 Community members. 
 
Present Use Only As Directed 
presentations to  
groups in the Uintah Cone 
 requesting information on 
Opioids, their risks,  
alternatives, and their 
disposal. 
 

Collaborate 
with local 
businesses, 
government 
 agencies 
and local 
civic groups 
to create  
opportunities 
to distribute 
Use Only As 
Directed 
 collateral 
items at a 
minimum of 5 
events in  
The Uintah 
Cone, such  
as health 
fairs, town 
hall 
meetings, 
parades.   
Collaborate 
with local 
businesses, 
nonprofits, 
 government 
agencies and 
local civic 
groups  
to distribute 
Know Your 
Script 
collateral 
items 

Increase 
community 
readiness 
from 4 in 
2019 to 5 in 
2023.   
 
Increase 
knowledge of 
resources 
from 50% in 
2019 to 60% 
in 2023. 
 
Decrease 
favorable 
attitudes by 
10%  
 

 



 at key 
locations.  
Participate in 
statewide 
radio 
commercials 
television/the
atre 
commercials 
etc.   
 

Measures & 
Sources 

Department 
of Human 
Services 
Opioid 
Misuse and 
Abuse Needs 
Assessment-
Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center 

Community 
Readiness 
Survey 
 
UBAOG 
Community 
Assessment 
Survey 
 
Opioid Focus 
Group Data 
 
Opioid Focus 
Group-
Pharmacists 

DUGS  Tracking Sheets DUGS 
Tracking 
Sheets 

Community 
readiness 
Survey 
 
UBAOG 
Community 
Assessment 
Survey 
 
Opioid Focus 
Group 
 
Opioid Focus 
Group-
Pharmacists  

 

 
 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

Love and Logic Block Grant Funds: 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 2,500 

Yes 

Total: 2,500 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling/PAC-Union 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce  
underage 
drinking use. 

Family 
Conflict 

 Universal 
At least 20 families in the 
Union cone 

Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center will be 

Decrease 
Family 
Conflict from 

Maintain 30 
day alcohol 
use rates in 



partnering 
with Private 
party to hold 
Love and 
Logic classes 
to parents 
with children 
in the Union 
Cone   
 
 

35.9% in 
2019 to 32% 
in 2023. 

6th grade to 
2019 rates -
.6 % in 2019 
 
Reduce 30 
day use rates 
in 8th grade 
from 4.0% in 
2019 to 3.6% 
in 2029. 
 
Keep 10th 
and 12th 
grade rates 
below the 
state average 
 0% 
in 2019 to XX 
in 2029.    
 
*Request for 
Bach-
Harrison to 
review the 
data at this 
level has 
been placed.  
Will readjust 
goals for 10th 
and 12th if 
needed   
 

Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP SHARP DUGS Data Tracking sheets WITS 
Tracking 
sheets 

SHARP SHARP 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

Love and Logic Block Grant Funds: 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 2,500 

Yes 

Total: 2,500 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling/PAC-Uintah 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce  
underage 
drinking use. 

Poor family 
management 

 Universal 
At least 20 families in the 
Uintah Cone 

Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center will be 
partnering 
with Private 
party to hold 
Love and 
Logic classes 
to parents 
with children 
in the Uintah 
Cone   

Decrease 
Poor Family 
Management 
from 30.7% 
in 2017 to 
27% in 2023. 

Maintain 30 
day use rates 
for all 
grades-5.2% 
in 2019 to 
5.2% in 2029 
for High.   
 
Reduce 8th 
grade 30 day 
use from 
6.3% in 2019 
to 5.9% in 
2029 and 8th 
grade use 
from 25.4% 
in 2019 to 
20% in 2029. 

Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP SHARP DUGS Data Tracking sheets WITS 
Tracking 
sheets 

SHARP SHARP 



 
 
 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

Love and Logic Block Grant Funds: 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 2,500 

Yes 

Total: 2,500 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling-Duchesne County 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce  
underage 
drinking use. 

Poor family 
management 

 Universal 
At least 10 families in 
Duchesne County 

Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center will be 
partnering 
with Private 
party to hold 
Love and 
Logic classes 
to parents 
with children 
in the Uintah 
Cone   

Decrease 
Poor Family 
Management 
from 30.7% 
in 2017 to 
27% in 2023. 

Maintain 30 
day use rates 
for all 
grades-5.2% 
in 2019 to 
5.2% in 2029 
for High.   
 
Reduce 8th 
grade 30 day 
use from 
6.3% in 2019 
to 5.9% in 
2029 and 8th 
grade use 
from 25.4% 
in 2019 to 
20% in 2029. 

Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP SHARP DUGS Data Tracking sheets WITS 
Tracking 
sheets 

SHARP SHARP 



 
 
 
 
 

Program Name Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

 
Active Parenting 

Block Grant Funds: 
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 1,000 

Yes 

Total: 1,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling Center/PAC-Union 3 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce  
underage 
drinking use. 

Family 
Conflict 

 Universal 
At least 20 families in the 
Union cone 

Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center will be 
partnering 
with Family 
Support 
Center to 
provide 
classes to 
parents with 
children in 
the Union 
Cone  
Classes will 
be offered 9 
times a year 
for four 
weeks each 
class. 
 
 

Decrease 
Family 
Conflict from 
35.9% in 
2019 to 32% 
in 2023. 

Maintain 30 
day alcohol 
use rates in 
6th grade to 
2019 rates -
.6 % in 2019 
 
Reduce 30 
day use rates 
in 8th grade 
from 4.0% in 
2019 to 3.6% 
in 2029. 
 
Keep 10th 
and 12th 
grade rates 
below the 
state average 
 0% 
in 2019 to XX 
in 2029.    
 
*Request for 



Bach-
Harrison to 
review the 
data at this 
level has 
been placed.  
Will readjust 
goals for 10th 
and 12th if 
needed  

Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP SHARP DUGS Data Tracking sheets WITS 
Tracking 
sheets 

SHARP SHARP 

 
 Cost of Program Evidence Based:  Yes or No 

Kids With Incredible Potential Block Grant Funds:  
State General Funds: 
Discretionary Funds: 1,000 

Intent is to present to EBW. 

Total: 1,000 

Agency/Coalition  Tier Level: 

Northeastern Counseling Center/PAC-Union Intent is to present to EBW 

 Goal Factors Focus Population: U/S/I Strategies Outcomes 

Universal/Selective/Indicated Short Long 

Logic Reduce  
underage 
drinking use. 

Family 
Conflict 

Selective 
At least 10 families in the 
Union cone 

Northeastern 
Counseling 
Center will be 
partnering 
with Family 
Support 
Center to 

Decrease 
Family 
Conflict from 
35.9% in 
2019 to 32% 
in 2023. 

Maintain 30 
day alcohol 
use rates in 
6th grade to 
2019 rates -
.6 % in 2019 
 



provide 
classes to 
parents with 
children with 
behavioral 
issues in the 
Union Cone   
 
 

Reduce 30 
day use rates 
in 8th grade 
from 4.0% in 
2019 to 3.6% 
in 2029. 
 
Keep 10th 
and 12th 
grade rates 
below the 
state average 
 0% 
in 2019 to XX 
in 2029.    
 
*Request for 
Bach-
Harrison to 
review the 
data at this 
level has 
been placed.  
Will readjust 
goals for 10th 
and 12th if 
needed  

Measures & 
Sources 

SHARP SHARP 
PRE/Post 

DUGS Data Tracking sheets WITS 
Tracking 
sheets 

SHARP 
PRE/Post 

SHARP 

 



FY21 Mental Health Area Plan & Budget Local Authority: Northeastern Form A

State General Fund County Funds

FY2022 Mental Health Revenue
State General 
Fund

State General 
Fund used for 
 Medicaid Match

$2.7 million 
Unfunded

NOTused for 
Medicaid Match

Used for 
 Medicaid Match

Net 
 Medicaid

Mental Health 
 Block Grant 
 (Formula)

10% Set Aside 
Federal - Early 
Intervention

Other 
State/Federal

Third Party 
Collections

Client 
Collections
 (eg, co-pays, 
private pay, fees) Other Revenue

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Revenue

JRI/JRC $60,000 $12,000 $120,000 $192,000
Local Treatment Services $251,433 $1,100,000 $23,013 $174,889 $4,000,000 $41,439 $10,000 $120,000 $230,000 $100,000 $350,000 $6,400,774
FY2022 Mental Health Revenue by Source $251,433 $1,160,000 $23,013 $186,889 $0 $4,120,000 $41,439 $10,000 $120,000 $230,000 $100,000 $350,000 $6,592,774

State General Fund County Funds

FY2022 Mental Health Expenditures Budget
State General 
Fund

State General 
Fund used for 
Medicaid Match

$2.7 million 
Unfunded

NOTused for 
Medicaid Match

Used for 
 Medicaid Match

Net 
 Medicaid

Mental Health 
 Block Grant 
 (Formula)

10% Set Aside 
Federal - Early 
Intervention

Other 
State/Federal

Third Party 
Collections

Client 
Collections
 (eg, co-pays, 
private pay, fees)

Other 
Expenditures

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Expenditures 
Budget

Total 
 Clients Served

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Cost/Client 
Served

Inpatient Care (170) $250,000 $1,000,000 $1,250,000 200 $6,250.00
Residential Care (171 & 173) $30,000 $30,000 $60,000 20 $3,000.00
Outpatient Care (22-24 and 30-50) $36,433 $185,000 $23,013 $46,889 $1,756,814 $29,625 $10,000 $130,000 $75,000 $212,500 $2,505,274 2,400 $1,043.86
24-Hour Crisis Care 
 (outpatient based service with emergency_ind = yes) $100,000 $400,000 $150,000 $650,000 700 $928.57
Psychotropic Medication Management (61 & 62) $100,000 $340,000 $100,000 $25,000 $75,000 $640,000 1,100 $581.82
Psychoeducation Services (Vocational 80) Psychosocial 
Rehabilitation (Skills Dev. 100) $35,000 $50,000 $285,000 $370,000 115 $3,217.39
Case Management (120 & 130) $50,000 $50,000 $260,000 $360,000 158 $2,278.48
Community Supports, including 
 - Housing (174) (Adult)
 - Respite services (150) (Child/Youth) $30,000 $55,000 $85,000 40 $2,125.00
Peer Support Services (140): 
 - Adult Peer Specialist
 - Family Support Services (FRF Database) $10,000 $53,186 $11,814 $75,000 65 $1,153.85
Consultation and education services, including case 
consultation, collaboration with other county service 
agencies, public education and public information $20,000 $120,000 $30,000 $170,000
Services to persons incarcerated in a county jail or other 
county correctional facility $50,000 $32,500 $82,500 100 $825.00
Adult Outplacement (USH Liaison) $25,000 $20,000 $45,000 10 $4,500.00
Other Non-mandated MH Services $100,000 $200,000 $300,000 195 $1,538.46
FY2022 Mental Health Expenditures Budget $251,433 $1,160,000 $23,013 $186,889 $0 $4,120,000 $41,439 $10,000 $120,000 $230,000 $100,000 $350,000 $6,592,774

State General Fund County Funds

FY2022 Mental Health Expenditures Budget
State General 
Fund

State General 
Fund used for 
 Medicaid Match

$2.7 million 
Unfunded

NOTused for 
Medicaid Match

Used for 
 Medicaid Match

Net 
 Medicaid

Mental Health 
 Block Grant 
 (Formula)

10% Set Aside 
Federal - Early 
Intervention

Other 
State/Federal

Third Party 
Collections

Cleint 
Collections 
 (eg, co-pays, 
private pay, fees)

Other 
Expenditures

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Expenditures 
Budget

Total FY2022 
Clients Served

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Cost/Client 
Served

ADULT $201,433 $940,000 $12,000 $148,889 $2,960,878 $35,439 $60,000 $200,000 $85,000 $300,000 $4,943,639 2,100 $2,354.11
YOUTH/CHILDREN $50,000 $220,000 $11,013 $38,000 $1,159,122 $6,000 $10,000 $60,000 $30,000 $15,000 $50,000 $1,649,135 960 $1,717.85
Total FY2022 Mental Health Expenditures $251,433 $1,160,000 $23,013 $186,889 $0 $4,120,000 $41,439 $10,000 $120,000 $230,000 $100,000 $350,000 $6,592,774 3,060 $2,154.50

 



FY22 Proposed Cost & Clients Served by Population Local Authority: Northeastern Form A (1)

Budget and Clients Served Data to Accompany Area Plan Narrative

MH Budgets Clients Served

FY2022 
Expected 

Cost/Client 
Served

Inpatient Care Budget
$1,000,000 ADULT 160 6250  

$250,000 CHILD/YOUTH 40 6250

Residential Care Budget
$55,000 ADULT 18 $3,056
$5,000 CHILD/YOUTH 2 $2,500

Outpatient Care Budget
$1,728,639 ADULT 1,600 1080  

$776,635 CHILD/YOUTH 800 971

24-Hour Crisis Care Budget

$422,500 ADULT 500 845  
$227,500 CHILD/YOUTH 200 1138

Psychotropic Medication Management Budget
$520,000 ADULT 925 562
$120,000 CHILD/YOUTH 175 686

Psychoeducation and Psychosocial Rehabilitation Budget
$300,000 ADULT 80 3750
$70,000 CHILD/YOUTH 35 2000

Case Management Budget
$340,000 ADULT 140 2429
$20,000 CHILD/YOUTH 18 1111

Community Supports Budget (including Respite)
$75,000 ADULT (Housing) 25 3000  
$10,000 CHILD/YOUTH (Respite) 15 667

Peer Support Services Budget
$40,000 ADULT 40 1000  
$35,000 CHILD/YOUTH (includes FRF) 25 1400

 
Consultation & Education Services Budget

$85,000 ADULT
$85,000 CHILD/YOUTH

Services to Incarcerated Persons Budget
$82,500 ADULT Jail Services 100 825

Outplacement Budget
$45,000 ADULT 15 3000

Other Non-mandated Services Budget
$250,000 ADULT 150 $1,667
$50,000 CHILD/YOUTH 45 $1,111

Summary

Totals
$4,943,639 Total Adult

$1,649,135 Total Children/Youth

From the budgets and clients served data reported above, please breakout the following information regarding unfunded (duplicated from above)
Unfunded ($2.7 million)

$12,000 ADULT 20 600
$11,013 CHILD/YOUTH 20 551

Unfunded (all other)
$500,000 ADULT 820 610
$200,000 CHILD/YOUTH 300 667



FY22 Mental Health Early Intervention Plan & Budget Local Authority: Northeastern Form A2

State General Fund County Funds

FY2022 Mental Health Revenue
State General 
Fund

State General 
Fund used for 
 Medicaid Match

NOTused for 
Medicaid Match

Used for 
 Medicaid Match

Net 
 Medicaid

Third Party 
Collections

Client 
Collections
 (eg, co-pays, 
private pay, fees) Other Revenue

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Revenue

FY2022 Mental Health Revenue by Source $21,121 $50,000 $50,000 $121,121

State General Fund County Funds

FY2022 Mental Health Expenditures Budget
State General 
Fund

State General 
Fund used for 
Medicaid Match

NOTused for 
Medicaid Match

Used for 
 Medicaid Match

Net 
 Medicaid

Third Party 
Collections

Client 
Collections
 (eg, co-pays, 
private pay, fees)

Other 
Expenditures

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Expenditures 
Budget

Total 
 Clients Served

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Cost/Client 
Served

MCOT 24-Hour Crisis Care-CLINICAL $0 $0.00
MCOT 24-Hour Crisis Care-ADMIN $0
FRF-CLINICAL $0 $0.00
FRF-ADMIN $0
School Based Behavioral Health-CLINICAL $14,009 $50,000 $50,000 $114,009 $0.00
School Based Behavioral Health-ADMIN $7,112 $7,112
FY2022 Mental Health Expenditures Budget $21,121 $50,000 $0 $0 $50,000 $0 $0 $0 $121,121 0 $0.00

* Data reported on this worksheet is a breakdown of data reported on Form A.



FY22 Substance Use Disorder Treatment Area Plan Budget Local Authority: Northeastern Counseling Center Form B

FY2022 Substance Use Disorder Treatment 
Revenue

State Funds 
NOT used for 
Medicaid 
Match

State Funds 
used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

County Funds 
NOT used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

County Funds 
Used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

Federal 
Medicaid

SAPT Treatment 
Revenue

SAPT Women's 
Treatment Set 
aside

Other 
State/Federal

3rd Party 
Collections 
 (eg, insurance)

Client 
Collections 
 (eg, co-pays, 
private pay, 
fees)

Other
 Revenue
 (gifts, 
donations, 
reserves etc)

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Revenue

Drug Court $40,402 $29,495 $60,000 $18,324 $19,196 $167,417

JRI $72,911 $50,000 $24,582 $60,000 $207,493

Local Treatment Services $213,513 $50,000 $57,454 $350,000 $267,965 $44,667 $27,500 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $1,101,099

Total FY2022 Substance Use Disorder Treatment 
Revenue $326,826 $129,495 $82,036 $0 $470,000 $286,289 $44,667 $46,696 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $1,476,009

FY2022 Substance Use Disorder Treatment 
Expenditures Budget by Level of Care

State Funds 
NOT used for 
Medicaid 
Match

State Funds 
used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

County Funds 
NOT used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

County Funds 
Used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

Federal 
Medicaid

SAPT Treatment 
Revenue

SAPT Women's 
Treatment Set 
aside

Other 
State/Federal

3rd Party 
Collections 
 (eg, insurance)

Client 
Collections 
 (eg, co-pays, 
private pay, 
fees)

Other
 Revenue

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Expenditures

Total FY2022 
Client Served

Total FY2022 
Cost/ Client 
Served

Screening and Assessment Only $95,000 $10,000 $50,000 $25,000 $180,000 585 $308

Detoxification: ASAM IV-D or III.7-D) (ASAM III.2-D) 
ASAM I-D or II-D) $0 #DIV/0!

Residential Services 
(ASAM III.7, III.5, III.1 III.3 1II.1 or III.3) $15,000 $15,000 $100,000 $130,000 15 $8,667

Outpatient: Contracts with Opioid Treatment 
Providers (Methadone: ASAM I) $0 #DIV/0!

Office based Opiod Treatment (Buprenorphine, 
Vivitrol, Naloxone and prescriber cost)) Non- 
Methadone $15,000 $10,000 $50,000 $75,000 80 $938

Outpatient: Non-Methadone (ASAM I) $201,826 $94,495 $82,036 $270,000 $229,220 $44,667 $46,696 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $1,058,940 650 $1,629

Intensive Outpatient 
(ASAM II.5 or II.1) $0 #DIV/0!

Recovery Support (includes housing, peer support, 
case management and other non-clinical ) $32,069 $32,069 18 $1,782

FY2022 Substance Use Disorder Treatment 
 Expenditures Budget $326,826 $129,495 $82,036 $0 $470,000 $286,289 $44,667 $46,696 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $1,476,009 1,348 $1,095

FY2022 Substance Use Disorder Treatment 
Expenditures Budget By Population

State Funds 
NOT used for 
Medicaid 
Match

State Funds 
used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

County Funds 
NOT used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

County Funds 
Used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

Federal 
Medicaid

SAPT Treatment 
Revenue

SAPT Women's 
Treatment Set 
aside

Other 
State/Federal

3rd Party 
Collections 
 (eg, insurance)

Client 
Collections 
 (eg, co-pays, 
private pay, 
fees)

Other
 Revenue

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Expenditures

Pregnant Women and Women with Dependent 
Children, (Please include pregnant women under 
age of 18) $60,000 $30,000 $15,000 $120,000 $61,730 $22,000 $10,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $333,730

All Other Women (18+) $60,000 $30,000 $15,000 $120,000 $61,867 $22,667 $10,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $334,534

Men (18+) $201,826 $64,495 $47,036 $220,000 $162,692 $26,696 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $782,745

Youth (12- 17) (Not Including pregnant women or 
women with dependent children) $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $10,000 $25,000

Total FY2022 Substance Use Disorder 
 Expenditures Budget by Population Served $326,826 $129,495 $82,036 $0 $470,000 $286,289 $44,667 $46,696 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $1,476,009



FY22 Drug Offender Reform Act & Drug Court Expenditures Local Authority: Form B1

FY2022 DORA and Drug Court Expenditures 
Budget by Level of Care

Drug Offender 
Reform Act 
(DORA)

Felony Drug 
Court

Family Drug 
Court

Juvenile Drug 
Court

DUI Fee on 
Fines

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Expenditures

Screening and Assessment Only $10,000 $10,000

Detoxification: ASAM IV-D or III.7-D) (ASAM III.2-D) 
ASAM I-D or II-D) $0

Residential Services 
(ASAM III.7, III.5, III.1 III.3 1II.1 or III.3) $0

Outpatient: Contracts with Opioid Treatment 
Providers (Methadone: ASAM I) $0

Office based Opiod Treatment (Buprenorphine, 
Vivitrol, Naloxone and prescriber cost)) Non- 
Methadone $15,000 $15,000

Outpatient: Non-Methadone (ASAM I) $135,417 $135,417

Intensive Outpatient 
(ASAM II.5 or II.1) $0

Recovery Support (includes housing, peer support, 
case management and other non-clinical ) $7,000 $7,000

FY2022 DORA and Drug Court 
 Expenditures Budget $0 $167,417 $0 $0 $0 $167,417

 



SFY 22 Opioid Budget Local Authority: Form B2

State Fiscal Year

Projected SOR SFY 2020 
Revenue Not Used

State Opioid Response 
SFY2022 Revenue Total SFY 2021 SOR Revenue

SOR 2

2022 27500 $27,500.00 *These funds expire 09.29.2020 
as the SOR grant ends 

SFY2022 State Opioid Response Budget Expenditure Estimated Cost

Direct Services $27,500.00

Salary Expenses $27,500.00

Title 1

Title 2

Title 3

Administrative Expenses $0.00

Supplies

Communication

Travel

Conference/Workshops *Insert a note providing details

Equipment/Furniture

Miscellaneous *Insert a note describing it

Screening & Assessment $0.00

Drug Testing $0.00

Office Based Opioid Treatment (Buprenorphine, Vivitrol, Nalaxone) $0.00

Opioid Treatment Providers (Methadone) $0.00

Intensive Outpatient $0.00

Residential Services $0.00

Outreach/Advertising Activities $0.00

Recovery Support (housing, contracted peer support, contracted case management and other non clinical)$0.00

Contracted Services $0.00

Contracted Service 1

Contracted Service 2

Contracted Service 3

Contracted Service 4

Contracted Service 5

Contracted Service 6

Total Expenditure FY2022 $27,500.00



FY22 Substance Abuse Prevention Area Plan & Budget Local Authority: Northeastern Form C

State Funds County Funds

FY2022 Substance Abuse Prevention Revenue

State Funds 
NOT used for 
Medicaid 
Match

State Funds 
used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

County Funds 
NOT used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

County Funds 
Used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

Federal 
Medicaid

SAPT 
Prevention 
Revenue

Partnerships for 
Success PFS 
Grant

Other Federal 
(TANF, 
Discretionary 
Grants, etc)

3rd Party 
Collections 
 (eg, insurance)

Client 
Collections 
 (eg, co-pays, 
private pay, 
fees)

Other
 Revenue
 (gifts, 
donations, 
reserves etc)

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Revenue

FY2022 Substance Abuse 
 Prevention Revenue $120,241 $28,125 $13,000 $14,000 $62,250 $237,616

State Funds County Funds

FY2022 Substance Abuse 
 Prevention Expenditures Budget

State Funds 
NOT used for 
Medicaid 
Match

State Funds 
used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

County Funds 
NOT used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

County Funds 
Used for 
 Medicaid 
Match

Federal 
Medicaid

SAPT 
Prevention 
Revenue

Partnerships for 
Success PFS 
Grant

Other Federal 
(TANF, 
Discretionary 
Grants, etc)

3rd Party 
Collections 
 (eg, insurance)

Client 
Collections 
 (eg, co-pays, 
private pay, 
fees)

Other
 Revenue
 (gifts, 
donations, 
reserves etc)

Projected 
number of 
clients served

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Expenditures

TOTAL 
 FY2022 
Evidence-based 
Program 
Expenditures

Universal Direct $30,241 $6,579 $3,000 $7,250 $47,070 $50,000

Universal Indirect $70,000 $12,774 $10,000 $30,000 $122,774 $135,000

Selective Services $0 $0

Indicated Services $20,000 $8,772 $14,000 $25,000 $67,772 $79,000

FY2022 Substance Abuse 
 Prevention Expenditures Budget $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $120,241 $28,125 $13,000 $0 $14,000 $62,250 0 $237,616 $264,000

SAPT Prevention Set Aside
Information 
Dissemination Education Alternatives

Problem 
Identification 
 & Referral

Community 
Based Process Environmental Total

Primary Prevention Expenditures $20,000 $40,000 11000 4000 $40,000 $5,241 $120,241

Cost Breakdown Salary Fringe Benefits Travel Equipment Contracted Other Indirect
Total FY2022 
Expenditures

Total by 
Expense 
Category 121590 85113 6080 24833 $237,616



FORM D 
LOCAL AUTHORITY APPROVAL OF AREA PLAN 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF: 

The Local Authority approves and submits the attached Area Plan for State Fiscal Year 2022 in 
accordance with Utah Code Title 17 Chapter 43. 

The Local Authority represents that it has been authorized to approve the attached Area Plan, as 
evidenced by the attached Resolution or other written verification of the Local Authority's action 
in this matter. 

The Local Authority acknowledges that if this Area Plan is approved by the Utah ,Depai l~~ient of 
Human Services Division of Substance Abuse and Mental Health (DHS/DSAMH) pursuant to the 
terms of Contracts) # A03088 A03088, the terms and conditions of the Area Plan as approved 
shall be incorporated into the above-identified contract by reference. 

LOCAL AUTHORITY: Northeastern 

By:  
(Signature o azc horized Local Authority Official, as provided in Utah Code Annotated) 

PLEASE PRINT.• 

Name: Doug Reynolds 

Title: Local Authority Board Chair 

Date: 05/11/2021 



FY 22 Schedule

Individual Fee NUMBER of HOUSEHOLD DEPENDENTS
Monthly Income 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

$0-$1063 ($ 5.00)            ($ 5.00)           ($ 5.00)       ($ 5.00)       ($ 5.00)       ($ 5.00)      ($ 5.00)      ($ 5.00)      
$1064- $1437 ($ 10.00)          ($ 10.00)         ($ 10.00)     ($ 10.00)     ($ 5.00)       ($ 5.00)      ($ 5.00)      ($ 5.00)      
$1438-$1810 ($ 20.00)          ($ 10.00)         ($ 10.00)     ($ 10.00)     ($ 10.00)     ($ 5.00)      ($ 5.00)      ($ 5.00)      
$1811-$2183 ($ 30.00)          ($ 20.00)         ($ 10.00)     ($ 10.00)     ($ 10.00)     ($ 10.00)    ($ 10.00)    ($ 5.00)      
$2184-$2557 ($ 40.00)          ($ 30.00)         ($ 20.00)     ($ 10.00)     ($ 10.00)     ($ 10.00)    ($ 10.00)    ($ 10.00)    
$2558-$2930 ($ 50.00)          ($ 40.00)         ($ 30.00)     ($ 20.00)     ($ 10.00)     ($ 10.00)    ($ 10.00)    ($ 10.00)    
$2931-$3303 ($ 60.00)          ($ 50.00)         ($ 40.00)     ($ 30.00)     ($ 20.00)     ($ 10.00)    ($ 10.00)    ($ 10.00)    
$3304-$3677 ($ 70.00)          ($ 60.00)         ($ 50.00)     ($ 40.00)     ($ 30.00)     ($ 20.00)    ($ 10.00)    ($ 10.00)    
$3678-$4050 ($ 80.00)          ($ 70.00)         ($ 60.00)     ($ 50.00)     ($ 40.00)     ($ 30.00)    ($ 20.00)    ($ 10.00)    
$4051-$4423 ($ 90.00)          ($ 80.00)         ($ 70.00)     ($ 60.00)     ($ 50.00)     ($ 40.00)    ($ 30.00)    ($ 20.00)    
$4424-$4797  Full Fee ($ 90.00)         ($ 80.00)     ($ 70.00)     ($ 60.00)     ($ 50.00)    ($ 40.00)    ($ 30.00)    

$4,489.00)  Full Fee  Full Fee  Full Fee  Full Fee  Full Fee  Full Fee  Full Fee 
* based on 2020 Poverty Guidelines @ 100%

MONTHLY MAX** NUMBER of HOUSEHOLD DEPENDENTS
Monthly Income 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

$0-$1063 ($ 30.00)          ($ 30.00)         ($ 30.00)     ($ 30.00)     ($ 30.00)     ($ 30.00)    ($ 30.00)    ($ 30.00)    
$1064-1437 ($ 60.00)          ($ 60.00)         ($ 60.00)     ($ 60.00)     ($ 30.00)     ($ 30.00)    ($ 30.00)    ($ 30.00)    

$1438-$1810 ($ 120.00)        ($ 60.00)         ($ 60.00)     ($ 60.00)     ($ 60.00)     ($ 30.00)    ($ 30.00)    ($ 30.00)    
$1811-$2183 ($ 180.00)        ($ 120.00)      ($ 60.00)     ($ 60.00)     ($ 60.00)     ($ 60.00)    ($ 60.00)    ($ 30.00)    
$2184-$2557 ($ 240.00)        ($ 180.00)      ($ 120.00)   ($ 60.00)     ($ 60.00)     ($ 60.00)    ($ 60.00)    ($ 60.00)    
$2558-$2930 ($ 300.00)        ($ 240.00)      ($ 180.00)   ($ 120.00)   ($ 60.00)     ($ 60.00)    ($ 60.00)    ($ 60.00)    
$2931-$3303 ($ 420.00)        ($ 350.00)      ($ 280.00)   ($ 210.00)   ($ 140.00)   ($ 70.00)    ($ 70.00)    ($ 70.00)    
$3304-$3677 ($ 490.00)        ($ 420.00)      ($ 350.00)   ($ 280.00)   ($ 210.00)   ($ 140.00) ($ 70.00)    ($ 70.00)    
$3678-$4050 ($ 560.00)        ($ 490.00)      ($ 420.00)   ($ 350.00)   ($ 280.00)   ($ 210.00) ($ 140.00)  ($ 70.00)    
$4051-$4423 ($ 630.00)        ($ 560.00)      ($ 490.00)   ($ 420.00)   ($ 350.00)   ($ 280.00) ($ 210.00)  ($ 140.00)  
$4424-$4797  Full Fee ($ 630.00)      ($ 560.00)   ($ 490.00)   ($ 420.00)   ($ 350.00) ($ 280.00)  ($ 210.00)  

$4,489.00)  Full Fee  Full Fee  Full Fee  Full Fee  Full Fee  Full Fee  Full Fee 
** Max based on an equivalent of 6/7 outpatient visits per month



NORTHEASTERN COUNSELING CENTER 
FEE POLICY 

Jan. 2020 
 
 

Policy and Procedures 
 

1. The fee that is set for you on your financial form is the portion of the total costs 
of services you must pay. Your portion is set at a per hour rate, not per session 
(unless otherwise specified). 
 

2. Your portion of the total fee is based on your gross monthly income and the 
number of dependents in the household.  

 
3. If you have a private insurance or Medicare, the full cost of the services provided 

to you will be billed to the insurance company, not just your portion of the cost. 
Other services such as case management, skills development, or day treatment 
are not covered by private insurance or Medicare. 

 
FULL FEES PER HOUR adjusted per actual time in 15 min increments, unless otherwise 
specified, see below: 
 
Evaluation  $145.92    per hour 
Individual Therapy  $106.77   per hour 
Group Therapy $  27.84   per hour 
Doctor visit  $  18.80 - $ 64.61  per service (depending on time and  

severity) 
Case Management $149.12   per hour 
Individual Skills $  65.64   per hour 
Group Skills $  17.92   per hour 
 
 
DUI Class $250.00   includes complete course – must be  

prepaid 
MRT Book $  25.00   must be prepaid 
 
PRI Teen/Adult No Charge 
 



Northeastern Counseling Emergency Response Plan                                                                                   Page 1 of 8 
 

Northeastern Counseling Emergency Response Plan 
 

Previous Revisions: May 2020, June 2020 
Most Recently Revised: May 2021 

 
 

In the event of a disaster or other emergency that may impact normal societal resources and or mental 
health and substance abuse services, the following will be initiated.  This plan covers Northeastern 
Counseling Center locations in Roosevelt, UT and Vernal, UT.   These locations include the following 
locations: 
 
Main Clinic 
285 W 800 S 
Roosevelt, UT 8406 
435-7256300 
 
Apartments/Day Treatment 
510 E Lagoon Street 
Roosevelt, UT 84066 
435-725-6300  
 
Main Clinic/Apartments/Day Treatment 
1140 W 500 S 
Vernal, UT 8407 
435-789-6300 

Scope: 

The purpose of this Emergency Response Plan is to outline a management system for use if a major 
emergency occurs at or near Northeastern Counseling Center property or in a larger societal context.  Use 
of the guidelines contained in this plan will help to ensure the safety of personnel and visitors/clients 
during the emergency and ensure the timely notification of management and appropriate public 
emergency response agencies.   The purpose is to continue providing prevention, mental health and 
substance use treatment with as little interruption as possible.   Northeastern Counseling will develop a 
plan and response to each emergency warranting agency action.  The plan for each specific emergency 
will use these principles and guidelines.   

I. Events Classified as an Emergency or Disaster: 

An Emergency/Disaster is any event, real and/or perceived, which threatens the well-being (life or 
property) of personnel, visitors/clients or the community.  Examples that may constitute a crisis, 
emergency or disaster include but are not limited to the following: 

1. Fire or Explosion 
 

2. Significant Property damage 
 

3. Fatality or serious disabling injury 
 

4. Bomb threat, aggressive individual or active shooter 
 



Northeastern Counseling Emergency Response Plan                                                                                   Page 2 of 8 
 

5. Natural Disaster 
 

6. Pandemic 
 

7. Any other situation designated by the CEO or the designee. 
 
 

II.  Incident Team: 

The Incident Team for Northeastern Counseling consists of prior appointed personnel that can provide 
leadership and agency resources. The team will provide a plan, direction, support and available resources 
during an emergency or post emergency at any NCC location.  The team will ensure that public 
communications are made through proper channels including Central Dispatch 911, 435-789-4222 
(includes all first responders), county officials, hospitals, media including social media, the local health 
department, etc.  The incident team for Northeastern Counseling includes the CEO/CFO, Clinical 
Director, Human Resources Director, IT, Controller (maintenance supervisor) and Clinical Site 
Supervisors.  Other NCC employees such as prescribers, nurses, additional therapists and case managers 
will join the team depending on the nature of the emergency. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CEO/CFO
Kyle Snow

435-823-6320

Financial 
Controller/Maintanence 

Supervisor
Brandon Aldridge

435-823-6313

Human Resources
Marsha Perry 

435-724-0850

IT
Mike Safford

435-823-6326

Clinical Director
Robert Hall LCSW

435-828-6332

Roosevelt Clinical Site 
Supervisor

Tricia Bennett LCSW

435-823-8055

Vernal Clinical Site 
Supervisor

Jon Crane LCSW

801-638-5120
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III. First Responder: 

The First Responder will be responsible for on-scene actions until the emergency is over or until they 
transfer the incident to an NCC Administrator. 

IV.       Training and evaluation:  

1.  All personnel will be trained annually on these procedures.   Training will be verified                                      
by each staff member’s training log or by email.   This training is required by licensing and the 
Division of Substance Abuse and Mental health.   Evidence of training will be submitted as 
requested by DHS.    

2.  All personnel assigned to the Incident Team will be trained annually. 

3.  This plan will be evaluated annually by the administrative team and updated as needed. 

             3.  Emergency contact list will be stored near every phone.  

4.  Phone numbers including cell phones and staff home addresses are also available in the  
      Credible EMR. 

V.         PRIORITIES to establish safety of on-site personnel and visitors/clients: 

       1.    Call for help: 

a.  Protect the life of those involved in the incident and your own by calling 911 as 
required.  If necessary, utilize the Run (then call when safe), Hide and Fight concept. 

b.  Contact the CEO, Clinical Director or Site Supervisor stating you are dealing with an 
emergency, ensure you are not dealing with the emergency alone. 

c.  Immediately Communicate to all staff when appropriate:  The “Page All” option may 
be used when the emergency warrants it.   This option will notify every staff member 
on their desk phone.   Please keep in mind that clients will also hear your voice 
communication over the speaker.   

 2.     Secure the area: 

Avoid danger – some initial actions require good judgment and risk assessment to protect 
your own safety as well as the safety of others.   Depending on circumstances prudent action 
may be to run or lock all internal doors and hide.   In other circumstances immediately 
evacuating clients and staff may be necessary. 
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3.    Evacuation and Service Interruption: 

              a.   In certain situations, it may become necessary to evacuate the premises immediately                             
or directly after an emergency such as a fire. If evacuation is necessary and appropriate 
for the type of emergency, the designated sites will be utilized.  Roosevelt office go to 
the large utility shed/garage, Vernal go to the large utility shed/garage.  These building 
are clearly visible from the main office.  These evacuation locations do not apply to an 
active shooter emergency.    

b.  In some cases, clients may be asked to exit the building and leave the premise   
immediately but calmly.   Take appropriate action to keep yourself and clients safe and 
where possible minimize their exposer to any emergency.     

   c.   NCC does not have residential care and does not provide housekeeping, or food services 
except as provided during Medicaid services such as Personal Services, Psychosocial 
Rehabilitation or TCM.   In a crisis those services will continue.   NCC does have 20 
low income apartments.  In some situations, it may become necessary to move 
individuals from NCC apartments temporarily.   In most cases e.g. a plumbing problem, 
fire, etc., the individuals can be moved to a local hotel on a temporary basis while 
repairs are made.  There are adequate hotel options within one mile of all NCC 
apartments.  NCC staff will ensure that the apartment tenets basic needs are met in the 
temporary living situation including food, medication, clothing, health care, etc.    
Health care will be accessed at community resources including primary care providers, 
community specialty providers and Emergency Rooms as currently accessed during 
normal business.     

   d.  In the event of mass community event such as an earthquake, county emergency shelters 
that would be developed at fairgrounds, schools, church’s etc., will be utilized as 
assigned at the time by the counties.  Center case managers will ensure that individuals 
are accounted for and provided for.   Center nurses and prescribers will ensure that 
medications remain uninterrupted to the level possible.   The Center does not have an in-
house pharmacy.  Retail pharmacies will continue to be utilized during an emergency.  
The Center has signed a MOU with the local health department for Federal stockpile 
medications when appropriate declarations have been made if retail pharmacy services 
are not available.  The Center’s administration and maintenance will conduct inspections 
of service locations and apartments following potential or real damage.  Repairs and 
assessment will be completed by appropriate resources.   

e.  In the case of a pandemic where quarantine living may be necessary the Center will 
follow the Tri-County Health Department’s orders including the place of quarantining 
for those unable or unwilling to quarantine.    The location of this type of quarantining is 
determined by the Health Officer and may include a designated hotel, or other facility.       

  f.  If Center service locations are unable to be utilized due to an emergency, alternative 
treatment sites will be accessed in the community on a temporary basis.   Alternative 
sites may include county facilities, such as but not limited to the following: 
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 Uintah Conference Center 
 313 East 200 South 
 Vernal, Utah 84078 
  
  Crossroads Community Center   
 50 E 200 S, Roosevelt, UT 84066 
  

 Telehealth services may be provided from any approved location including homes with 
privacy protections as approved by the crisis management team.  

 In the event a service location is changed due to a temporary emergency, the team will 
immediately implement notifications to community stake holders including Dispatch, 
Hospitals, the Division of Substance Abuse and Mental Health, Medicaid, and County 
Officials, Licensing, etc.  A media campaign will be initiated by NCC Prevention Staff 
and IT that includes updating the NCC website, social media pages, physical signage on 
the original and current service properties, the local newspaper, radio, texting/emailing 
consumers, etc.   Medical records are available from any location through the Center’s 
web based Electronical Medical Record system, including the ability for the Center’s 
prescribers to prescribe remotely.   Web based records are backed up in real time to 
secure data warehouses. 

 g.  NCC is involved in many community coalitions during the course of normal business  
 including health care, various county service groups, schools, etc.  In addition, NCC will 
 join other groups or conduct consultations needed for any emergency.   This may include 
 direct coordination with local government e.g. the local or State Health Department, etc.  
 NCC will coordinate with local, State and Federal Government as requested.  

4.         Administer first aid if necessary: 

Aid may range from minor scrapes, broken limbs or major trauma. Call 911 as needed.  
At least one person on site should be trained in First Aid and/or CPR.  Narcan Spray is 
located in the front Defibrillator case at each office site. 

5.        Account for all personnel on locations: 

It is imperative that the status of all on-site personnel be conducted immediately 
following the emergency.  This includes staff and clients and will be initiated 
immediately. 

  VI.      Ongoing business and basic service operation: 

             1.     NCC will stock a short-term food and water supply for those living in NCC apartments 
including basic toiletries.   NCC does not provide food services but will stock and rotate the 
limited supply of basics for catastrophic events.  This supply is in the apartment storage 
sheds at each location.  

             2.     In the event of a long-term social disaster, the Center’s providers will assist clients in 
accessing emergency food supplies in the community.    For those dependent on NCC to 
meet basic needs this will include transportation by NCC case managers to needed services 
and daily basic needs.     
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a.  The Center will stock as products are available, cleaning and disinfectant supplies.    

b.  The Center will stock a reasonable amount of basic protective equipment, first aid 
supplies.  This include access to these materials at both service locations.   Supplies 
may be also accessed through the local health department for direct care staff as they 
are supplied.   

 3.      Communication: 

The Center has two on call workers covering after hours, weekends and holidays.   
Administration can also be accessed after hours as needed.  On call workers use agency 
issued cell phones.   Central Dispatch calls these numbers frequently and can reach 
administration at their homes if needed.  In event that phone service is down, the Center has 
two radios capable of communicating between Roosevelt, Vernal and the State of Utah.   
One radio is in possession of the Clinical Director in Vernal and the other in the procession 
of the IT Specialist in Roosevelt that can transfer the radio to the CEO or other member of 
administration as needed.   Radios are always to be fully charged.    The Center will 
participate in DHS quarterly radio checks.    

 4.     Finances and Staff:   

a.  The following individuals have agency credit cards that may be used in an emergency.   
The CEO, Clinical Director, Roosevelt Clinical Site Supervisor, Vernal Clinical Site 
Supervisor, Administrative Human Resource Supervisor.  The Center also maintains a 
smaller petty cash system for emergencies as authorized. 

b.  The Center will maintain back up options for payroll which includes automatic 
deposits and can include checks in emergencies.   Payroll is processed every two 
weeks.   The Center has back up options for the timely paying of other bills.    

c.  The Center is required by the Local Authority Board to maintain a minimum of 180 
days of operating expenses in reserve.  

d.  In the event of illness or quarantine, staff are referred to the leave and FMLA policies.    
Those policies describe annual, sick and funeral leave.   FMLA describes Federal 
requirements under the Family Medical Leave Act with or without pay.  These 
policies may be temporarily amended by Federal or State statutes that apply to the 
Center’s work force.    At all times, services to clients including support services 
necessary to provide services are the priority.   The Center may recall workers at any 
time or temporarily deny time off in accordance with allowable Federal exceptions 
under hardship.    

e.  In the event of staffing shortages due to employees being out with extended illness, on 
quarantine or due to other emergency factors, all staff including administration may be 
called on to fill the duties required for basic service delivery.   Temporary 
reassignment may occur as needed to ensure that basic needs e.g. (case management, 
transportation, food, shelter, etc.,) are met.  The Center will contract will other local 
clinical providers in emergencies if required.    The Center will utilize clinical 
telehealth services as needed.     
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VII.    Incident Team Meeting and Plan: 

1.  Following a major incident or during an incident, the team will meet or communicate as soon                                                   
as immediate needs have been resolved.  The team will meet as often as required to address the 
ongoing crisis and response.   The NCC Team covers emergencies at any of the NCC locations 
in Roosevelt or Vernal. 

2.  The team will consider the following in developing a plan for each developing or post crisis 
response. 

a. Immediate safety for all people including staff and those served 
NCC.                                                                                                                     

b.  Immediate basic needs including housing, food, water, medication, health care, etc., 
for the following population.  Those located in NCC housing and those supported by 
and dependent on NCC case managers, nurses, etc. for meeting their daily needs.    

c.   Staff communication on status and plan.  

d.  Meeting the immediate needs of those that are in a mental health or substance use 
crisis including ensuring 24 crisis coverage.   

e.   Staff wellbeing including during and after an event.  

f.   General outpatient access including notifying clients and community stakeholders and 
utilizing additional telehealth services or an alternative building when a service 
location has been compromised or safety requires it.   Contact Central Dispatch, 
Hospitals, Medicaid, the Department of Human Services, Tri-County Health, School 
Districts and other stakeholders as needed.  Appropriate media and social media will 
also be utilized to inform the public of any changes to services.   

g.  Assignment and reporting to community coalitions that may be held during or post 
crisis.   For example, this may include the Uintah Basin Health Coalition or the Covid-
19 Tri-county coalition, etc. 

h.    State, county, community and press communication as required.   

i.    Any other issues that a specific situation may require. 

3.  Community partners are an important part of any crisis management.  NCC has the advantage 
of a smaller community and personal contacts within Law Enforcement, County 
Commissioners, Hospitals, Tri-County Health, First Responders and City governments 
through cellular phones.  In addition, the following are key stake holders.  

 911  Is to be utilized for all immediate first responder needs including ambulance, fire  
  and law enforcement from any location.   Dispatch can also be contacted at 435- 
  789-4222 for non-emergent crisis and accessing community local government  
  contacts in the event of an emergency.   
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    Health  Tri-County Health VERNAL OFFICE 
   Phone: 435-247-1177 
   Fax: 435-781-0536 
   133 South 500 East 
   Vernal, UT 84078 
    
   Tri-County Health ROOSEVELT OFFICE 
   Phone: 435-722-6300 
   Fax: 435-722-6301 
   409 South 200 East 
   Roosevelt, UT 84066  
 
Hospitals Ashley Regional Medical Center 
   435-789-3342 
   150 West 100 North 
   Vernal, UT 84078 
    
   Uintah Basin Medical Center 
   435-722-4691 
   250 West 300 North 
   Roosevelt, UT 84066 
 
Food  Ashley Valley Food Pantry 
   Phone: (435) 789-1014 
   426 East 200 South 
   Vernal, UT – 84078 
    
   Duchesne County Food Pantry 
   Phone: (435) 722-5232 
   420 East 100 South 
   Roosevelt, UT - 84066 
  
 
 
The May 2022 version of this policy was approved by the administrative team on May 11, 2021. 
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